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Abstract

Activity recognition aims to provide accurate and opportune information on

people’s activities by leveraging sensory data available in today’s sensory rich

environments. Activity recognition has become an emerging field in the areas

of pervasive and ubiquitous computing. The process of recognising activities

flows through three key steps: sensing, modelling, and recognition. A typical

activity recognition technique processes data streams that evolve from sensing

platforms such as mobile sensors, on body sensors, and/or ambient sensors.

Learning models in activity recognition are built from historical data and rely

strongly on prior knowledge of activities. The learning model in this scenario

is static and thus unable to cope with the evolving nature of activities in data

streams.

The evolving nature of activities arises for many reasons. Intuitively, peo-

ple perform activities in different ways. “Walking” for one person could be

“jogging” for another. Therefore, there is no model that fits all in activity

recognition. To attain an accurate recognition, a learning model has to be

tuned to suit a user’s personalised way of performing activities. Moreover,

it is unrealistic to assume that the number of activities is static along the

stream. While the learning model is built from historical data, novel activities

may emerge and abandoned ones may disappear over time.

This thesis develops adaptive techniques for activity recognition that dy-

namically change the learning model while activities evolve. These techniques

apply an incremental and continuous learning approach for both personali-

sation and adaptation of the learning model. As a strategy to harness the

potential of activity for pervasive environments, our techniques are capable of

recognising activities that evolve from data streams. The first contribution of

this thesis is to build a flexible, efficient, robust, and accurate learning model

that enables personalisation and adaptation with evolving data streams. This

learning model is the core for all our techniques developed in this thesis.

Based on the developed learning model, we propose a technique for recog-

nising activities efficiently. The recognition technique is an ensemble classifier

that integrates with the learning model to recognise activities based on a hy-

brid similarity measure approach. The merit of this approach is to bring

different perspectives together for more accurate recognition, especially across

users. The ensemble classifier is evaluated on benchmarked datasets for activ-

ity recognition. The evaluation demonstrated the robustness, efficiency, and
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accurate recognition of activities. Our technique shows its best performance

when applied across users and with noisy data. The accuracy is improved by

more than 10% in these cases compared to other state-of-the-art techniques in

activity recognition using benchmarked multi-dimensional datasets.

The above activity recognition technique is extended to include incremen-

tal learning for personalisation with evolving data streams. This technique

leverages the flexibility of the learning model for personalisation in real time

to achieve an accurate recognition with the evolving activities. Furthermore,

we deploy our technique on a mobile device to demonstrate its efficiency. Al-

though the streaming environment imposes more constraints on the recognition

process, the proposed recognition technique outperforms other benchmarked

incremental techniques in activity recognition. Our technique shows its best

performance when applied to data that contains noise with accuracy enhance-

ment of about 15%.

The last contribution is a technique that enables continuous learning to

adapt the learning model. To fulfil this goal, our technique detects the ar-

rival of new activities in data streams and/or the disappearance of abandoned

ones. Moreover, it dynamically adapts the learning model with the detected

changes for a future recognition. The developed technique is evaluated on

benchmarked datasets to demonstrate its efficiency in recognising changes in

activities and adaptation of the learning model accordingly. The recognition

of novel activities varies depending on the characteristics of the datasets and

the nature of the detected activity. This technique, as well as all techniques

in this thesis, incorporates active learning to address the scarcity of labelled

data especially in streaming environment by annotating only small amounts

of the most informative data. Thus, this thesis takes a step forward in activ-

ity recognition dynamics in pervasive and ubiquitous computing by building

efficient and adaptive techniques for recognising evolving activities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preamble

Sensors are becoming more pervasive. They exist ubiquitously around us and

are embedded in our phones, cameras, clothing, buildings, cars, and in all

kinds of everyday objects. Massive amounts of data are generated from these

sensors continuously. That raises the question of how can we use this sensory

data to make our lives “better”? The availability of real time sensory infor-

mation through these sensors has led to the emergence of research into “Ac-

tivity Recognition” (AR). Activity recognition aims to provide accurate and

opportune information based on people’s activities and behaviours. Activity

recognition has become an emerging field in the areas of pervasive sensory data

processing and ubiquitous computing. Many applications have demonstrated

the usefulness of activity recognition. These include applications in health and

wellness, activity-based crowdsourcing and surveillance, and targeted adver-

tising.

• Health and wellness [LRE10,KNM+06a,HKAK10,STF08,DLL13]: Pro-

gressive research in activity recognition has provided the foundation

for many applications in heath and wellness. In recent years, fitness

tracking applications have attracted much attention in activity recogni-

tion [Yan09,BI04,EPMK08,CMT+08]. Devices and applications, such as

fitbit [fit], monitor distances walked and corresponding burned calories.

More advanced fitness applications aim at tracking Activities of Daily

Living (ADL) [HKAK10]. Recognition and monitoring of the type and

frequency of ADL is essential for creating what is known as an activity

diary/log [Yan09]. These diaries help users to understand their personal

lifestyle patterns and effect healthy changes (e.g. increase physical ex-

ercise, reduce number of hours sitting in front of the computer). Such
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activity recognition applications are important for preventing medicine

and avoiding chronic illness such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes and

obesity. Other applications in health monitoring are concerned with the

remote supervision of home based patients or at risk elderly people. Med-

ical professionals believe that one of the best ways of early detection and

prevention of emerging medical conditions is to recognise changes and

abnormality in different activities [LB69].

• Activity-based crowdsourcing and surveillance [SG00, BJPT03, WA05]:

Recognising activities for crowds leads to interesting applications. A

case of a large number of people running in a place where they normally

walk or sit indicates a possible emergency or disaster [LPW12]. Also,

surveillance applications that are able to understand and model people’s

activities could predict intent and motive as people interact with the

environment. Therefore, activity recognition applications aim to proac-

tively detect abnormal behaviours in busy environments [NLHW04]. An

example is a suspicious person who is spending longer than usual time

on a train platform.

• Targeted advertising [Int04, SVA06]: Activity recognition in real time

is an important component of applications that interact with users to

deliver context relevant information and services. Applications in this

category target conveying the right message at the right place and at

the right time using activity recognition. Examples include personalised

advertisements or discount deals in smart shopping scenarios. The term

“Know Your Customer (KYC)” [WG96], which has been used by busi-

nesses, refers to understanding customer needs and providing them with

satisfying services. Activity recognition contributes to KYC analytics by

inferring the general interests of customers and thus helps in providing

them with relevant information and services.

Activity recognition has been widely studied using different approaches

and from various perspectives. Probabilistic, statistical and logical reasoning

approaches have been applied to understand and predict various user activi-

ties. Additionally, machine learning approaches based on sensory data have

also been leveraged for activity recognition. The premise underlying the use

of machine learning in activity recognition is that activities can be recognised

and even anticipated using prior knowledge of previously collected data rep-

resenting different activities. Typical activity recognition process consists of

three main components: namely, data collection and preprocessing, modelling,
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and finally recognition. The data collection and preprocessing component that

gathers annotated sensory data evolves from diverse data sources such as on

body wearable sensors, mobile sensors, and/or smart environment sensors.

Then, raw sensory data is processed into features that help discriminate be-

tween activities. The modelling component uses the extracted features to train

a baseline learning model that is then deployed to predict activities from new

incoming sensory data by the recognition component.

Thus, state of the art activity recognition techniques rely strongly on prior

knowledge and typically recognise activities based on models built from sam-

ples of the population. However, given the nature of human activities, it is

essential to recognise activities that change from one user to another. Data

that represents a particular activity might change from one user to another,

i.e. walking for one person could be jogging for another. Also, a single user

might perform one activity with different patterns, i.e. running might in-

clude fast running or jogging. New activities could emerge and abandoned

activities may disappear. Therefore, it is unrealistic in activity recognition

to assume that data is static over time. Dynamic changes in activities that

reflect variations in user’s activities are expected and natural. Change of exist-

ing activities or emergence of novel activities occur in evolving activity data.

Traditional activity recognition models are built on previously collected data,

ignoring the crucial post deployment refinement and adaptation to cope with

aforementioned changes that naturally occur in an activity life cycle. Thus,

it is important to develop techniques that effectively recognise activities that

change and evolve.

In this thesis, our objective is to develop techniques that are able to extend

state of the art activity recognition by enabling the AR process to: (i) detect

the emergence of new and previously unseen activities, and (ii) personalise

activity models built from a group of users to a set of different users. This

approach can dramatically improve the interpreting of activities from evolv-

ing sensory data, hence positively impacting the accuracy, effectiveness, and

robustness of diverse applications that leverage activity recognition.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 provides an

overview of activity recognition approaches and is followed in Section 1.3 by a

discussion of the challenges that researchers face in the field of activity recog-

nition. The aim and objectives of the research are described in Section 1.4.

Then, the research scope and contributions are outlined in Section 1.5. Section

1.6 concludes the chapter with an outline of the dissertation organization.
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1.2 Approaches for Human Activity Recogni-

tion

State of the art activity recognition research has focused on traditional super-

vised learning techniques [PGK+09, MS10]. The flow of the learning process

through different components in activity recognition is illustrated in Figure

1.1. In this section, we explain the research areas and approaches in activity

recognition through their key components.

Figure 1.1: Activity Recognition Components

• Data collection and preprocessing component : This component represents

the very initial step of any activity recognition process. Data collection

includes issues related to the sensing platform such as types and loca-

tions of the sensors. Both types and locations vary based on the aim

of the recognition. For instance, recognising hand gestures may require

accelerometer sensors attached to hands or fingers. Variously, spatio-

temporal activities require collection of GPS data that could be from a

user’s device that they carry. Atomic activities such as sitting and walk-

ing may also be recognised using accelerometer data embedded in the

mobile device or attached as wearable sensors. Another consideration

for the data collection concerns the annotation or labelling of activities

in the collected data. The process of data collection is followed by a

preprocessing and feature extraction steps which aim to prepare the raw

collected data for the following component of modelling. The key fac-

tors that need consideration for data collection and preprocessing are as

follows:
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- Type of sensors: Various kinds of sensors are deployed for activity

recognition. Three-axis accelerometer sensors are probably the most

frequently used wearable and mobile sensor. They are particularly

effective in monitoring actions that involve repetitive body motions,

such as walking, running, sitting, standing, and climbing stairs. Lo-

cation sensors such as GPS are also used in activity recognition for

understanding higher level activities. Other sensors, such as inertial,

gyroscopic, temperature, and microphone sensors, are deployed also for

data collection in activity recognition. Some studies use only a single

sensor, while others use multiple sensors of the same kind in different

locations. Many other studies deploy a network of a combination of

various sensors for a holistic understanding of the performed activities.

- Location of sensors: Sensors could be attached to a person to collect

orientation and movement information. Such wearable sensors have the

advantage of being with the user continuously. Several studies have also

considered the use of widely-available mobile phone sensors for activity

recognition. In addition to sensing, phones come with computing and

communication resources. Importantly, the popularity of the mobile

phones enables researchers to deploy and test the developed models for

activity recognition on a large number of users. In addition to wearable

sensors, ambient sensors that are deployed in physical environments

such as smart homes have been widely used for activity recognition,

especially in health applications and elderly people monitoring.

- Data annotation: Data is collected from either single or multiple users.

In order to build and train the learning model, raw data is labelled with

the corresponding activity that occurred while that data was being col-

lected. Collecting data over a long period of time and from a large num-

ber of users produces generalised and robust learning models. Typically

there is only a small set of labelled training data available in addition to

a substantial amount of unlabelled training data. The scarcity of anno-

tated data directly impacts the quality of the learning model and there-

fore the performance of the entire recognition system. However, given

that annotating activity data is an expensive process in terms of human

effort, researchers have started studying the feasibility of other machine

learning techniques for activity recognition including unsupervised, ac-

tive, and semi-supervised learning [GWT+09, LRE10, SVLS08, LC14]

to overcome challenges arising from the limited availability of labelled

data.
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- Data preprocessing and feature extraction: Raw data is processed with

feature selection and extraction methods to extract meaningful infor-

mation that can distinguish between different activities. For example,

accelerometer raw data (i.e. x, y and z component) needs to be trans-

formed to a set of features that include the magnitude, mean, standard

deviation, and number of peaks of the accelerometer readings along the

three axes. Studies in activity recognition have applied various well-

known feature extraction and selection techniques in the collection and

preprocessing component that also includes data filtration from both

noise and outliers. [HKAK10,KWM11,KLLK10]

• Modelling component: The modelling component is a key component for

building an accurate and robust activity recognition system. A model is

initially built and trained with features extracted from collected anno-

tated and preprocessed data. The generated learning model is typically a

classificatory model similar to a decision tree, Bayesian network, support

vector machine, or neural network. The recognition system deploys the

learning model for later recognition of unannotated data.

Many criteria are considered for determining the efficiency of the learning

model in general [WF05]. One of the most widely used criteria in activity

recognition is accuracy, which is the ability to correctly recognise the

occurring activity. Accuracy is not the only criterion. Effectiveness is

also studied for evaluating the learning model from computational and

time complexity perspectives. Efficiency is an important criterion to

consider, especially when dealing with large amounts of data. Moreover,

the issue of noisy and missing data is very common when dealing with

sensory data. Robustness is another essential evaluation criterion for

testing the ability of the learning model to handle missing and noisy data.

As activity recognition data evolves over time, the flexibility criterion or

the ability to adapt the model continuously to reflect changes in the data

which are reflections of changing and evolving activities themselves is a

significant way to evaluate the learning model.

In addition to how a model is evaluated, there are several key issues that

need consideration as discussed below:

- Personalised versus generalised model: Typical AR models are trained

for a subset of users and deployed to recognise activities for a large pop-

ulation group. Thus, either over-fitted or poorly trained model could

be reasons for poor/inaccurate recognition. Therefore, it is important
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to consider personalisation of the learning model to fit a specific user’s

way of performing activities. Personalisation is an important factor

for accurate and effective recognition. Typically, walking for one user

could be running for another, therefore flexibility to tune the initial

model to accommodate specific user activities is crucial for capable

activity recognition.

- Model structure: Building a fine-grained model that describes a set of

different activities precisely is essential for an accurate, robust, and ef-

ficient recognition. Furthermore, a model with a small computational

footprint is important, especially for real time recognition on devices

such as mobile phones. One key challenge in choosing the model struc-

ture is keeping the balance between an accurate model representation

with fine granularity and computational efficiency.

- Continuous learning and model adaptation: In realistic conditions,

change of activities may emerge over time. A user’s way of perform-

ing activities might naturally change over time. Furthermore, the set

of activities a user performs changes over time, wherein new activi-

ties may emerge and also current activities may disappear gradually.

Model flexibility to support continuous learning is essential to handle

these changes and therefore maintain the efficiency of the recognition

system. Model flexibility includes adding new activities, deleting ex-

isting activities or modifying user patterns. Flexible models limit the

need for re-training the learning model when changes occur to activity

patterns, due to either users or environmental settings. The model

degradation over time is a notable challenge for machine learning sys-

tems in general [Kun04]. However, this is a key issue that needs to be

addressed in the context of AR given the natural evolution of activ-

ities. Flexible and accurate activity recognition systems should have

the elasticity to learn from the new incoming sensory data and adapt

the model accordingly.

• Recognition component: The final step in any activity recognition system

is the recognition component where the learnt model is deployed for

recognising activities from unannotated data. The following are some

of the key considerations that have to be factored into the recognition

component:

- Model deployment: The recognition process starts with the deploy-

ment of the learning model on target device. The deployment location
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is commonly the platform where processing and recognising activities

happens. A learning model could be deployed directly on the sen-

sors, on a mobile device, or on the cloud server that receives data from

sensors. The trade-offs of deploying the model at the source that aggre-

gates the data (i.e. sensor) versus the server (i.e. cloud) are as follows.

On the cloud, there is sufficient computational power. Thus computa-

tional efficiency many not be a key consideration. However, this brings

overheads in terms of higher communication costs and reduced privacy.

On the other hand, recognition on a mobile device ensures that user’s

data remains on the user’s device thus preserving privacy. However, it

is limited by the mobile device resources and capabilities.

- Types of recognised activities: Activities of daily living (ADL) are the

typical atomic activities which users perform in their everyday life.

Activity recognition systems are used to recognise ADLs such as walk-

ing, standing, sitting and jogging [TIL04]. Depending on the learning

model and collected data, various activities could be recognised by

the recognition component. More detailed activities including gestures

such as cooking, washing, and drinking coffee are also included by many

studies especially ones that use smart environmental and/or wearable

sensors [WLT05].

- Instance versus batch based processing mode: Processing data for recog-

nition either occurs by responding to each instance, or processing data

in a batch mode within a time window. For activity recognition, people

perform activities in a sequential manner (i.e., performing one activity

after another). Thus, activity data is typically a sequence of chunks

that represent a sequence of activities. Batch based processing in activ-

ity recognition deals with activities in batches rather than processing

each instance. Although, instance based processing attains a real or

near real time recognition, batch based processing preserves the con-

nection between a sequence of instances that represents the activity

and therefore boosts the recognition accuracy. Batch based processing

could attain a near real time recognition with a small window size.

The choice of instance and batch modes impacts the computational

efficiency of the recognition technique.

- Real-time recognition: One of the main performance metrics of any

efficient activity recognition technique is the real time recognition of a
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user’s performed activities. Real time recognition enables many pro-

active and preventative applications across different domains. For in-

stance, applications in surveillance and health require immediate action

to be initiated based on the recognition results for emergency situa-

tions. For example, detecting a sudden fall or an abnormal activity in

real-time is crucial especially for elderly people. Real-time recognition

enables also location-based applications that are even increasing.

1.3 Challenges in Activity Recognition

Although several important aspects of activity recognition have been studied,

there are still many issues that motivate the development of new techniques

to improve an activity recognition system’s performance under more realistic

conditions [LL13]. Thus, many crucial research problems and challenges in the

field of activity recognition still need further and careful consideration. In this

section, we discuss important research challenges which are the key motivation

for the research proposed, developed and implemented in this dissertation. We

start by discussing these challenges in more details as follows:

• Detection of novel activities: Activity recognition models only represent

a set of activities that are seen in historical data (collected for training

the model). It is very realistic in activity recognition that people per-

form different sets of activities that may not have occurred during the

training phase. Thus there is no one model that fits all activities. An

activity model that is built with historical data has to have the ability to

adapt by adding or removing activities that reflect the real and current

set of activities performed by a particular user. The adaptation capabil-

ity in activity recognition includes the detection of unseen activities and

removing activities that are no longer performed by user. Recognition

of novel activities includes detection of unusual activities arising from

situations such as a sudden fall for elderly people. Model adaptation

is an important criterion for the flexibility, effectiveness, and accuracy

of any activity recognition method. Current approaches do not cater for

activities that may emerge over a period of time (post the data collection

and modelling) or changes in user’s patterns which are both completely

realistic in the context of activity recognition. There is no notion of nov-

elty detection for activities that evolve over time. Thus, a key question

is how to develop AR techniques that have the ability to adapt and learn

both incrementally and continuously to reflect changes in user activities.
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• Personalisation of existing models: Almost all activity recognition sys-

tems are built by leveraging training data from a specific set of users

for the model building phase. The developed and validated models are

then deployed to a large user group for serving many applications. How-

ever, a generalised model does not represent a user’s personalised way of

performing different activities. When applying an activity model across

users, models have be tuned for each user to be able to recognise specific

and personalised user activities. Unlike the detection of entirely new

activities, personalisation updates the current existing model without

changing the core activity types. Therefore, the personalisation pro-

cess only ‘tunes’ current activities for a specific user at real time with-

out adding or deleting any of the existing model activities. There is

an emerging focus on the personalisation of activity recognition mod-

els [WL12, LL13] and understanding the way that people perform ac-

tivities differentially. Typical walking for one user may be jogging for

another. Therefore, the personalising of an activity model is significant

in order to improve the recognition accuracy when deployed to large user

groups.

• Scarcity of annotated data: Typically, there is only a small set of labelled

training data available in addition to a substantial amount of unlabelled

training data. The process of annotating such data or finding ground

truth is tedious, time-consuming, erroneous, and may even be impos-

sible in some cases. If training data is collected from a specific set of

users, an over-fitted model will be produced. Because of the difficulties

involved in annotating training data, research in activity recognition suf-

fer from either poor or over-fitted models which could be a key reason

for inefficient and inaccurate recognition. Therefore, semi-supervised,

active and incremental learning are increasingly being investigated for

activity recognition to overcome the limitation of scarcity of annotated

data [SVLS08].

• Streaming nature of sensory data: Data deployed for activity recognition

typically comes from sensors. The sensory data comes as a continuous se-

quence of streaming data. In the context of activity recognition, sensory

data received from sensing devices for activity recognition requires real-

time processing with limited resources using sensors or a mobile device.

Dealing with streaming data imposes additional challenges in activity

recognition. These challenges include handling the high speed of data,
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processing data in real-time, and accommodating the change in data as

activities evolve and change.

• Situation inference: Recognising the situation and the context of the ac-

tivity in addition to the kind of activity gives complex but useful insights

that can support more advanced applications. Such inference includes in-

corporating various sensing and reasoning components for a higher level

understanding of complex activities. The automatic recognition of con-

textual activities is a non-trivial process. It requires a holistic approach

from sensor fusion to integration of learning from different sources. The

context or situation and the kind of performed activity are commonly

closely tied. For example, an activity cannot be classified as running

if the subject is in the middle of a lake or in a traffic jam. The com-

bination of accelerometer data and a stream of location estimates from

the GPS can recognise both the activity as well as the mode of trans-

portation of a user and therefore help enhance the overall accuracy of

activity recognition and the making of inferences about the user’s situa-

tion [RB11,SRBF06,SZC13].

• Privacy: Maintaining privacy while processing data of activity recogni-

tion is a well-known issue [CCH+08]. The deployment of the recognition

application must protect the user’s privacy as well as the privacy of those

with whom the user comes in contact with. Privacy is a key issue for

methods in activity recognition that tend to send information to backend

servers for processing. It also became a concern in applications that send

data to third parties for enabling features based on the recognised ac-

tivities such as in the personalised advertising scenario [SRM12]. These

methods need to be particularly mindful of the need to preserve a user’s

privacy according to the level of consent provided or according to emerg-

ing legislation that governs the usage of personal data. Data privacy

has to be considered for the three processes of collection, processing, and

recognition of sensed data.

In this research, our main focus is on developing innovative research solutions

to address the challenges of the detection of novel activities, personalisation

of existing models, streaming nature of data, and scarcity of annotated data.

The key strategy of our research is to develop techniques that are able to

address these challenges by performing incremental and continuous learning

from streaming sensory data. The developed techniques must be accurate,

efficient, robust, and flexible in terms of their performance.
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1.4 Aims and Objectives

In a typical activity recognition process, historical data is collected and prepro-

cessed. The learning model is built to recognise activities that have occurred

in the past. The model is then deployed to detect currently occurring activi-

ties. This approach intuitively does not cater for the recognition of ‘new’ and

emerging activities, since the model is not trained to recognise these activi-

ties. Moreover, it fails to support personalisation of existing activities, since

the deployment phase focuses on the recognition rather than the re-learning

and adaptation of the model. Considering the streaming nature of sensory

data, both adaptation and personalisation have to be implemented in stream-

ing settings to be able to capture the evolving changes of activities as they

emerge.

Therefore, in this dissertation, we propose, develop and evaluate new adap-

tive techniques in activity recognition for complementing and extending the

previously learnt models with evolving data streams. The flexible learning

model has the ability to learn incrementally and continuously from incoming

streaming data. Typically such data streams arrive at a high rate and intensity

and are processed as they come using one pass analysis techniques [GZK05].

State of the art stream learning techniques aim to discover patterns, trends,

concept drifts and predictions based on continuous, unbounded data. Thus in

stream mining, learning the model from the data is done using the incoming

continuous stream rather than stored and collected data. Therefore, the model

building occurs incrementally and continuously. This learning paradigm is the

key in addressing challenges of recognising new unseen activities and person-

alisation of the generalised model. Additionally, as with any AR process, our

approach must also address the challenge of the scarcity of labelled data by

incorporating active learning capabilities.

In analysing the need for personalisation and adaptation in activity recog-

nition, it is essential for our techniques to be operational on the device of

deployment (where new sensory data are continuously generated and used for

activity recognition). Thus, our proposed solutions must also be efficient in

addition to being robust, accurate and flexible such that it can be deployed on

a self-contained and limited resource platform such as the mobile device.

In summary, the objectives of this research are as follows:

• Objective 1: Build an efficient baseline framework for activity recogni-

tion that is accurate, flexible, robust and computationally efficient.
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• Objective 2: Propose, develop and evaluate a personalisation technique

for activity recognition for detecting realistic changes from one person to

another and through incremental learning.

• Objective 3: Propose, develop and evaluate a novelty detection tech-

nique for recognising novel activities through continuous learning from

sensory data streams.

• Objective 4: Handle the streaming nature of sensory data and attain

real time recognition on a limited resource device.

• Objective 5: Ensure that the techniques proposed and developed in

this research are effective with limited labelled data by incorporating the

principles of active learning.

1.5 Research Contribution and Scope

The research area in activity recognition is rich with many open questions

and challenges. The contribution of our research is in both the modelling and

recognition processes in activity recognition. We address the aforementioned

challenges in activity recognition by developing three innovative techniques.

The developed techniques enables adaptation and personalisation for recog-

nising activities from evolving data streams. The scope and contributions of

this thesis according to the different AR processes/components are described

as follows:

• Modelling component : This research proposes, designs and implements

a baseline framework for activity recognition that is flexible, accurate,

robust and efficient. The baseline framework (BLFW) allows adaptation

and personalisation of the learning model that is initially built from the

historical data. The cluster based structure of the framework enables the

flexibility to add and remove activities with continuous and incremental

learning.

• Recognition component : We develop an ensemble classifier and integrate

it with our baseline framework for efficient recognition of activities. We

term our baseline modelling and recognition technique “CBARS” which

stands for “Cluster Based Activity Recognition System”. In CBARS,

we propose the use of a hybrid similarity measure approach for our ensem-

ble classifier. The use of an ensemble classifier brings different perspec-

tives of the data together, thus helping to achieve accurate and robust

recognition especially with activities across different users.
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We evaluate CBARS using benchmarked publicly-available datasets to

experimentally show its efficiency in terms of accuracy and robustness

for activity recognition. CBARS is developed to first establish the effi-

cacy of our proposed AR approach. While it does not by itself support

personalisation and detection of novel activities, CBARS is designed to

enable achieving our research objectives. Based on CBARS, we propose

two novel extensions to achieve personalisation and adaptation. Our

proposed extensions enable CBARS to be operational on streaming data

and learn incrementally and continuously. We also incorporate active

learning in all our proposed techniques to cope with the key issue of

limited labelled data in AR.

We first extend CBARS for recognising activities and implements contin-

uous and incremental learning from data streams for recognising person-

alised activities. Our extension to CBARS is called STAR that stands for

“STream learning for Activity Recognition”. STAR presents a real time

recognition and personalisation of activities that evolve in data streams.

The system incrementally learns from evolving data and continuously

refines the learning model for more accurate and efficient learning of the

users’ personalised activities.

The dynamics of our system go behind personalisation in streaming en-

vironment. We additionally aim to discover entirely new activities or

remove abandoned ones in real time. Therefore, we developed our tech-

nique for novelty detection and concept evolution in activity recognition;

coined COSTAR. This system monitors the evolving data for detecting

novel and unusual activities in a continuous and incremental approach to

adapt model accordingly in real time. Given the challenge of the scarcity

of labelled data, all of our techniques incorporate active learning with

recognition in order to select only a subset of data to be labelled and

thus address the issue of labelling cost.

We present theoretical framework, algorithms and experimental eval-

uation for both STAR and COSTAR using benchmarked datasets in

activity recognition. We analyse their efficiency in terms of accuracy,

flexibility, and computational efficiency for recognising personalised and

novel activities.

The conceptual illustration of our proposed techniques is shown in Figure 1.2.

BLFW which is the base of all developed techniques is built offline in the

modelling component from training data. CBARS integrates BLFW with a

novel ensemble classifier for accurate recognition of activities especially across
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different users. STAR enables an online extension of CBARS in streaming

environment through incremental learning for personalisation. STAR aims to

continuously learn from stream of personalised existing activities; COSTAR

enables adaptation for detecting novel activities and incrementally assimilates

the recognised novel activities with the recognition model.

Figure 1.2: Proposed Activity Recognition Techniques

1.6 Structure of the Dissertation

The thesis is organised into six chapters. Figure 1.3 depicts the roadmap for

the thesis against research objectives.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of related work in the areas of both activity

recognition and stream mining. First, we review different approaches in the

context of activity recognition in general. This is followed by an overview of

data mining and activity recognition. Then, we review different learning tech-

niques such as supervised, unsupervised, active, and incremental learning for

activity recognition. The chapter also reviews techniques for stream learning

in general and for activity recognition in particular. We conclude this chap-

ter with a systematic comparison of the state of the art systems in activity

recognition with a discussion of the research gaps and challenges.

Chapter 3 introduces the novel baseline framework for activity recognition

that is built from the historical data. The baseline framework supports adapta-

tion and personalisation by enabling incremental and continuous learning with
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3: Thesis Chapters Flow-graph with the Corresponding Thesis Ob-
jectives

a robust, accurate, efficient, and flexible model. In this chapter, we provide

a detailed description of the approaches for building the baseline framework.

We also introduce in this chapter our novel ensemble recognition technique

for classifying various activities based on the developed baseline framework:

CBARS. We discuss the details of the ensemble classifier that is based on a

hybrid similarity measure method. We then present an extensive evaluation

for CBARS with various benchmarked and publicly-available datasets. We

compare our technique performance with other state of the art techniques in

activity recognition. CBARS is evaluated in terms of accuracy and robustness

for activity recognition.

Chapters 4 and 5 present our proposed techniques for personalisation and

adaptation respectively. First, Chapter 4 presents our approach that applies

incremental learning for personalised recognition of activities in data streams;

STAR. In this chapter, we take steps towards extending CBARS for recognis-

ing personalised user activities in streaming environments. The novel approach

implements a model refinement to enhance the recognition accuracy by per-

sonalising the model for a particular user. It also enables the handling of the

evolutionary nature of streaming data. The model is dynamically refined and

personalised to cope with the recent changes in activity data. The chapter
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is concluded with an evaluation of the performance of STAR for personalisa-

tion and recognition of activities in an incoming stream in terms of accuracy,

flexibility and computational efficiency.

Chapter 5 continues on the path towards dynamic learning and adaptation

of the recognition component in the online phase. In this chapter, we propose

a strategy for capturing the evolution of activities in a data stream and detect

novel activities, COSTAR. We introduce in this chapter our novel technique

for novelty detection and concept evolution for detecting novel activities in

data streams. The novel technique explores to which extent we can track

the evolution of different activities to be able to recognise novel activities

or remove abandoned or outdated activities. We test the performance of the

extended system for recognising novel activities. We provide descriptions of the

approaches compared, datasets, experimental configuration, and performance

metrics to evaluate the accuracy, flexibility, and computational efficiency of

the developed technique.

Chapter 6 summarizes the work of the thesis, draws conclusions, and gives

an outlook to possible future work.
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Research Context

2.1 Introduction

Activity recognition has been widely studied in the literature from many per-

spectives. Typical activity recognition techniques deal with data that is con-

tinuously streaming from various sensors. Sensory data is a data stream that

contains unbounded data which arrives at high speed. The focus of this disser-

tation is on developing adaptive techniques for personalisation and adaptation

form evolving data streams. Therefore, the area of this research concerns not

only activity recognition but also the streaming data that evolves over time.

Thus, we focus in reviewing literature of state-of-the-art approaches for both

activity recognition and stream mining areas of research. We also discuss

research gaps and challenges that are faced by current activity recognition ap-

proaches with data streams. Our research contribution for addressing these

challenges are also summarised.

We start this chapter by introducing an overview of the general concepts

of activity recognition in Section 2.2. In this section, we discuss the different

types of sensors employed for recognising performed activities. The scope of

our research across activity recognition and stream mining disciplines is ex-

plained in Section 2.3. Within this scope, we first discuss different approaches

for activity recognition in Section 2.4. This section investigate techniques that

are applied for recognising activities. Then, section 2.5 reviews state-of-the-art

techniques for stream mining from sensory data. Recent research work focuses

on activity recognition in streaming environments. Section 2.6 represents the

research area comprising the intersection of stream mining and activity recog-

nition approaches. Section 2.7 surveys key activity recognition systems. We

further present in Section 2.8 current research challenges and gaps, along with
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a comparison of key systems. The chapter is summarised and concluded in

Section 2.9.

2.2 Overview on Activity Recognition

Activity recognition is one of the emerging applications in the area of ubiq-

uitous computing. Systems that can recognise human activities opened the

door to many important applications in the fields of healthcare [TF08,DLL13,

WCZZ08,MMEJ08,ZHM08,STF08], social networks [MLF+08], environmental

monitoring [MRS+09], surveillance, and emergency response [ZHM08,NCM04].

Human activity recognition has been a fast growing research area. Monitor-

ing and recognising activities are performed using two main approaches: vi-

sion based and sensor based. Early work in activity recognition focused on

analysing visual information such as images and videos [Pen00,Gav99]. Since

low cost sensors are embedded pervasively in the environment, the sensor based

approach provides an effective alternative for activity recognition. Thus, recent

research has moved to the use of the rich sensory data with the sensor based

approach. As early as 1999, the TEA project [SAT+99] implemented a proto-

type that demonstrated the feasibility of recognising activities with low-level

sensors.

2.2.1 Sensing platform

A wide range of sensors are employed for activity recognition. A sensing plat-

form includes either one sensor or a combination of sensors. We discuss the

sensing platform from two perspectives: the kinds and the placement of the

deployed sensors. Several kinds of sensors are used for collecting data for activ-

ity recognition. That includes accelerometer sensors [BI04, RDML05], RFID

tags [PFP+04,KRT+05], state change sensors [TIL04], microphones [WLTS06],

location based sensors such as GPS data [LFK05,RB11], and light and temper-

ature sensors [KZX+11]. Much existing research has explored inferring a user’s

activities from accelerometer sensors only, such as in [BI04,LCK+05,RDML05].

Figure 2.1 shows a subset of the sensors that are deployed for activity recog-

nition.

Sensor placement categorises sensing approaches as wearable sensors, mo-

bile sensors or ambient sensors. Wearable sensors allow data collection over

a long period of time while being attached to the human body. Many activ-

ity recognition studies focus on the use of accelerometer sensors attached to

a user’s body to recognise different activities as in [MS10, hLKK+09, FF00,
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Figure 2.1: Example of Sensors for Activity Recognition

LYA09]. Bao and Intille [BI04] deployed five biaxial accelerometers worn on

the user’s body positions in order to distinguish not only the whole body move-

ment like walking or running, but also those activities involving partial body

movement such as standing still, folding laundry, brushing teeth, watching TV,

or reading. Some other studies combined multiple types of sensors in addition

to accelerometers for activity recognition. The SATIRE system [GJAS06] used

a combination of accelerometer and GPS sensing data embedded into “smart

clothing” to identify different user’s activities. Maurer et al. [MSSD06] im-

plemented the eWatch sensing platform to detect activities from a dual axes

accelerometer, a light sensor, a temperature sensor and a microphone. Other

studies as in [LM02,SRBF06,CCH+08,CNCC08] and [LCB06] deployed differ-

ent combinations of sensors including velocity, compass, image and tempera-

ture sensors in additional to accelerometers.

Although the wearable sensor systems have been deployed widely in the

field of activity recognition, mobile phone sensors have recently gained popu-

larity in this field for many reasons. Today’s smart phones come with a rich set

of embedded sensors, such as accelerometer, digital compass, gyroscope, GPS,

microphone, and camera. The merit of using mobile embedded sensors is that

we do not need to deploy additional devices. Figure 2.2 shows an example of

embedded sensors in today’s smart phone. Since people carry their personal

companion devices all the time and have full control of their own devices, those

devices will not make the users feel intrusive. Furthermore, the mobile phones

are becoming increasingly intelligent and powerful. Thus they appear to be

the ideal platforms for detecting people’s activities. Importantly, the popular-

ity of mobile phones is allowing researchers to deploy and test the developed

models on a large scale of users, which consequently enables the collection and

analysis of data far beyond what was previously possible [LML+10].
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Figure 2.2: Example of Embedded Sensors into Mobile Phone

Researchers have considered the use of widely available mobile phones to

address the activity recognition problem. However the earlier approaches did

not leverage the sensors incorporated into the mobile devices themselves. For

example, Győrb́ıró, Fábián, and Hományi [GFH09] used a band (“Motion

Band”) that was attached to the user’s body. The Motion Band contains

an accelerometer, a magnetometer, and a gyroscope. The data collected by

Motion Band was transmitted to a smart phone carried by the user and stored

for further analysis. Ravi et al. [RDML05] collected data from users wearing

a single accelerometer based device and then transmitted this data to the HP

iPAQ mobile device carried by the user. These studies have not considered the

use of mobile phones as a sensing platform. Instead mobile phones have been

used for storage and data analysis purposes.

Few studies employed the actual commercial mobile device to sense and pro-

cess data for activity recognition. Such systems offer an advantage over other

systems because they are unobtrusive and do not require additional equip-

ment for data collection and recognition. Miluzzo et al. [MLF+08] explored

the use of various sensors (such as a microphone, accelerometer, GPS, and

camera) available on the commercial smart phones for social network applica-

tions. The Nokia N95 phone as used in [Yan09] constructs physical activity

diaries for the users. While Kwapisz, Weiss, and Moore [KWM11] collected

accelerometer data on android based mobile phone to identify activities.

Ambient sensors are neither wearable nor embedded on a portable device.

These include sensors that are deployed to track motion, location, or object

interaction in a smart home setting [TIL04,NCM04]. Examples of ambient sen-

sors that are deployed for activity recognition in smart environments include

infra-red motion sensors, temperature sensors, switches, smart power meters,

and pressure sensors. The major limitation in applying the ambient sensing

platform is the fixed laboratory settings required to fulfil the recognition of
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activities. Smart environments limit the recognition of activities to only in-

door settings. Furthermore, the cost of setting up sensors and the annotation

involved are mostly impractical.

The data collected form various sensing platforms are processed by differ-

ent techniques for recognising activities. The recognised activities vary from

atomic basic activities to complex activities.

2.2.2 Kind of activities

Activity recognition systems aim to understand the set of activities that users

perform from low level sensory data. Various activities could be predicted by

the recognition system. Atomic activities are the basic activities that can not

be broken down to any simpler activities. Examples of atomic activities are

walking, standing, and running. The recognition of atomic activities gained an

immense focus in the literature [CK11]. Other approaches aim to recognise fine

grained activities such as gestures by attaching sensors to specific human parts

as in [WLT05,ZLS+08]. Researchers have applied sensors to detect gesture ac-

tivities such as finger movement, leg movement, or upper body movement.

Whereas complex activities integrate atomic activities into contexts of activity

such as in [SZC13,HFS08]. For instance, the activity of ‘sitting in the train’ is

different from ‘sitting on the couch at home’. ‘Sitting’ is the atomic activity

while the complex activity includes the context which offers a deeper under-

standing of the activity. Tapia, Intille, and Larson [TIL04], for instance, aimed

to recognise complex activities such as preparing lunch, dressing, and bathing

from sensors installed in smart home settings. While Yang [Yan09] recognised

atomic activities such as sitting, standing, and walking from accelerometer

sensors on the mobile device.

In a nutshell, activity recognition approaches are either sensor based or

vision based. The sensor based approach for activity recognition aims at pre-

dicting various types of activities from low level sensors. These activities in-

clude atomic, fine-grained, or complex activities. A wide range of sensors are

deployed for data collection in activity recognition. These sensors are wearable

sensors, mobile sensors and/or ambient sensors.

2.3 Research Scope

Activity recognition is a very wide research area that has been investigated

from many perspectives. A well investigated research perspective focuses on
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managing the process of data collection. This perspective concerns issues re-

lated to the kinds of sensors and sensing platforms. Yet, immense research has

been directed towards learning methods for recognising activities from sensory

data. The literature covers a wide variety of learning techniques applied for

activity recognition. This research focuses on learning yet in streaming envi-

ronments with incremental and continuous learning approaches. The focus of

this research is on building dynamic techniques that can cope with the evolv-

ing nature of the sensory data streams and achieve recognition in real time.

As we focus on the methodology of analysing sensory data in streaming envi-

ronments, we aim also to develop sensor and platform independent techniques

that can leverage the wide range of sensors deployed for activity recognition.

The developed techniques have to be computationally efficient to be deployed

on limited resources devices for real time recognition. Although the literature

represents subsets of our research theme across activity recognition and stream

mining disciples, this dissertation primarily focuses on the holistic approach

that merges both activity recognition and stream mining for building adaptive

techniques.

In the light of our research scope, we introduce different learning tech-

niques for activity recognition with data streams. To explain the scope of our

research, we first introduce the known term of i.i.d. in statistical and prob-

ability theory, which refers to data that is both independent and identically

distributed. A key challenge with learning from sensory data in a streaming

environment is that it requires learning beyond identically distributed and in-

dependent conditions. In machine learning, a collection of data D is defined

as independent and identically distributed if all samples in D : X1, X2, ....Xn

follow the same distribution function f and are independent of each other.

Many state-of-the-art statistical and machine learning approaches rely on

processing the data that follows the i.i.d. conditions. These approaches assume

that data instances are independent and follow the same distribution. Thus,

the prediction of new data relies strongly on prior knowledge. In the ubiquitous

environment, either of the i.i.d. conditions or even both can be violated.

The distribution condition is clearly challenged with the basic concepts of

data streaming. In a streaming dynamic environment, we can not assume

the fulfilment of the identical distribution condition, as a typical data stream

evolves over time either for small or abrupt changes. There is an increasing

interest in the domain of learning from data that is not identically distributed.

Research into non-identically distributed data streams addresses slow changes

in a data stream which is known as concept drift. Sudden change is addressed

with novelty and outlier detection techniques. Indeed, these methods still
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preserve data independence. Other areas of research focus on the violation

of the independent data condition. These approaches deal with data that is

dependent while the distribution is fixed. Stationary time series and Markov

Chains are examples of approaches that challenge the dependency assumption.

Activity recognition data that represents a sequence of performed activities

is intuitively dependent. Therefore, an efficient activity recognition system fo-

cuses on dealing with the dependency among data for predicting performed

activities. Furthermore, in a streaming environment, activity recognition vio-

lates not only the assumption of independence but also identical distribution.

Changes in activity recognition data include either small or abrupt changes.

Sensory data deployed for activity recognition has the same characteristic of

non-identical distribution that is known in data streaming. Examples of small

changes are a change of “walking” or “running” pattern for one user, or changes

in ways of performing activities across users. Abrupt changes in activity recog-

nition include the detection of novel activity such as “exercise at the gym”, or

detecting sudden activities such as “fall detection” and malicious behaviour.

Recognition of changes in activities is crucial especially with applications in

healthcare, surveillance, and security. Figure 2.3 depicts the intersection of

the the two research areas of stream mining and activity recognition. The in-

tersection between the two overlapped research areas is where the underlying

scope of our contribution in this thesis. In the following sections, we survey

methods for both activity recognition and data stream mining as well as the

intersection between them.

Figure 2.3: Scope of Research

2.4 Activity Recognition Techniques

We survey in this section the main body of research in activity recognition. Dif-

ferent from traditional probabilistic and logical approaches, other approaches

that consider activity recognition from the machine learning perspective have
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been studied. In general, approaches in machine learning for activity recog-

nition can broadly divided into two major strands. The first strand concerns

the underlying learning approach. That includes supervised, unsupervised,

and semi-supervised learning. The second strand focuses on the dynamic ca-

pabilities of the recognition system beyond the learning phase. This includes

personalisation and adaptation of a learning model and the concept of transfer

learning.

2.4.1 Learning approaches

Most of the studies considered deploying supervised machine learning algo-

rithms such as Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, Hidden Markov Models, Near-

est Neighbour, Support Vector Machines, and different Boosting techniques.

Moving beyond fully supervised settings, researchers have started studying

the feasibility of other machine learning techniques for activity recognition:

unsupervised and semi-supervised learning.

Supervised learning is applied pervasively for activity recognition. Ba-

sically, labelled data is collected to train a static classificatory model for recog-

nising a set of activities. The classificatory model built from labelled data is

used to recognise the incoming unlabelled data. Figure 2.4 explains the super-

vised learning process. Supervised learning is categorised as either generative,

discriminative or hybrid approach [RH+97]. Algorithms that follow the gen-

erative approach models the class conditional distribution. Naive Bayes is an

effective generative approach that is applied pervasively for activity recognition

such as in [RDML05]. Hidden Markov Models are also generative methods that

have been successfully applied for recognising activities [PFKP05, WLTS06].

Discriminative models on the other hand learn the boundaries between classes.

Decision trees [BI04,LHP+07] and nearest neighbour [MSSD06,LM02] are well-

studied examples of the discriminative approach for activity recognition. More-

over, a hybrid approach is the one that combines the two approaches into a

single classifier. Viola and Jones [VJ01] applied a modified version of AdaBoost

that combines a set of static classifiers for recognising activities. While Lester

et al. [LCK+05] demonstrated the efficiency of combining discriminative and

generative classifiers for smooth recognition of activities. The hybrid approach

discriminatingly selects useful features and learns an ensemble of static classi-

fier to recognise different activities. In recent research, a hybrid classifier was

developed that combines both threshold based methods and machine learning

methods to select the most suitable classifier dynamically on the cloud [YH14].

Artificial Neural Networks rely on a hybrid generative-discriminative approach.
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Do, Loke, and Liu [DLL13] developed a system based on stream reasoning and

Artificial Neural Networks for recognising activities from mobile phone sen-

sors. Given the promising performance of the hybrid methods, our research

in this dissertation is also based on the same approach but in a streaming

environment that supports incremental and continuous learning.

Figure 2.4: Supervised Learning in Activity Recognition

A wide range of supervised methods commonly used for activity classifica-

tion was reviewed in [PGK+09, PPGD14]. One main characteristic of these

methods is the necessity of a significant amount of labelled data to build

the classificatory model. The assumption that labelled data is consistently

available is unrealistic. Due to many reasons, activities may vary while time

evolves for the same person or across different individuals. For each activity,

data is required to be collected for each user to attain an accurate recognition.

However, the annotation process is a time consuming,error prone, and mostly

tedious process. Therefore, researchers investigated an unsupervised learning

approach for activity recognition to overcome the limitations raised from the

supervised approaches.

The main goal of unsupervised learning techniques in activity recog-

nition is to discover variation and likelihood among data. There are a few

researchers who studied unsupervised learning for activity recognition such

as [LLPK09, WPC05, LD11, HS06]. Lee et al. [LLPK09] used unsupervised

learning for abnormality detection. To detect whether a pattern is registered

or not, a probability model based on the past activity pattern is created. The

Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm is applied with the feature vectors

to decide whether the activity has abnormal behaviour. In another study,

Li and Dustdar [LD11] studied the feasibility of applying a specific type of

unsupervised learning to high-dimensional, heterogeneous sensory input. The

correspondence between clustering output and classification input is proposed
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as well. Although clustering is promising approach in discovering data struc-

ture and patterns, at least a few labels have to be provided for performing the

actual recognition of activity. Also, the feasibility of traditional clustering is

questionable for high dimensional streaming data [LD11]. Furthermore, meth-

ods for unsupervised learning require a large pool of unlabelled data in order

to find interesting patterns. Figure 2.5 depicts an overview of the unsupervised

learning process.

Figure 2.5: Unsupervised Learning in Activity Recognition

In realistic conditions, large amounts of unlabelled data can be easily col-

lected while small set of labelled training data is available. In order to integrate

the advantages of both supervised and unsupervised learning; the concept of

semi-supervised learning is considered for activity recognition. A semi-

supervised approach requires less labelled data for recognising a substantial

amount of unlabelled data. Figure 2.6 represents an outline of the semi-

supervised learning approach. The ability to use unlabelled data for enhanc-

ing the recognition system became an interesting topic for many researchers.

Self-learning and co-training are attractive paradigms in semi-supervised learn-

ing. In the self learning paradigm, a small amount of annotated data is used

to build the classificatory model for later prediction of the unlabelled data.

The predicted label with highest confidence is added to the training seed for

rebuilding the classificatory model. Self learning has been successfully ap-

plied in many applications such as text analysis [Yar95] and image process-

ing [LWFF07]. Continuing research is being conducted to study self-learning

for activity recognition. Longstaff, Reddy, and Estrin [LRE10] investigated

methods of further training classifiers after a user begins to use them using

semi-supervised learning techniques.
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Figure 2.6: Semi-supervised Learning in Activity Recognition

Co-learning was first developed by Blum and Mitchell [BM98]. It uses two

classifiers, each trained on different perspective of the data. Each classifier adds

its most confidently predicted label to the training set and rebuilds the model.

Guan et al. [GYL+07] applied co-learning with three classifiers from the same

view of data. They also used majority voting to choose the most confident label

to augment the training data. Stikic, Laerhoven, and Schiele [SVLS08] applied

various semi-supervised techniques for enhancing accuracy of recognising users’

activities.

Despite the ongoing research on semi-supervised learning, most of the de-

veloped techniques rebuild the whole classificatory model upon predicting the

most confident label. Yet, this is impractical for real time recognition in

streaming settings. Also, the focus of aforementioned methods was mainly

to minimise the labelled data required for building the initial classificatory

model rather than improving the classifier itself, especially with confusing

data [LRE10].

Active learning is another approach in the semi-supervised learning cat-

egory. Unlike self learning and co-learning, active learning requires user in-

put to label data with the true label. According to Muslea, Minton, and

Knoblock [MMK00], the main goal of active learning algorithm is to find the

more profitable and less costly data to label. Kapoor and Horvitz [KH08]

compared different methods to decide upon the selection of profitable data.

While Stikic et al. [SVLS08] employed a multi-sensor approach to choose im-

portant data to be labelled. The data is selected for active learning based on

two approaches. One approach chooses the data with the lowest classification

confidence. The other approach chooses the data that causes a high degree of

disagreement between two classifiers. Results showed improved performance

when active learning is applied. The ongoing research in active learning still
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requires further improvement. State-of-the-art active learning techniques in

activity recognition assume the retraining of models. This is not applicable in

streaming settings. Alternatively, dynamic update to tune the classificatory

model in real time are crucial in a streaming environment. Improving active

learning methods to consider the value of label compared to the cost of in-

terrupting the user is essential in the context of activity recognition. Also,

estimating the time taken to provide true labels and their effect on the predic-

tion accuracy in real time requires more investigations.

In this section, we have reviewed the three main approaches of activity

recognition according to the underlying learning approaches. Traditional ac-

tivity recognition systems are based on fully supervised learning approaches.

However, these techniques require all data to be annotated which is impracti-

cal, especially when applied in a streaming environment. On the other hand,

unsupervised learning finds pattens in unlabelled data. Unsupervised learning

is not capable of finding the actual predicted label of activity without at least

some labelled data presenting the ground truth. Therefore, semi-supervised

learning is a recent trend of activity recognition that employs only a small

set of labelled data for training. In semi-supervised learning, the recognition

system continuously learns from unlabelled data either automatically with self

learning or similar approaches or interactively with user input via an active

learning approach.

The research work represented in this dissertation is uses active and semi-

supervised learning in a streaming environment. The three developed tech-

niques in this dissertation build an initial classificatory model from a small set

of annotated data. The primitive model is incrementally updated while sensory

data evolves. We extend the literature in activity recognition by introducing

adaptive techniques that address the evolving nature of activities and scarcity

of labelled data. In the following, we discuss the dynamic capabilities of the

learning model beyond learning. That includes personalisation and adaptation

of the learning model.

2.4.2 Dynamic capabilities

Moving forward from learning approaches in activity recognition, we review

in this section post learning dynamic capabilities. In this section we aim to

review the dynamic capabilities of the recognition system according to the

objective of a system update. In the literature, two reasons urge model up-

date beyond the learning phase: model personalisation to best fit a specific

user; model adaptation by adding new activities or deleting abandoned ones.
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The wide concept of transfer learning is also presented to explain the different

kinds of anticipated changes in activity recognition and the proposed tech-

niques to handle these changes. We represent, in the following, the literature

contribution to each category.

Model personalisation

It is hard to generate one learning model that fits all users in activity recogni-

tion. Due to many reasons, different individuals might perform the same ac-

tivity but in different ways. A “walking” activity for one person, for instance,

might seem to be “running” for another. The most accurate recognition results

can be obtained if we train the learning model with the annotated data for a

specific user. This assumption is invalid in a ubiquitous environment when la-

belled data is scarce. Therefore, continuous learning approach for tailoring the

model to best fit a specific user is crucial for improving recognition accuracy.

We define model personalisation as the process of tuning the general model to

represent a user’s personalised way of performing different activities.

The vast majority of activity recognition research did not consider the

personalisation issue. Only few studies investigated the impact of training

model on personalised data and compared it to training the model on general

data collected from different users. The researchers proved the improved ac-

curacy when deploying subject-specific data for training instead of the general

model [KWM11, WL12]. Weiss and Lockhart [WL12] demonstrated the im-

proved accuracy if a personalised model is deployed even using only a small

amount of user-specific training data. Whereas Kwapisz et al. [KWM11] cre-

ated models individually for each user, then deployed a personalised model for

recognition.

Due to the sparsity of labelled data for a specific user, a more practical

approach is investigated to tailor a general model to best fit a specific user.

In [ZCL+11], the authors developed an algorithm that learns a binary deci-

sion tree model for one person from his labelled data, transfers its structure

to another person, and automatically adapts its non-determinate nodes with

the unlabelled samples of the new person. This accomplishes the cross-people

knowledge transfer task. Pärkkä, Cluitmans, and Ermes [PCE10] proposed a

similar approach based on a binary decision tree. In this method, the user’s

input is required to tune tree thresholds for a specific user. Moreover, it takes

3–10 minutes of new data with annotation and uses that for updating the

thresholds in each node. The problem of activity recognition is more challeng-

ing with multi-dimensional data in a streaming environment. Therefore, the

binary decision trees applied in the aforementioned studies are not efficient
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with large scale data and complicated scenarios. Gomes et al. [GKG+12a]

constructed a personalised activity recognition system that is deployed in a

streaming environment. Despite the efficiency of the developed system, their

model still required user specific annotated data to achieve personalisation.

Similarly, Reiss and Stricker [RS13] used a set of classifiers as a general model

which is later updated with new labelled data from a specific user. Recent

research in [VHC13] adjusted the learning model from person A with a se-

lected confident sample for another person B. The proposed algorithm is an

integration of an SVM classifier and clustering approach for updating a model

automatically. However, the proposed system has not been evaluated in a

streaming setting. The deployment of activity recognition system in stream-

ing environment imposes more challenges as the change of data distribution

while a stream evolves may cause the model to drift away from the actual data

distribution.

Model adaptation

The other dynamic feature of the recognition system concerns its ability to cap-

ture significant data changes. It is impractical to assume that there is always a

static set of activities along evolving data streams. In the recognition system,

the initial data represents a set of activities that is collected to train the prim-

itive model. Then, the learning model is deployed for the actual recognition

of incoming unlabelled sensory data. However, state-of-the-art approaches in

activity recognition do not consider the appearance of new activities that did

not exist in the initial training data [YLLB10]. New activities appear because

of two common reasons. First, it is unrealistic to collect annotated sensory

data for all kind of activities that exist in a domain. A typical activity recog-

nition system contains only a few activities that are annotated with experts

or with a means for assistance such as videos. Other activities may appear

beyond the learning phase. Therefore, the set of activities may need to be

extended later after deployment because of the scarcity of annotated data in

the learning phase. Second, novel activities include also sudden activities. It is

impractical to collect data represents sudden activities for training the model.

An example of this kind of sudden activity is a sudden fall for an elderly person

in the application of health care. Due to the difficulties of collecting annotated

data for such sudden activities, other approaches have to be considered for de-

tecting novel activities. Traditional methods solve this problem by rebuilding

the entire model based on the training data of the new set of activities. This

is impractical for real time activity recognition and especially in a streaming

environment.
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Developing a recognition system that can recognise new activities and as-

similate it with existing model for further recognition is essential for real life

recognition. The same concept applies for the removal of abandoned activi-

ties that are no longer relevant to a particular user. Model adaptation is a

key criterion for the flexibility and accuracy of any activity recognition sys-

tem with an evolving data stream that changes over time. There is no notion

of adaptation/refinement of the learning models in the literature. Models do

not detect activities that may emerge over a period of time (post the data

collection) or changes in a user’s patterns, which are both completely realistic

in the context of a mobile user. The adaptation process needs to update the

recognition model to recent changes in a real life user’s activities in real time.

Different from model personalisation that only tunes existing models, model

adaptation enforces changes to core activities with incremental assimilation of

new discovered activities or elimination of abandoned activities.

Transfer Learning

A major assumption in activity recognition is that the underlying concepts

of both training and target (deployment) are the same. This assumption is

invalid in many cases. Data collected for training in activity recognition may

be different from data received in actual recognition in terms of distribution,

domain and tasks. Transfer learning concerns “developing systems that can

leverage experience from previous tasks into improved performance in a new

task which has not been encountered before” [CFK13]. The power of transfer

learning is in the flexibility in mapping between training and deployment.

Thus, we can reuse knowledge learned previously to solve a new problem faster

or in a more efficient way. Figure 2.7 represents an illustrative figure of transfer

learning.

Figure 2.7: Illustration of Transfer Learning

The concept of transfer learning has attracted more attention recently in

machine learning and data mining. Pan and Yang [PY10] categorised transfer

learning techniques into four approaches based on what is transferred. The

approaches are instance transfer, feature representation transfer, parameters

transfer and relational knowledge transfer. In instance transfer, a subset of

training data can be re-weighted to be used in the target domain [Zad04,
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HSG+07]. While feature representation transfer aims to adapt the feature

space of the training domain to attain the best performance in the target

domain [RBL+07]. The third approach assumes common parameters across

training and target domain [LP04, GFJH08]. Therefore, prior knowledge of

parameters would be transferred between training and target domains. Lastly,

the relational knowledge transfer approach discovers relationships among the

training data and transfer this knowledge to the target domain [MM08]. In

the context of activity recognition, the meaning of the term transfer based

activity recognition is based on traditional transfer learning concepts presented

by Cook, Feuz, and Krishnan [CFK13]. Traditional approaches for activity

recognition assumes that training and target domains are typically identical.

However, this assumption is not valid due to many differences that might exist

between training and target domains which include the following:

• Sensors applied for data collection in the training domain are differ-

ent from sensors applied in deployment. Few studies have addressed

knowledge transfer between different sensor modalities such as [KHF+11,

RFCT13].

• Domain of training is different from target domain. This difference can

be in the form of a feature space [ZPYP08], data distribution [HSU12,

RC09], label space [HY11, WP11, ZHY09] and/ or predictive function

[VKP10,ZHY09].

• The availability of data is different between both training and target

domains. The availability of data in the training domain categorises the

learning approaches to supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised

learning, while availability in the target domain represents the informed

and uninformed terms introduced by [CFK13].

In our research, we focus on the latter two differences: domain and data avail-

ability. The research scope in this dissertation covers techniques for transfer

learning between static environment for data collection in the training domain

and streaming environment in the deployment domain. This includes changes

of environment distribution as well as change of data availability between train-

ing and target domains. The essential model adaptation and personalisation

to cope with the domain change is the focus of our research. The capability

to learn incrementally with the scarcity of labelled data in the deployment

domain is also one of our key objectives.
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In the next section, basic concepts of the deployment domain of stream

environment are presented to introduce the developed challenges. These chal-

lenges of activity recognition that arise from the streaming environment are

described in Section 2.8.

2.5 Stream Mining Techniques

Traditionally, data mining and machine learning techniques are used to analyse

sensory data. Thus, data processing in machine learning is applied to the

collected data for prediction. Data is initially collected to train the offline

model which is deployed later for predicting unseen data. Unlike traditional

machine learning techniques, streaming data is a high speed, unbounded, and

fast changing flow of data. In order to discover knowledge from data streams,

methods and approaches that are tailored to the nature of streaming data have

been developed.

A common assumption applied in most machine learning techniques is that

data is independent and identically distributed. Machine learning techniques

applied for activity recognition are presented in Section 2.4. However, these

techniques do not consider the invalidation of the identically distributed fea-

tures. In a dynamic streaming environment, data distribution might change

over time while a stream evolves. The change in data stream distribution

is known as concept drift that is first introduced by Schlimmer and Granger

[SGJ86]. Learning in a data stream imposes more challenges than a static

machine learning environment. Several data stream studies outlined these

challenges such as [GvB+14, GGK+14, GRSdC10, ZBG+12]. We summarise

some of these key challenges as follows:

• High speed of data streams: A very significant challenge in a data stream

is how to deal with its high speed and high volume in real time [GR09].

A non stopping sensory data that evolves from various sensing sources at

high speed mostly requires one pass to scan data for real time prediction.

The time taken to process new streaming data is constrained to both

data sampling rate and available memory to store data until reaching a

decision.

• Unbounded memory requirement: Due to the unlimited nature of a data

stream, it is infeasible to accommodate such unbounded data in memory

for later processing. It is also impossible to scan through a data stream

multiple times due to its tremendous volume. Many approaches have

been developed to address this issue. The most common approaches are
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sampling, load shedding, sliding window, and data synopsis [BDM03,

ZS03,WK96].

• Real time and accurate prediction: The crucial challenge in stream min-

ing is how to maintain the tradeoff between real time prediction and

accuracy. In many approaches, algorithms that attain a reasonable level

of accuracy are those of high space and time complexity. Whereas ap-

proximation algorithms mostly guarantee quick convergence, yet with

lower performance efficiency. A key success in data stream mining is to

keep the balance between the algorithm efficiency in terms of accuracy

and real time prediction.

• Concept drift: This key term refers to the continuous change in the re-

lation between the training and the target data over time [GvB+14].

Concept drift includes changes that occur gradually over time or abrupt

changes. To cope with these changes, many approaches that apply incre-

mental and continuous learning have been developed. The aim of these

techniques is to adapt the model to accommodate for the most recent

changes in the data stream.

• Concept evolution: The essential issue of “concept evolution” in data

streams refers to the appearance of novel classes while streams evolve.

Traditional machine learning techniques are unable to detect these novel

classes and consequently misclassify all instances representing the novel

concept. In order to cope with concept evolution in data streams, the

mining technique has to be able to detect a novel concept as soon as it

arrives without being trained with labelled data. That also followed with

assimilating the novel concept into the underlying concept for further

detection of recurring novel class instances.

• Concept forgetting [GvB+14]: Learning from data streams with concept

drift requires not only the detection of novel concepts but also forgetting

outdated and abandoned concepts. Close monitoring of the evolution of

data over the time facilitates the detection of concepts that became irrel-

evant by the time. Existing concepts could disappear either gradually or

suddenly. Moreover, it is hard to distinguish between totally abandoned

concepts or less frequently detected/occurred.
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The aforementioned challenges concern data stream mining in general. In

the following subsections, we outline various techniques proposed in the liter-

ature to handle different challenges in data stream. Two categories are illus-

trated. The first category focuses on a mining data stream in terms of state-

of-the-art techniques for clustering, classification, etc. The other category is

for mining changes in data streams which includes techniques for detecting

changes, novel concepts, and outliers. Section 2.6 represents stream mining

techniques that are applied for activity recognition.

2.5.1 Techniques for handling data streams

In order to process high speed data streams, new adapted approaches have

been developed that are capable of handling streaming data for real time pre-

diction. Sampling is a traditional statistical approach that uses a probabilistic

choice for selecting a subset of data to be processed. Despite the simplicity

and the bounded error rate in sampling approach, it is very sensitive to out-

liers. Another approach for scanning data stream is a sliding window. This

window could be either fixed size or variable size. Fixed size contains a fixed

number of the most recent data instances. Whereas a variable size window

holds varying numbers of instances depending on other parameters such as

change detection. As early as 1996, Wimber and Kubat [WK96] developed the

FLORA algorithm for stream mining that applies a fixed size sliding window.

The window contains the most recent data with a first in first out approach

(FIFO). The problem with a fixed size window is the decision made upon win-

dow size. A small sized window would allow more frequent monitoring of data

stream, yet it might negatively affect the algorithm performance with unnec-

essary processing. On the other hand, a long window preserves the limited

resources with less frequent processing. However, it takes longer to show the

reflection of changes detected when applied. Thus, that leads to poor perfor-

mance because of slow adaptation. A variable sized window adjusts window

size based on a criterion. For example, Klinkenberg and Joachims [KJ00] built

various Support Vector Machine models with different window sizes to select

the window size with minimum generalised error dynamically. A sliding win-

dow technique assumes that recent data is more important than any other data

seen in the stream. Yet, this assumption is not always valid, especially when

dealing with noisy data that contains outliers.

Another technique that has been applied pervasively for querying data

streams is load shedding [BDM03, TÇZ+03]. The basic idea in load shedding

is to drop chunks of data to reduce the system load. For efficient deployment
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of this technique, various methods have been developed for determining the

magnitude and location of drops. Although this technique showed a good

performance in querying data streams, the drawback of dropping important

parts of the data might negatively affect the performance. Another efficient

technique for handling data streams is the use of a synopsis data structure.

In this approach, summarisation of incoming stream is computed for further

analysis. Histograms [GGI+02] and wavelets [ZS03] are two approaches for

synopsis structure. Since a synopsis represents only a summarisation of a data

stream, the expected output when applying this technique is approximate.

Also, it lacks efficiency when dealing with a very fast stream.

2.5.2 Mining data streams

Data stream mining is conceptually an extension for static data mining, but

in a streaming environment. New approaches have been developed to extract

meaningful information from streaming data. In this section, we review clus-

tering, classification and time series analysis and sequential data stream mining

techniques.

Clustering techniques

The basis of clustering technique is to process unlabelled data in order to

categorise similar data into groups. Each group contains a partition of data

that attains the maximum into-cluster “similarity”. Under some definition

of similarity, similar data are gathered into the same cluster. Clustering ap-

proaches for data streams have been reviewed by many researchers. Guha et

al. [GMMO00,GMM+03] proposed a clustering technique based on K-median.

The approach is multi-level with divide-and-conquer that aims to achieve a

constant factor approximation in small space. Many techniques have been de-

veloped to enhance the Guha et al. algorithm such as [BDMO03] that used

exponential histogram to aggregate similar clusters. STREAM [OMG+02] is

another technique that is based on K-median. A STREAM algorithm pro-

cesses data in batches to generate k clusters in each batch. It then summarises

information about the k clusters and their weights. The collected weighted

centres are then re-clustered to produce another set of clusters that fits into

memory. Merging online and offline approaches has been studied for cluster-

ing. Aggrawal et al. [AHWY03] proposed CluStream algorithm that divided

the clustering process into two components: online and offline. It applied a

synopsis approach to store summary statistics about the data stream in the

online components. The summary of statistics is stored in microclusters. The
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offline component clusters the summarised information based on the user’s

queries. Microclusters are continuously updated with the recent changes in

the data stream. Gaber, Krishnaswamy, and Zaslavsky [GKZ04] developed

a light weight clustering technique that adjusts to the available resources by

monitoring input and output rate. When the upper memory bound is reached,

existing clusters are merged to generate another set of clusters.

Classification techniques

Data stream classification has been an interesting research topic for years with

many approaches developed in this area of research [GZK07]. Classification

is a supervised learning technique that aims to predict unlabelled data based

on a set of previously collected labelled data. Wang et al. [WFYH03] devel-

oped an ensemble classifier for data stream. The ensemble classifier calculates

a weight for each classifier that controls the classifier contribution to the fi-

nal decision. Very Fast Decision tree [DH00, HSD01] is a technique based on

Hoffding trees that splits a tree according to the decision of the best cur-

rent attribute. The algorithm periodically drops non-potential leaves and at-

tributes in order to bound memory requirements. Another iconic classification

technique in stream mining is On demand classification [AHWY04]. On de-

mand classification follows the same approach of two components proposed

in ClusStream [AHWY03]. One component continuously stores summarised

information about evolving streams. While the other classifies incoming data

based on the summarised information. An online information network (OLIN)

is proposed in [Las02] to classify data streams with concept drift. OLIN uses

a tree model built with a fuzzy technique. The model is rebuilt to represent

the most recent changes in the data stream. The algorithm adjusts window

size based on the error rate. Gaber, Krishnaswamy, and Zaslavsky [GKZ05]

developed a LWClass algorithm that applies k nearest neighbours technique

for updating the frequency of class occurrences given the data stream features.

LWClass introduced a resource aware data analysis technique to adjust the fre-

quency based on the available resources. A rule based classifier for data stream

is developed by Ferrer-troyano, Aguilar-Ruiz and Riquelme [FTARR04]. The

classifier coined SCALLOP stands for Scalable Classification Algorithm by

Learning decisiOn Patterns. Rules are initially constructed from labelled data.

New data is either positively covered, negatively covered, or possibly extended.

The confidence level for each rule is recalculated based on new data cases. Fi-

nally, unlabelled data is classified by a voting based classification technique. In

the following, we briefly overview two special categories in data stream mining:

time series analysis and sequential data stream mining.
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Time series analysis

Time series analysis is a well-studied topic in signal processing and statistics.

In data stream mining, time series data is a specialised type of sequenced data

stream. Whereas a sequenced data stream consists of a sequence of chunks

of ordered data, with or without concrete notions of time. Time series data

consists of a sequence of values or patterns obtained over repeated measure-

ments of time [Han05]. Examples of time series data are stock market data,

economic data analysis, and observation of natural phenomena (such as tem-

perature, wind, earthquake). Research on mining time series focuses on the

representation of time series trends or search for similarities. StatStream [ZS02]

has been developed to calculate statistical measures over time series. The

developed system applies discrete Fourier Transformation and calculates the

error bound correlations and inner products. The Symbolic Aggregation ap-

proximation (SAX) technique was proposed to represent time series trends

with reduced dimensionality [LKLC03]. The SAX technique applies cluster-

ing, classification, indexing, and outlier detection in mining time series data.

Similarity matching in time series includes subsequence matching and whole

sequence matching. Subsequence matching finds sub-sequences that are sim-

ilar to a query sequence; whole sequence matching finds a set of sequences

that are similar to each other (as a whole) [Han05]. Himberg et al. [HKM+01]

built a system onboard mobile phone to analyse time series data. This ap-

plication used a clustering approach on time series data to adapt a system

based on a user’s context. A more recent approach tends to detect changes in

time series. Online Divisive-Agglomerative Clustering (ODAC) [RGP08] is a

clustering technique for time series that continuously maintains a hierarchical

cluster structure to monitor the evolution of clusters and detect changes. Xie,

Huang, and Willet [XHW13] presented a technique to detect change points in

noisy time series data.

Sequential data stream mining

Unlike time series, a sequential data stream is comprised of ordered chunks of

data with or without notion of time. Activity recognition data is categorised

as sequential data as it contains a set of ordered examples representing or-

dered activities. The order of activity recognition data is specified by its time

stamp. Sequence mining in static data mining has been researched with many

approaches such as [AS95, MCP98, Zak01, PHW07]. However, these methods

are developed for static datasets which allows several scans for data in order to
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extract meaningful information. The luxury of multiple scanning is not appli-

cable in data stream environments. Approaches for mining data streams aim to

find frequent patterns or mine sequential patterns. An example of approaches

that aim to identify data items occurring frequently in sequential data stream

is presented in [MM02]. Manku and Motwani proposed an algorithm for an

approximate frequency count that uses an incremental approach to approxi-

mate the occurrences of frequent patterns in data streams. Another approach

is FP-stream [GHP+03] which also is an incremental approach based on the

tree structure that uses titled windows to find frequent patterns in the most

recent data in the stream. Teng, Chen, and Yu [TCY03] developed a regression

based approach that considers different time granularity for counting frequent

patterns. The time granularity approach is also presented in [GHP+03]. Chen

and Mei [CM14] presented an algorithm for computing frequency counts over

a user specified threshold on a data stream based on the time fading model.

Unlike the aforementioned approach, other techniques have been developed

to mine sequential patterns in a steam. SPEED [RPT08] mines frequent pat-

terns and stores them in a tilted-time based structure. Old or less frequent pat-

terns are pruned to maintain only the recent/most frequent patterns. Marascu

and Masseglia [MM06] developed a clustering stream technique to build a sum-

mary from which sequential patterns can be extracted for web usage. A recent

approach proposed in [GQ12] is based on incremental learning on a tree struc-

ture that counts minimal occurrences of a sequence in a window. A summary

of approaches for sequential data analysis is represented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Approaches for Sequential Data Processing

Domain Task Methods
Static data Mine sequential patterns [AS95], [Zak01],

[PHW07]
Stream data Find interesting/frequent patterns [MM02], [GHP+03],

[TCY03], [CM14]
Stream data Mine sequential patterns [RPT08], [MM06],

[GQ12]

State-of-the-art approaches in sequential data stream mining deal with data

streams as sets of transactional data with boundaries. Whereas typical data

streams in activity recognition consist of sequential chunks that represent activ-

ities with no in-between boundaries. Thus, sensory data in activity recognition

is a stream of continuous flows of sequential chunks of activities. Stream data

for activity recognition is non transactional data with no boundaries. Fur-

thermore, the goal of in activity recognition system is different from sequence

stream mining approaches. In activity recognition, the main target is to mine
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sequential sequence of activities in order to predict occurrences of activities in

incoming data streams.

2.5.3 Mining changes in data streams

This section discusses various methods proposed to capture changes in data

streams. We first differentiate between input and target domains in stream

mining. The input data is received before time point t0; while the target

data is received between t0 and t1. Thus, the change is monitored between

the two time points t0 and t1. In a streaming dynamic environment, changes

are expected to occur between the input and target data. These changes

might occur once or many times, gradually or suddenly [GvB+14]. Figure 2.8

represents an example of the change in data distribution between the input

domain and target domain in 1-D data.

Figure 2.8: Example of Change in Data Streams

Various types of change could be detected in the stream. Concept drift is

one of them that refers to the change in the distribution that occurs while the

stream evolves. Another type is concept evolution which refers to the appear-

ance of a new concept in the target domain that did not exist in the input

domain. An extension of concept evolution is concept forgetting. Opposite

to detecting novel concepts, concepts that are no longer relevant in the target

domain require a forgetting technique for adapting the model to the recent

changes in the stream. Outliers are also considered as a sudden change of

the stream. Unlike concept evolution, outliers are not incorporated into the

system or added to the model for enhancement. The goal of detecting outliers

is to isolate irrelevant data and filter it out from real data. Noise can also be
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considered as a special case of outliers. For various kinds of change, adaptive

learning techniques are applied in order to update the learner and cope with

the evolution of data. Figure 2.9 illustrates categories of changes.

Figure 2.9: Categories of Changes in Data Streams

Adaptive learning in stream mining can be categorised into two approaches.

The first approach aims to update underlying concepts to cope with the most

recent changes in data streams. In this approach, the change is not explicitly

detected, yet the learner is updated periodically to accommodate for the ex-

pected changes in the data streams. While the other approach aims to observe

data streams in order to detect the changes and then adapt the model upon the

identified changes. In the following, we illustrate different types of change in

data streams. Then, we discuss adaptive learning techniques that are applied

for model update.

Tracking changes

Concept drift. Figure 2.10 illustrates different types of changes in data

streams. Figure 2.10(a) represents the type of change known as concept drift

which is first identified in [SGJ86]. It refers to the gradual change in dis-

tribution between input and target domains. Klinkenberg and Renz [KR98]

specified three indicators for concept drift. The first one is based on the clas-

sifier performance metrics such as the accuracy of the classifier. While the

second indicator is based on model properties such as model complexity. The
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last one concerns the change of data properties, i.e. data distribution. Exam-

ples of techniques that detect concept drift based on performance indicators

are the FLORA family of algorithms [WK96]. A FLORA algorithm monitors

the accuracy and the coverage of the model of a rule based classifier. The

algorithm adapts the window size dynamically according to the measured per-

formance metric. This approach requires true labels provided by the user in

order to measure the accuracy. Indeed, this input is impractical in streaming

settings when data arrives at high speed and requires real time adaptation.

Other relevant techniques in [GMCR04, Bou11] have applied statistical eval-

uation to monitor the performance and adapt accordingly. Hulten, Spencer,

and Domingos [HSD01] presented a system for concept adapting very fast de-

cision trees - CVFDT. The adaptive Hoeffding tree monitors the quality of the

previous model and adapts the model in terms of the slitting features in the

tree. While Gaber and Yu [GY06] presents a STREAM-DETECT technique

that capture change in data streams by monitoring data distribution using an

online clustering deviation method.

(a) Concept Drift (b) Concept Evolution

(c) Concept Forgetting (d) Outliers

Figure 2.10: Changes in Data Streams

The change is monitored between two time points t0 and t1. Detecting

concept drift occurs over either a fixed window size, an adaptive window or

combination of both. One major problem with the fixed window is the selection
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of the window size. VFDT [DH00] and CVFDT [HSD01], for instance, applied

a sliding window of fixed size to handle data streams. A small size of window

in stable data causes exhaustion of resources and increases the probability

of false alarms. While a long time window in fluctuating data might miss a

crucial information and result in slow reaction to the encountered changes.

Unlike the fixed window approach, an adaptive window is adjusted according

to the detected changes. Thus, window size either expands or shrinks upon

the change indicator. Widmer and Kubat [WK96], for instance, applied a

sliding window of adaptive size to monitor the incoming data. The assumption

in this approach is that the most recent data is the most important data.

Therefore, the model is updated based on the most recent data appearing in

the most recent window. Klinkenberg and Joachims [KJ00] proposed an SVM

model that compares the error on various window sizes, then selects the size

with minimum error. The third approach is based on the combination of two

different window sizes; one is fixed and the other is adaptive. The fixed window

stores the baseline historical information, while the sliding window captures

the incoming data streams. Where statistical measures change between the

two windows, the change is detected [DR09,AB13]. Bifet and Gavalda [BG06,

BG07] proposed an adaptive sliding window technique - ADWIN and ADWIN2

- that maintains the size of windows according to the rate of change. The

main drawback of applying the combination of both windows is the resource

constrains. Figure 2.11 presents the taxonomy of concept drift approaches.

Figure 2.11: Summary of Concept Drift Approaches

Concept evolution. The other type of change is concept evolution, which

refers to the appearance of novel concept in the stream. Figure 2.10(b) rep-

resents an illustration of concept evolution. Detecting a novel concept is a
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challenging task in data streams, especially when dealing with data streams

with concept drift. An efficient approach has to be able to distinguish be-

tween the drifting of an existing concept and the appearance of an entirely

new concept. The appearance of a new concept is followed later in the stream

by detection of the recurring data instances that belong to the novel concept.

Concept evolution techniques aim to capture the arrival of novel concepts and

incorporate the detected novel concept into the existing underlying concept.

This integration allows further detection of recurring instances that belong

to the novel concept. Different approaches have been developed to distinguish

between existing and novel concepts. In terms of the underlying concept, some

approaches identified the underlying existing concept as a single model that

represents only a single class, while others considered a multi-class underlying

concept. Spinosa, Carvalho, and Gama [SCG07] represented the underlying

model by a single concept with all incoming data either part of the underlying

model or novel concept, as explained in Figure 2.12(a). This approach assumes

that there is only one “normal” class and any other classes are novel. The clus-

ter based system, named OLINDDA, is based on three models: normal profile

model, concepts that extend the normal profile, and novel concepts. Learning

phases in OLINDDA are offline and online. The normal model is built in the

offline phase, while the extension in the online phase detects minor changes in

the normal model. A novel concept is detected when incoming data is located

away from the normal model and also satisfies a specific validation criterion. A

single model approach limits the capabilities of a concept evolution algorithm

to differentiate only between existing and novel concepts without considering

the presence of multiple existing concepts. Thus, other approaches have devel-

oped to address the multi-class structure of an underlying concept, illustrated

in Figure 2.12(b). The techniques developed in [MGK+11, FGC13, HH10] are

examples of stream learning approaches for novelty detection with multi-class

underlying concept. ECSMiner [MGK+11] applies an ensemble of classifiers to

an incoming stream of equally sized data chunks for prediction. The global de-

cision boundary is defined as the union of local decision boundaries for existing

classes in the underlying model. The classifier model in the ensemble classifier

is dynamically updated to detect instances that are outside the global bound-

ary. If no classifier is able to predict the incoming data, then data is stored in

short memory for further processing. The novel concepts are detected when

data in a buffer maintains cohesion with other buffer data and separation from

existing underlying concepts. This approach addresses the novelty detection in

multi-class underlying concepts, yet it requires all data chunks to be labelled

to define the new concept. Faria, Gama, and Carvalho [FGC13] proposed the
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MINAS system for concept evolution which applies unsupervised learning ap-

proaches. MINAS classifies new incoming instances as known or unknown.

Unknown instances are the ones located outside the decision boundaries. The

declared unknown instances are stored in short time memory. Then, data

in short memory is clustered in order to discover new concepts. Hayat and

Hashemi [HH10] proposed an approach that is based on the discrete cosine

transform to build normal concepts of multi-classes with sub-clusters. The

distance measure is also applied to distinguish between existing and novel con-

cepts. The aforementioned approaches rely mainly on the distance measures

that predict novel concept based its location from the decision boundaries. The

new concept is declared as novel if it is outside the global decision boundary

which is the union of local boundaries of clusters. Although the underlying

concept contains multi classes, creating a global decision boundary results in a

similarity between multi-class models and single class models. It combines all

existing concepts in one concept and defines the global boundary for the com-

bined concepts. Thus, these approaches also did not address the appearance

of novel concepts that might exist outside the local boundaries, yet inside the

global boundary. Moreover, most of theses approaches did not consider the

labelling cost of data streams when identifying novel concepts.

(a) Single Class Model (b) Multi-class Model

Figure 2.12: Underlying Concept Approaches for Concept Evolution

Concept evolution approaches are also categorised based on the action

taken upon novelty detection. Yeung and Chow [YC02] and Yang et al.

[YZCJ02] presented instance based algorithms that consider whether the in-

coming data is sufficiently close or far from the underlying concepts based on

some appropriate metric. Novelty detection in these techniques detect “filtered

out” instances without tracking data for the detection of normal concepts.

While approaches in [FGC13, HH10, MGK+11, SCG07] extend the detection

of “filtered out” instances by detecting the level of cohesion among these in-

stances to form a novel concept. Studies in [MAKK+11, AKMK+12] further
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integrated the novel concept with underlying ones in order to detect recurring

instances that belong to novel concept. Figure 2.13 summarises various ap-

proaches in concept evolution. The idea of concept evolution is also attached

to concept forgetting. The system performance relies on its capabilities to

learn changes and new concepts appear in the stream as well as forgetting

outdated concepts that became a burden on the system [KBDG04]. Whereas

incremental learning manages the continuous learning of new concepts, decre-

mental learning focuses on forgetting abandoned concepts [CP01]. Figure

2.10(c) explains the concept forgetting in data streams.

Figure 2.13: Summary of Concept Evolution Approaches

Outliers. The other category of change that is explained in Figure 2.10(d)

is outliers/anomalies. Many of the outliers are considered as noise, while others

are of paramount importance such as credit card frauds. Concept evolution

in data streams is closely related to the outlier detection. Outliers are de-

fined as data instances which deviate from underlying concepts. However, this

definition also applies for novel concepts. The main characteristic that dif-

ferentiates between outliers and concept evolution is the cohesiveness among

“filtered out” instances. The novel concept has to satisfy a validation criterion

that concerns mainly the separation of short memory instances from underly-

ing concepts as well as cohesion among these instances to form a novel concept.

In streaming settings, outlier detection under realistic assumptions is an unsu-

pervised learning approach because they are mostly rare to occur. Therefore

it is not possible to train the model on them beforehand. Different metrics

have been developed in literature to measure the deviation of incoming data

from underlying concept that define anomalies. The deviation measure such as

distance and distribution have been applied pervasively for outlier detection.

There are many techniques that studied outlier detections in data streams such

as [AF07,AKBS12,NKR10,PLL07]. Few studies have combined the detection

of outliers with concept evolution such as in [MAKK+11,MCK+13,AKMK+12].

A detailed survey of outlier detection approaches is presented in [Agg13]
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In a nutshell, evolving data streams may have encountered many kinds

of change. The change could be gradual such as some kinds of concept drift

or concept evolution. Sudden change is also expected such as anomalies and

outliers. A particular change might occur once or recur along the stream:

i.e, detecting recurring novel concepts. In this section, we discussed various

kinds of change and different approaches to detect each. The main target of

these approaches is to spot and identify the change. However, in the following

section, we review techniques to learn from rapidly changing data streams.

Thus, we study the problem of learning in an evolving streaming environment

when changes occur.

Learning from changes

Adaptive learning. The evolving nature of data streams emerges the need of

a learning approach that is capable of accommodating the anticipated changes.

Continuous learning in evolving data streams refers to the well-known term of

incremental learning or adaptive learning. Three are two categories of adap-

tive learning; blind/implicit learning or informed/explicit learning [GRSdC10].

Techniques for blind learning update the learner periodically without prior

knowledge of the encountered changes. The adaptation occurs at fixed time

intervals independent of the kind of change. Unlike the blind approach, ex-

plicit/informed learning techniques are triggered when change is detected.

Therefore, informative learning based on the kind of change is performed when-

ever change occurs.

An adaptation process in the blind approach is incremental without prior

explicit knowledge of the change itself. VFDT [DH00] is a typical example of

blind learning where the decision tree leaves are updated periodically according

to a loss function. In contrast, informed learning requires explicit knowledge

about change to trigger the adaptation of the learner. Masud et al. [MGK+11],

for instance, applied an ensemble classifier for detecting concept evolution in

data streams with concept drift. The proposed system incorporates a new

learnt model into a learner for future prediction of recurring instances.

Blind learning has the advantage of the periodic update without relying

on the detection of change and its corresponding performance. However, there

are also some limitations with this kind of implicit learning. The adaptation

may take different forms based on the kind of change. For example, the action

required for tuning the learner in case of concept drift is different from the ac-

tion required when a new concept has emerged. Moreover, performing updates

based on fixed time intervals strongly relies on both the interval length and

the rate of change. The response to change might be slow if the interval size is
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big especially in data streams with high rates of change. On the other hand,

unnecessary updates might cause over use of resources in short time intervals

with stable data streams. Thus, the trade-off between the cost of updates and

the gain in performance has to considered for choosing an adequate interval

length [Gam12]. On the other hand, informed/explicit learning only responds

to the detected changes. Based on the change detected, different actions are

taken to respond to the specified changes. The main limitation of this ap-

proach is its dependency on the change detection. Learning only occurs when

change is detected and is tightly related to the detection performance. Either

an incapability of detecting changes or a high rate of false alarm in the de-

tection technique might mislead the learning process. For example, whenever

the change detection fails to detect the appearance of new concept, the new

concept and its recurring instances will be either misclassified or classified as

unknown.

Adaptive learning is also categorised based on the adaptation response. The

adaptation reaction is either revolutionary or progressive. In the revolutionary

approach, the learner is retrained and reconstructed with the most recent/most

important data. The existing model is discarded and totally replaced with a

new model from new data [GvB+14,SK01,GMCR04]. Alternatively, new data

adapts existing models incrementally in the progressive approach in order to

react to the changes in the stream. An example is the OLINDDA system

[SCG07] that applies online and incremental learning for extensions of existing

concepts or discovered novel concepts.

Adaptive learning is also influenced by the way of managing new data

applied for learning. That includes learning from data either in batches or

responding to each single instance. Batch incremental learning stores data in

buffer, then all data is used for incremental learning in batch when it reaches a

pre-specified threshold, i.e., buffer size, change detected. Guralnik and Srivas-

tava [GS99], for instance, have developed an approach for batch incremental

learning in time series data streams. Figure 2.14 summarises different ap-

proaches for adaptive learning.

A special category of incremental learning is active learning. Active learn-

ing focuses on labelling only few data instances order to enhance the learner

accuracy. In data stream settings, it is impractical to assume the availability

of labels while a stream evolves. Many approaches have been proposed for effi-

cient active learning techniques in data streams, such as in [WY05,MWG+12,

HD07]. Studies in [HD07, FHWP04, LMND13] developed an active learning

approach based on the change detection method. When the system detects
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Figure 2.14: Summary of Adaptive Learning Approaches

change in a data streams, that triggers active learning to inquire for true la-

bels. Other approaches built on an assumption that part of the data streams is

labelled while the other part is unlabelled [LWH12]. Recent work in [ZBPH14]

presents a framework for active learning in data streams with concept drift.

The developed system learns in batches while saving the labelling cost. The

main target of active learning is to keep the trade-off between minimising the

cost of labelling while maximising the gain in performance.

All in all, we reviewed state-of-the-art-techniques in data stream mining.

Approaches for data stream mining focuses mainly on the non-identical distri-

bution feature of data. Techniques for data stream mining include handling

data streams, learning from data streams and capturing change in evolving

data streams. Incoming data in activity recognition typically streams from

sensors. In the following section, we discuss the intersection between stream

mining and activity recognition areas of research. That also includes the map-

ping of terminologies between the two fields of study.

2.6 Activity Recognition Techniques using Data

Stream Mining

This section focuses on the intersection of the two fields of research: stream

mining and activity recognition. State of the art activity recognition tech-

niques address the dependency nature of activity data, while approaches in
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stream mining focus on the non-identically distributed streaming data. Tra-

ditional activity recognition approaches assume the stationary of data. This

assumption is violated when dealing with real time sensory data that is typ-

ically evolving over time. Data streams approaches deal with non-identically

distributed data and also constraints imposed in the streaming nature, e.g.

infinite number, high speed, concept drift etc. However, most of the stream

mining approaches have not applied for activity recognition. Activity recogni-

tion in data streams approach is an overlapping between stream mining and

activity recognition when both i.i.d. conditions of independent and identically

distributed are violated. The developed techniques for activity recognition

in data streams have to be adaptable and flexible, to accommodate for the

evolving nature of activities.

Some approaches in data stream mining might be seen as applicable for

activity recognition. Particularly, mining sequential data streams could be

considered for activity recognition. This approach deals with sequential data

streams as ordered chunks with or without a notion of time. Although tech-

niques in this approach consider the dependency in data, two major core differ-

ences make these techniques incompatible with activity recognition. According

to the previously explained approaches in Section 2.5 and Table 2.1, most tech-

niques in sequential data processing aim to find interesting/frequent patterns

instead of mine the sequential patterns in order to predict classes of incom-

ing data. This is different from the main target of activity recognition which

is the prediction of incoming activities with sub-targets that might also be

included in some cases for finding the interesting patterns. In data stream

mining, few studies have addressed the actual mining of sequential patterns in

data streams. Yet, these techniques assume that the sequential data is in a

transactional form that contains boundaries separating different transactions.

This assumption is not valid for activity recognition when a stream of data

representing a sequence of performed activities arrives with no boundaries in-

between. Although sequential stream mining is conceptually related to activity

recognition, its techniques are not applicable for activity recognition because of

the aforementioned core differences in terms of the learning target and domain

definition.

Real time activity recognition might also be related to activity recognition

in data streams. Techniques for real time recognition focus mainly on enhanc-

ing the response time by simplifying both data processing and model structure.

In an early study, Karantonis et al. [KNM+06b] implemented a real time classi-

fication to distinguish between activity and rest, before classifying further lower

level activities. The classification technique is based on a hierarchical binary
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structure for broad classification at the top level. Sub-classification occurs at

the lower levels. The resource aware techniques are performed onboard the sen-

sor and target real time recognition. CeneMe [MLF+08] represents a system for

real time recognition of contextual activity using off-the-shelf, sensor-enabled

mobile phones. The algorithms used by the CenceMe classifiers run on the

phone and the backend server according to the split-level classification design.

The backend server classification presents a higher level of contextual recogni-

tion of activities. The activity-recognition algorithm presented in [PCE10] is

based on a binary decision tree classifier to automatically recognise physical

activities on a portable device. The labelled data is provided to evaluate the

system performance and update the decision tree threshold values with the

user’s own data.

Although the response time of these techniques seems to resemble the one

for stream mining techniques, none of the other characteristics of data streams

have been addressed in these techniques. Particularly, they have no notion

for handling the infinite, high speed, and mostly unlabelled data streams.

Moreover, these approaches lack the consideration of concept drift, outliers,

or concept evolution that are known phenomena in data streams. These ap-

proaches are not flexible for personalisation and adaptation with the evolving

activities.

Some terms in activity recognition have their corresponding meanings in

stream mining, yet in different settings and with different contexts. A typical

example of this is outlier detection. Hawkins [Haw80] defined an outlier in

general as: “An outlier is an observation which deviates so much from the

other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different

mechanism”. Outliers in data stream mining correspond to abrupt changes

in data streams from the underlying concepts. Outliers can be referred to as

noise, anomalies, and abnormalities. The term of outlier detection in activity

recognition refers to sudden activity such as fall detection. Detection of sudden

activities resemble outlier detection as they both aim to find the unusual events

in data. The term of “sudden activity” or “fall detection” is pervasively dis-

cussed in activity recognition especially for elderly people aids [LK09,MSS13].

Novelties are considered as a special category of outliers, yet with aggre-

gated data points [Agg13]. However, in this dissection we suggest a separation

between the two concepts, outliers and novelties. By definition, outlier is an

unusual event that is completely different from the underlying/known con-

cepts. It is mostly expressed as a set of individual data points that correspond

to noise, sensor failure, etc. This data cannot be aggregated under a single

concept as they have different natures and different causes. On the other hand,
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novelty data represent novel concept which still have some commonality with

existing underlying concepts. Though the novel concept is different from the

underlying concept, they still preserve some common similarities. Examples

of outliers are noise, credit card fraud, or sudden falls in activity recognition

which are entirely different from the underlying concepts. While novelties are

about discovering new “normal” concepts such as discovering a new category

of credit card transaction or a new activity that the user started performing

recently. There are two main differences between outliers and novelties. First,

novelties represent novel concepts that have not been seen by the system be-

fore. Yet, novel concepts are neither completely different nor abnormal from

the underlying concepts. Thus, new concepts might appear in the middle of

existing ones. Moreover, novel concepts are represented by a set of aggregated

instances, while outliers instances are mostly irregular that appear separately

and most of the time with no relation to other detected outliers.

The term “novelties” is also referred to as concept evolution and novelty

detection. In stream mining approaches, concept evolution is the process of

monitoring the data streams in order to discover the appearance of novel con-

cepts. The term of concept evolution is analogous to detecting novel activity

in activity recognition. In contrast to concept evolution, some concepts be-

came outdated and no longer relevant to the target domain. These concepts

require an adaptive mechanism to forget the abandoned concepts. The term

of concept forgetting has been presented for data streams in [GRSdC10]. Con-

cept forgetting is also relevant to activity recognition whereas activities are

no longer performed by users. Forgetting abandoned activities aims to update

the model continuously to reflect the most recent changes in data and remove

outdated/abandoned activities.

Another term that is well-known in stream mining is concept drift. It pri-

marily refers to the change in data distribution while a stream evolves. This

change could be gradual or sudden that happens once or recurring. A typical

data stream evolves over time. Thus it requires an effective approach to han-

dle the drift and accommodate for the most recent changes in the stream. In

activity recognition, the definition of concept drift is relevant, yet in a differ-

ent context. The deviation between input and target domains in an activity

stream occurs as activities are performed in a different way from one user to

another. When the recognition model (target) is different from the incoming

data (input), this deviation resembles concept drift for activity recognition.

More precisely, approaches addressing concept drift in activity recognition are

termed model personalisation. The personalisation process targets the adap-

tation of the recognition model to fit data for a particular user.
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The process of learning from aforementioned changes is done with adaptive

learning in data streams which include incremental and active learning. The

anatomy of adaptive learning in data streams is model adaptation in activity

recognition. The goal of adaptive learning in data streams is the same of model

adaptation in activity recognition, which is continuous learning to adapt to the

most recent changes in the evolving data. The concept of model adaptation in

activity recognition applies also to incremental and active learning.

Some of the issues that have been addressed in both stream mining and

activity recognition, yet under different settings and with resembling meanings,

are summarised in Table 2.2. The table shows a subset of stream mining

terminologies and its corresponding related terms in activity recognition.

Table 2.2: Terminology Mapping between Stream Mining and Activity Recog-
nition

Stream min-
ing

Meaning Activity
recognition

Meaning

Outlier detec-
tion

The detection of
bursts in data
streams

Sudden activity
detection

The detection of
sudden changes
in activity data

Learning from
concept drift

The detection
and response of
a gradual change
in a data stream

Model personali-
sation

The tuning of
the model to suit
a personal way
of performing
activities

Concept evolu-
tion

The discovery of
new concepts

Detecting novel
activity

The discovery of
new activities

Concept forget-
ting

The decremental
learning of out-
dated concepts

Forgetting aban-
doned activity

The decremental
learning of aban-
doned activities

Adaptive learn-
ing

The continuous
and incremental
learning with
evolving data

Model adapta-
tion

The continuous
adaptation of
the recognition
model

Few studies have considered activity recognition in streaming environ-

ments. Krishnan and Cook [KC14] developed an efficient technique for han-

dling streaming data based on windowing technique. This system is based

on the fact that different activities can be characterised by different window

lengths. Sensors deployed for this study are binary motion sensors installed
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in a smart home environment. Another study that also deploys binary sen-

sors in a smart home environment is presented in [RC10]. In this study, au-

thors applied a tilted time window to find sequential patterns from streaming

data using multiple time granularity. The technique adapts window size, not

the classifier model, for boosting the recognition accuracy. Unlike the afore-

mentioned techniques, Gomes et al. [GKG+12a,GKG+12b] have developed an

on-board data stream mining technique for mobile activity recognition. The

developed system predicts activities in the stream and adapts the model to

fit a user’s profile. Do et al. [DLL13] built a logic based framework for recog-

nising basic and complex activities from mobile sensors. Recently, Lockhart

and Weiss [LW14] have presented the Actitracker system for mobile activity

recognition. Actitracker builds a general/universal classifier that could be re-

placed by a personalised model for a particular user. The system collects data

with fixed time windows and transmits data for backend server for processing.

More details of these techniques and other state-of-the-art activity recognition

techniques along with the research gaps are discussed in Sections 2.7 and 2.8.

2.7 Key Techniques

In this section, we review key techniques in activity recognition. The first

two systems are deployed in smart home settings, while the others are on the

mobile phone. Krishnan and Cook [KC14] proposed a sliding window based

approach for recognising streaming activities from motion sensors events in

a smart home environment. The learning classifier applies Support Vector

Machine (SVM) for modelling activities. The main focus of this study is on

the techniques for handling data streams. The study evaluated different win-

dowing techniques for analysing a stream of activities. The performance is

evaluated on a fixed size window with both time based weighting and mutual

information weighting. It also includes the classification probabilities of activ-

ities that are previously recognised in the preceding window. The developed

technique handles the ‘other’ class activity that does not correspond to any

known activity classes. It explicitly trains the model offline for transitional ac-

tivities and other unknown activities. Then, it gathers them all in one ‘other’

activity class and incorporates it with the model. While this study has been

added to the field of activity recognition, research is still requires to address

other research gaps.

The approach addressed the important research of activity recognition in

streaming settings. However, the developed approach did not allow personal-

isation or adaptation with the evolving streams. Thus, the classifier is built
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with training data, with no flexibility to be adapted and personalised post

the deployment. The recognition of ‘other activity’ is not for detecting the

emergence of a novel activity in the stream. The ‘other activity’ category adds

more activities corresponding to transitional and unknown activities to the

offline model during the training. Moreover, incorporating the ‘other’ activity

into the model causes more confusion in recognising both known and unknown

activities. Also, the system takes an average of 4 days to learn the differ-

ent activity models for each technique. Moreover, a smart home environment

requires installation of sensors in fixed laboratory settings which limits the

application of activity recognition.

Another activity recognition system in smart home settings is presented

in [RC10]. Rashidi and Cook developed a system that recognises activities

from unbounded input data: a stream rather than a transactional format.

The aim of this study is to find the sequential patterns in the stream of data

of a smart home environment. Sensors deployed for this study are also binary

motion sensors. The proposed system applies a tilted window technique for

handling data collection. The tilted window with an approximation approach

applies a relaxed threshold in order to find the sequential patterns in the

stream. The tilted window stores the records in order of time; the oldest

records are kept at the highest granularity. For mining patterns in the stream,

an extension of DVSM [RCHSE11] method has been proposed. After mining

the sequenced patterns, the system updates the tilted time window with the

most recent patterns. The system combines sequential processing and data

stream mining for activity recognition. Nevertheless, the proposed technique

adapts only the tilted window rather than updating the recognition model.

The main focus of this system is handling the stream with the adequate tilted

window for recognising interesting patterns. Explicit recognition of sequenced

activities in a data stream is not considered in this study. Furthermore, no

techniques have adapted for dealing with concept drift, concept evolution, and

concept forgetting in data streams. Stream mining from smart home binary

sensors with less constrainted devices is less challenging than mobile devices

with limited resources that require online learning and recognition in real time.

MARS [GKG+12a,GKG+12b] stands for Mobile Activity Recognition Sys-

tem. It is an incremental system for predicting activities in data streams on

the mobile device. The learning process in MARS is divided into two phases:

training and recognition. In the training phase, a user performs activities and

annotates them interactively while data is collected from mobile sensors. The

collected annotated data is saved for building the model offline. In the recogni-

tion phase, the incoming unlabelled data is then classified based on the offline
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built model. The study compared the results of both static decision tree and

incremental Naive Bayes for evaluating system performance. The proposed

algorithms are light-weight thus can be deployed on mobile devices. Although,

MARS has presented an early system that combines activity recognition with

stream mining, some challenges still need to be addressed. The system as-

sumes the availability of labelled data for each user. Each individual has to

collect and annotate data representing the personalised activities for building

the model. When new subject uses the system, the model has to be retrained

with the data collected and annotated for this particular user. This assumption

is impractical in streaming settings where the majority of data is unlabelled.

Moreover, retraining the entire model for recognising the user specific activities

is a time consuming process that may not be applicable in streaming settings.

The developed system also lacks the description of techniques for handling the

streaming nature of data. Online and incremental adaptation of the model

to include entirely new activities or forget abandoned activities has not been

considered in this study.

The system presented in [DLL13] applies logic based stream reasoning com-

bined with an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for recognising both complex

and basic activities. The system comprises four components: Client, Web-

Server, data stream manager system (DSMS), and reasoning server. The client

collects data from mobile sensors and trains the Artificial Neural Network for

recognising basic activities. The collected data from a user’s mobile phone

(client) is transmitted to the WebServer which uses the GPS data to recog-

nise the user’s location. The WebServer sends all data to the server. It also

facilitates the connection between the client and backend server. DSMS col-

lects and stores data for the reasoning server component. The recognition of

complex activities and ambiguity reasoning occur at the reasoning server com-

ponent. The system tracks complex activities for suggesting a healthier user

lifestyle. Despite the efficiency of the developed system, personalisation and

adaptation are not considered in this study. Also, the reasoning on a backend

server requires additional connectivity requirements and does not preserve a

user’s data privacy.

Actitracker [LW14] is a recent system that is being developed for activ-

ity recognition application in the health domain. A universal model is built

initially from general and impersonal data. Then, the user has the option to

either train the model with the personalised data or instead deploy the uni-

versal model. For model personalisation, the system retrains the model with a

sufficient amount of personalised annotated data collected for a particular user.

Streaming data is collected from mobile sensors with a fixed size window of 10
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seconds. The collected data is sent to a backend server for processing and clas-

sification. Various classification algorithms are applied: decision trees (C4.5

and Random Forest), instance-based learning (knn), neural networks, Naive

Bayes and Logistic Regression (LR). The Actitracker system only uses Random

Forest models (which were shown to perform very well ) [WLP+14,act]. Data

is classified with a personalised random forest if available; with a universal

random forest model otherwise. The developed system is available on the ap-

plication store and ready to download for mobile devices. The application has

already 250 registered users. The data is shared with activity recognition re-

searchers via publicly available datasets [LW14]. This system used a fixed win-

dow size technique to handle data streams. However, the personalised model

is neither automated nor incremental. A collection of personalised activities

requires not only annotation for each activity but also retraining the entire

model to suit the personalised user. Training a model in such way is impracti-

cal in streaming settings that require automated and incremental approaches

for ‘adjusting’ the model to fit a particular user. Moreover, the annotation

process is time consuming, erroneous, and not applicable for a streaming envi-

ronment. Therefore, selecting only the most profitable data with the minimum

effect on performance is crucial for effective recognition. The system also lacks

the consideration of discovering new activities or deleting irrelevant activities.

Zhao et al. [ZCL+11] developed a cross-people motion activity recognition

system. This developed smart phone based activity reporting system can ac-

curately recognise the daily activities of stationary, walking, running, upstairs,

and downstairs, and report the accumulated time of each activity. More sig-

nificantly, the system is concerned about the calibration free and personalised

problem. The algorithm learns a binary decision tree model for one person

from his labelled samples, transfers its structure to another person and auto-

matically adapts its non-determinate nodes with the unlabelled samples of the

new person, thus accomplishing the cross-people knowledge transfer task. The

system consists of two components, the first one is the TransDT layer (Trans-

fer Decision Tree), and the other one is the EM Algorithm layer (Expectation

Maximization Algorithm). TransDT is a binary decision tree learnt off-line

and built on a well-labelled training set. In this layer, the system constructs

a classifier as well as finds the attributes that can distinguish one class from

others. The EM layer corresponds to transferring and adapting the TransDT

model to a personalised one. When having collected sufficient unlabelled sam-

ples from a new user, the algorithm classifies them with the TransDT model

and then uses the result as the initial condition of the EM algorithm. After

the EM algorithm, the unlabelled samples are well labelled. So the system
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can update the non-terminal nodes of the TransDT model and thus form the

personalised model.

Pärkkä et al. [PCE10] developed an activity recognition system based on

a decision tree classifier that automatically recognises physical activities on

a portable device, online. The model is personalised by updating the deci-

sion tree threshold values with a user’s own data. The central device in data

collection and activity recognition is a personal digital assistant (PDA). The

application receives data over a Bluetooth connection, computes feature signals

from raw data online, classifies the data in a second-by-second basis online,

and stores the data on a memory card. The human movements are quanti-

fied with Nokia wireless motion bands using the 3-D accelerometer signal and

Bluetooth connection for data transfer to the PDA. Only ankle sensor data

are used for computing the feature signals. The time-domain features were

computed from the most recent samples, and the frequency-domain features

were computed from the same samples and one added zero for an efficient

fast Fourier transform (FFT) implementation. The structure of the binary

decision tree includes four nodes with one threshold value in each node. The

personalised algorithm searches for an optimum decision boundary between

the activities falling left and right in each node. It takes 3-10 minutes of new

data with annotation and uses that for updating the thresholds in each node.

The algorithm requires only a few comparisons and thus consumes very little

battery power. Personalising the training model by adjusting the thresholds

is a key contribution, however a long delay up to 10 seconds is required for

updating the model.

The last two techniques present key systems applied for personalised ac-

tivity recognition approaches in static environments. Although having an im-

proved accuracy with personalised models, these techniques are incapable of

handling the evolving nature of the incoming data streams. Moreover, the pre-

diction relies on the static model built offline. This model can not be pruned

or expanded after deployment.

2.8 Research Gaps

Upon discussing the wide range of approaches proposed for activity recogni-

tion, we present the research gaps that have not been addressed or partially

addressed in the literature. One of the main limitations that encounters the

recognition system is the static nature of the classificatory model. Studies

demonstrated that deployment of a personalised model for activity recogni-

tion outperforms the system of applying a general model [WL12]. It can easily
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be seen that models that are built for general activity recognition would need to

be tuned and adapted to suit the evolving activities data. Each individual has

his/her own personalised way of performing activities. Thus, the significance

of personalising the training model in real time became crucial in activity

recognition in order to improve the recognition accuracy for a specific user.

Personalisation is the process of tuning the general model to represent a user’s

particular way of performing various activities. Personalisation updates the

current existing model without changing the core activity types. Therefore,

the personalisation process only ‘tunes’ current activities for a particular user

in an incremental manner. Few studies in activity recognition considered the

personalisation issue. Most of these studies addressed the personalisation by

retraining of the entire model with a particular user’s annotated data. Few

studies considered the incremental and automated approach for personalisa-

tion. Moreover, a data stream is an unbounded flow of data that is mostly

unlabelled. Personalisation methods in activity recognition require annotation

of recent data to update the model. However, the scarcity of labelled data

as well as the time consuming process of labelling each data instance are in

conflict with the streaming nature of activity recognition of sensory data. Al-

ternatively, the recognition of activities needs to consider batch labelling for

only the most profitable data a in batch active learning approach. Thus, the

time and resource consumptions are only limited for the most profitable data.

Handling the streaming nature of data is crucial for processing and responding

to a streaming activity in almost real time.

Moreover, in a real life application, activities that a user performs evolve

over time. Therefore, the set of activities represented in the model has to

be updated to reflect the change in the performed activities. That includes

adding new recognised activities and also understanding activities that are no

longer relevant to that particular user. Model adaptation is a key criterion

of the robustness of any activity recognition system. There is no notion of

adaptation/refinement of the classifier models in the literature. Models do

not include activities that may emerge over a period of time (post the data

collection) or changes in a user’s patterns, which are both completely realistic

in the context of a mobile user. The adaptation process needs to update the

recognition model over time to reflect changes in a real life user’s activities in

real time.

The deployment of inexpensive sensors for collecting data for activity recog-

nition coupled with stream mining techniques has resulted in the development

of the wide variety of applications. Sensors could be either onboard the mobile

device itself, body worn or embedded in a smart environment. Using mobile
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devices with limited resources for recognition of streaming activities became a

hot topic of research in pervasive and ubiquitous computing. Two approaches

have been applied for mobile based recognition systems. Firstly, the phone

transmits the data to the backend sever with the server applying the activity

recognition model and transmitting the results back to the phone. The second

method involves implementing the activity recognition model directly on the

mobile device. Given the computational power of these everyday devices, this

is certainly a feasible option. One key advantage of this method is that it

removes the need for a server and therefore save transmission time and allows

real time prediction. Today’s mobile devices make the solution perfectly scal-

able, and ensures the user’s privacy, since the sensory data is kept locally on

the device.

Time and accuracy are well-known critical factors used in judging the per-

formance of any real-time activity recognition technique. Building a classifier

that accurately recognises physical activities on a mobile device in real time is

a key research issue.

2.8.1 Comparison of the state-of-the-art activity recog-

nition techniques

In Table 2.3, we present a comparison of the different activity recognition

systems addressing the aforementioned research issues. It is clearly demon-

strated that there are many significant missing research gaps that need to

be addressed for the development of an efficient activity recognition system.

Although the pervasive techniques in activity recognition are deployed in a

static environment, we focus in this comparison mostly on the missing gap

in recent approaches for streaming environment. We also included both tech-

niques in [ZCL+11] and [PCE10] for their highlighted contribution in model

personalisation.

Data collection platforms vary from one system to another. Data is col-

lected from either mobile, body worn, or smart environment sensors. The pro-

cessing platform is related to the recognition application and response time.

Processing data on a backend server or on a PC indicates two factors. The

model is not light-weight. Therefore it has to be implemented on a high per-

forming device, such as a PC. The other factor is the real time recognition as

the implementation on a backend server or PC causes a delay in transmitting

data back to the user and thus does not maintain a real time recognition.

None of these systems considered real time adaptation for activity recog-

nition. Recognition systems use a static training model which is built offline
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to recognise incoming data. There is no notion yet to expand the model after

it is already deployed. When new activity was urged or any current activity

abandoned, current techniques could not be adapted accordingly. Reflecting

the change in activities in real time is also a crucial research issue. Only an ap-

proach in [KC14] considered the discovery of ‘other’ activity. The recognition

of other activity is different from recognising novel activities from an evolving

stream. The technique has to build a static model offline that represents other

transitional and unknown activities. It explicitly trains the model offline for

transitional activities and other unknown activities. Then, it gathers them

all in other activity class and incorporates it with the model. Therefore, this

approach is not detecting the emerging of novel activities.

Two approaches for model personalisation are presented in Table 2.3. The

first is a complete reconstruction of the learning model with the personalised

data, while the other aims only on tuning the model to suit a particular user.

There is a little focus on the personalisation of the learning models in activity

recognition. Retraining the model is not applicable for streaming environ-

ments. In the other incremental learning approach, offline models in [PCE10]

and [ZCL+11] are refined by tuning the model with incoming data. However,

they both deployed in non-streaming environments. Moreover, the Pärkkä et

al. technique performs the personalisation offline with long delays. There-

fore, none of these systems is representing a real time approach to resolve

the personalisation issue in a streaming environment. The scarcity of labelled

data requires incorporating active learning with recognition for labelling only

a small amount of data that is most informative. Relying on less labelled data

has not been addressed by any of these key systems.

We focus in this dissertation on filling in the missing gaps for building an

efficient activity recognition technique as per objectives discussed in Chapter

1. We propose, develop and evaluate techniques that address the personalisa-

tion (Objective 2) and adaptation (Objective 3) of the recognition model in a

streaming environment (Objective 4). The new techniques are flexible (Objec-

tive 1), to learn incrementally and contentiously from the evolving activities

in data streams and adapt the recognition model accordingly. The core of our

focus is to target the challenge of the scarcity of labelled data by incorporating

an active learning approach (objective 5) with all our techniques. The merit

behind active learning is to label only a small amount of data that is most

informative and with lowest cost.

We present our contribution in this dissertation in the next three chapters.

Chapter 3 represents the modelling component that builds the baseline frame-

work which is essentially flexible, robust, and computationally efficient. The
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baseline framework is the basis of our developed techniques for recognition.

We also represent in this chapter the recognition component that uses a devel-

oped ensemble classifier based on the hybrid similarity measure approach for

recognition. We move to a streaming environment in Chapter 4 by developing

our technique for detecting personalised activities from data streams. This

technique adds another component of personalisation that applies incremen-

tal and active learning for continuous personalisation of the recognition model

with the evolving streams. Finally, we target the recognition of an entirely

novel activity with continuous learning from evolving data streams in Chapter

5. The approach aims not only to discover the arrival of the novel activities

but also incorporate the novel activities into the recognition model for fu-

ture recognition of the recurring activities. The technique aims also to forget

abandoned activities that became irrelevant over the time period. Therefore,

the techniques developed in this dissertation conceptually address the current

research challenges in activity recognition with streaming data.

2.9 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed state-of-the-art approaches for the two overlapped

research areas concerning activity recognition in stream mining. We first in-

troduced the area of activity recognition in general. We reviewed the variety

of sensors applied for activity recognition along with the different kinds of

activities to be predicted. Then, the known term of i.i.d. in statistical and

probability theory that refers to independent and identically distributed- ness

is introduced. A key challenge with learning from sensors in a streaming

environment is that it requires learning beyond identically distributed and in-

dependent sensory data. We then illustrated the position of our research scope

from the two active areas of research in techniques concerning the distribution

of data (stream mining) and techniques concerning data dependency (activity

recognition).

Activity recognition techniques along with different approaches are de-

picted in detail. We survey two main categories of activity recognition. The

first category focuses on the learning approaches; the other one concerns the

dynamic capabilities beyond the learning process. Most of the developed tech-

niques in activity recognition are based on supervised learning, however few

studies considered unsupervised and semi-supervised learning considering the

limited availability of labelled data. Beyond learning, different approaches for

adapting the initial model are discussed. This includes adaptation for model

personalisation or for adding/removing activities. The dynamic capabilities
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are related to the concept of transfer learning in terms of transfer between the

static domain of modelling to the dynamic streaming deployment domain.

Deployment of activity recognition in streaming settings imposes many

challenges. In order to understand the limitation and constraints imposed

with stream mining for activity recognition, we survey state-of-the-art tech-

niques for stream mining. Stream mining techniques correspond to the distri-

bution oriented approach. Data that evolves in the stream is not identically

distributed. In the literature, many approaches have addressed the handling of

the high speed and infinite stream of data. We reviewed in this chapter different

techniques developed for handling streaming data. Unlike traditional machine

learning approaches, new approaches have developed to address the stream-

ing nature of data. Various kinds of changes may encounter data streams over

time. We presented in this chapter the methods of both tracking these changes

and learning from these changes.

Upon surveying the main approaches for both activity recognition and

stream mining, we presented the overlap between the two research areas. We

first presented a conceptual mapping between the two areas to demonstrate the

connection. We then discussed techniques that considered activity recognition

with data streams. The research gaps based on the discussed state-of-the-art

approaches were illustrated. Then, the key techniques in the literature that

target subset of the research gaps were presented in detail along with a com-

parison between them. Finally, the chapter concluded with a description of

the contribution of this dissertation in addressing the discussed research gaps

with linkage to the research objectives.
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Chapter 3

Cluster-based Activity

Recognition System

3.1 Introduction

After reviewing state-of-the-art methods developed for activity recognition

(AR) in Chapter 2, it is clear that AR still needs attention to address important

challenges. This dissertation particularly addresses both the personalisation

and adaptation challenges in activity recognition. The solutions developed in

this dissertation have to be accurate, efficient, robust, and flexible.

In this chapter, we present our baseline framework for activity recognition.

The framework is the foundation for the three techniques that are developed

in this dissertation. The key purpose of developing the baseline framework

is that it enables personalisation and adaptation through an incremental and

continuous learning. Thus, in designing this framework, we focus on developing

it in a way that our objectives are met. However, it is equally important to

evaluate the performance of the baseline framework in terms of its accuracy,

efficiency, robustness, and flexibility. Therefore, that demonstrates the validity

of applying the baseline framework for recognition in streaming environments

for personalisation and adaptation, which will be discussed in Chapters 4 and

5.

This chapter also sketches the first recognition technique based on the

baseline framework. The developed recognition technique is an ensemble clas-

sifier based on a hybrid similarity measure approach that is integrated with

the baseline framework for recognising activities. In order to test the validity

of our ensemble classifier for recognition, we compare it with other standard

techniques which have been applied pervasively in activity recognition. The

proposed technique has the features of being extendable, to achieve our aims of
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personalisation and adaptation by incorporating incremental and continuous

stream learning.

The chapter starts with a conceptual description of the baseline framework.

This is then followed by a discussion of the desired features of the baseline

framework that enable our techniques for personalisation and adaptation. Our

first technique that integrates the ensemble classifier for recognition with the

baseline framework is also discussed in this chapter. Finally, we evaluate both

the baseline framework and the developed technique, in terms of accuracy,

efficiency, robustness, and flexibility by conducting extensive analysis with

benchmarked datasets in activity recognition.

3.2 Baseline Framework Overview

Three techniques are developed in this dissertation for activity recognition.

Each has its own perspective and corresponding goals and objectives. The

baseline framework (BLFW) is the centre for all techniques as shown in Fig-

ure 3.1. It models the ground truth of historical annotated data collected from

different data sources while training the learning model. Our aim in this dis-

sertation is to achieve adaptation and personalisation for activity recognition

that naturally deals with data streams. However, a streaming environment

presents always-challenging scenarios to handle and process multi-dimensional

data that arrives at high speed. Therefore, we initially develop an effective

technique for activity recognition that would be the base for activity recogni-

tion systems in streaming settings. The early activity recognition technique

is coined CBARS, standing for Cluster-based Activity Recognition System.

CBARS deploys a novel ensemble classifier in a non-streaming environment.

This technique aims to demonstrate the BLFW efficiency independently before

deployment in a streaming environment. Also, it is crucial to evaluate the pro-

posed recognition technique in terms of accuracy, efficiency, robustness, and

flexibility in a standard environment before imposing more challenges and con-

straints in the streaming environment. In this way, it is feasible to compare

CBARS performance with standard methods in activity recognition that are

mostly deployed in non-streaming environments. Based on a CBARS founda-

tion, we develop our STAR technique that extends CBARS by enabling per-

sonalisation through incremental learning in a streaming environment. STAR

applies a sliding window to process data streams continuously while incremen-

tally personalising the BLFW, to cope with recent changes in the data stream

and personalise the model for a specific user. The adaptation process to detect

an entirely new activity is performed by our third technique coined COSTAR
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which stands for Concept Evolution in data STream for Activity Recognition.

COSTAR monitors the evolution of concepts in data streams for continuous

adaptation of the recognition model. The aim of COSTAR is to detect the

novel activities or eliminate the abandoned ones through continuous learning

while streams of activities evolve. COSTAR also assimilates detected changes

for detecting future activities. Building the baseline framework that is accu-

Figure 3.1: BLFW Position of Prospective Techniques

rate, efficient, robust, and flexible is a crucial step in all proposed techniques.

We discuss first the desired features of the baseline framework, and then we

discuss the approaches and details of building the framework.

3.3 Desired Features for the Baseline Frame-

work

The process of building the BLFW occurs offline on annotated sensory data

that is already collected from various sensors. The BLFW is basically a repre-

sentation of the historical sensory data that contains different activities. The

BLFW aims essentially to satisfy a set of key features that we summarise as

follows:

• Accuracy: Poor, generalised, or over-fitted learning models are the key

reasons for an inaccurate recognition of activities. Labelled data is

mostly scarce and the annotation process is costly. Activities are poorly

modelled when a limited amount of annotated data is applied for train-

ing the learning model. On the other hand, a learning model is over-

fitted when a large mount of data from few users is applied for training.

Thus, generalisation can lead to an inaccurate model when applied for

a specific user. An accurate modelling of activities requires an adequate

understanding of the nature of data in activity recognition. Sensory data

that represents users’ activities intuitively varies across people. For in-

stance, “walking” from one person could be“ jogging” for another. Some
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activities contain numerous patterns. For example, a “walking” activity

contains patterns such as “strolling”,“jogging”, or “normal pace walking”

patterns. Furthermore, some activities are highly correlated and inter-

leaved with others such as “walking” and “standing”. Recognition of a

“walking” activity could be challenging because of interleaving “stand-

ing” activities. The duration of each activity is also essential information

for efficient recognition in real time. Thus, it is essential to build an ac-

curate model that is tailored especially for nature of AR data. In our

proposed BLFW, we build a cluster-based model that is fine-grained for

accurate representation of the activities. Each cluster is represented by

a set of features that best describes the cluster and distinguishes it from

other clusters. The quality of these features is the key aspect that influ-

ences the model accuracy.

• Flexibility: Another significant factor of the BLFW is its ability to cope

with data change and perform model personalisation and adaptation with

incremental and continuous learning. Model flexibility is of paramount

importance in activity recognition. The accuracy is tightly related to the

model flexibility. The model flexibility is measured by the ability of the

model to adjust for a specific user and adapt for detecting new activities

or forgotten abandoned ones. Different users perform the same activity

differently. Even for the same user level, changes in the way of perform-

ing activities may also occur because of many reasons such as injury and

age. New activities may emerge; abandoned activities might gradually

disappear. The model that relies only on historical data and is not flex-

ible to change over the time becomes outdated and inaccurate. We aim

with building the BLFW to enable incremental and continuous learning

from incoming data, therefore the model achieves personalisation and

adaptation and thus satisfies the flexibility criterion.

• Efficiency: One key challenge in the modelling process is to keep the

balance between model accuracy and efficiency. An efficient learning

model has to minimise the computational and time complexity. On the

other hand, accurate modelling requires a detailed representation of the

historical data, to be able to distinguish between different activities. An

efficient learning model enables the deployment of the recognition tech-

nique on devices with limited resources and attains an accurate recogni-

tion in real time. However, a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency in

building the learning model is a crucial challenge in activity recognition.

Thus, we develop the BLFW in a way that keeps the balance between the
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accurate representation of the activities and the efficiency of the model.

To validate the efficiency of the BLFW, we deploy it on mobile phones

for achieving accurate recognition in real time.

• Robustness: Dealing with sensory data for activity recognition increases

the possibility of incoming noise or missing data during transition. In

the BLFW, we represent historical data in a robust way to eliminate

noise and therefore enhance the recognition accuracy.

All in all, accuracy, efficiency, flexibility, and robustness are four desirable

features that we aim to achieve in the proposed BLFW for activity recognition.

3.4 Baseline Framework Description

In this section, we introduce our BLFW for activity recognition that addresses

the aforementioned key features. We introduce in this section the developed

learning model for AR that is extendible to supporting incremental and con-

tinuous learning. Therefore, we can achieve our objectives of personalisation

and adaptation with evolving streams. Basically, our BLFW is represented by

a set of clusters that correspond to a set of activities. Each activity/cluster is

represented by a group of characteristics that best explain each activity and

separate it from other activities. Annotated sensory data are used to create

clusters, however only summarised characteristics of data are maintained in

memory to represent various clusters. We refer to activities in terms of the

BLFW as clusters.

3.4.1 Approaches for building BLFW

The lightweight nature of the BLFW demonstrates its efficiency. All raw data

is dismissed beyond the model training and leaves only the summarised char-

acteristics of the clusters. The BLFW is also flexible as the summarised char-

acteristics that represent the BLFW enable personalisation and adaptation

through incremental and continuous learning. Thus, incremental and contin-

uous learning ensure low computational and time costs while streams evolve

with no need of re-processing all the training instances. Moreover, the BLFW

deals with noisy data, with either the reduction or elimination approach pre-

senting a robust model. We investigate two approaches for building BLFW

clusters from annotated sensory data namely clustering with dominant pat-

tern selection and clustering with sub-clusters.
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Clustering with dominant pattern selection approach (DPS)

This approach creates k clusters that represent k activities in the training

data. We label each cluster with the majority label among all cluster instances.

Then, we extract characteristics of each cluster from its assigned instances.

Training instances typically contain outliers and noisy data that might

affect directly the quality of the model representation. Therefore, we add a

filtering step that aims to purify clusters and therefore boost the accuracy.

We coin the filtering step the Dominant Pattern Selection process (DPS).

DPS performs a detailed scan inside each cluster to pick instances that form

the dominant pattern inside the examined cluster. Only selected instances are

used to build BLFW characteristics. Correspondingly, DPS helps eliminate

misclassified, outliers, and noisy data from initially formed clusters. However,

building a learning model from only a subset of the data that represents the

dominant pattern may result in an over-fitted model and thus cause poor

performance at deployment.

Clustering with sub-clusters approach (SC)

We propose another method for building more precise and detailed learning

model with sub-clusters. This approach aims to build a fine grained BLFW

that not only represents activity but also represents various patterns inside

each activity. The fine-grained model allows the separation of the cluster into

subsets that have distinguishable characteristics. We refer to these subsets as

sub-clusters of the cluster. Sub-clusters of a particular cluster are analogous

to different patterns within this particular activity. For example, the activity

of “using the stairs” contains patterns for either “going downstairs” or “up-

stairs”. Also, the “running” activity spans patterns such as “serious running

for exercising”, “relaxed jogging at the park” or “sprinting to catch the train”.

Moreover, one person’s “sprint” could be “jogging” for another. Building a

fine-grained model that contains different patterns/sub-clusters within each

activity/cluster is essential to enhance the recognition accuracy. Since sub-

clusters provide microscopic information about each cluster, a fine-grained

model is expected to be more accurate than using the clusters themselves di-

rectly.

Moreover, the SC approach reduces the effect of noise on the BLFW repre-

sentation. This approach tends to aggregate similar data together in the same

sub-cluster. Thus, noisy data would be either distributed among sub-clusters

or separated in different sub-clusters. This way, the effect of noisy data on

the sub-cluster level is lowered. The reduction approach is different from the
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elimination approach applied with DPS as it only limits the effect of noise

without totally ignoring it.

Besides the fine granularity and noise reduction advantages of the sub-

cluster approach, the characteristics that represent the sub-cluster model are

also more explanatory. For instance, to measure a cluster boundary in the

clustering approach, we compute the maximum distance between the clus-

ter centroid and any instance that belongs to this cluster. Thus, the cluster

boundary is highly affected by noise, outliers, or misclassified data. On the

other hand, with the sub-cluster approach, boundaries are controlled by a new

measure that we term DMax, which is defined as the maximum distance be-

tween any pair of sub-clusters within the cluster. The framework ensures that

sub-clusters represent stable patterns inside the cluster, and therefore DMax

provides a more precise representation that is also less sensitive to expected

data impurities.

The methodology for building the BLFW starts with applying a supervised

learning technique to the annotated sensory data collected for training. Thus,

the initial learning model that is composed of a number of clusters is created.

Each cluster corresponds to one of the labelled activities that exist in the

training data. After creating K clusters, we further split each cluster into

smaller sub-clusters. We apply a clustering technique to each cluster to form

sub-clusters representing different patterns inside the cluster. The process of

building the BLFW with the sub-clusters approach is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Clustering with Sub-clusters Approach for Building the BLFW

Information is extracted in this approach based on clusters and their cor-

responding sub-clusters. Because of the aforementioned advantages of the

sub-cluster approach, we used this approach for the proposed techniques for

personalisation and adaptation in this dissertation. We justify our selection

by evaluating both approaches in the following sections in this dissertation.
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3.4.2 BLFW characteristics

The BLFW is represented by a set of informative characteristics that best de-

scribe activities in the training data. We aim in this component at building

a robust, flexible, and efficient BLFW that is the basis for successful recogni-

tion. To achieve this, we aim to extract a summary of the statistics of the each

cluster, before we dismiss all raw data instances at the end of the modelling

process. Characteristics of the BLFW span across two levels: cluster charac-

teristics and holistic characteristics. Cluster characteristics are the extracted

information that describes each cluster/activity and distinguishes it from oth-

ers. Holistic characteristics describe the training data as a whole with global

features that explain the entire data. We also extend the explanatory char-

acteristics by adding a new level of description for sub-clusters, which is used

for the sub-cluster approach in building the BLFW. Sub-cluster characteristics

provide an abstract description of each pattern/sub-cluster that distinguishes

it from other sub-clusters belonging to the same cluster. Sub-cluster charac-

teristics include the following:

• Weightsc is the total number of data instances that belong to the sub-

cluster (sc).

• Centroidsc is one of the most important extracted characteristics. It lo-

cates the centre of each sub-cluster in the data domain. For n-dimensional

data instances, Centroidsc is an n-dimensional vector of the mean value

of the n-dimensional instances inside the sub-cluster as per Equations

3.1 and 3.2.

Centroidsc = {d1, d2, d3, ...dn} (3.1)

Where,

dj =

∑Weightsc
i=1 Pi,j

Weightsc
(3.2)

Where dj is the centroid of the jth feature, and Pi,j is the jth feature of

the ith data instance within the sub-cluster (sc).

• WISCSDsc (WIthin Sub-Cluster Standard Deviation) measures the dis-

persion of instances within the sub-cluster. Each activity pattern which

is represented by a sub-cluster in the BLFW has its own standard de-

viation. Standard deviation of an n-dimensional instances within the

sub-cluster is calculated as shown in Equation 3.3.

WISCSDsc =

√∑m
i=1(EDistance(Pi, Centroidsc))2

Weightsc
(3.3)
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Where EDistance is the Euclidean Distance and Pi is an n-dimensional

data instance inside the sub-cluster (sc).

• Radiussc is the maximum distance between the sub-cluster centroid and

any data instance belonging to the sub-cluster as explained in Equation

3.4.

Radiussc = max {EDistance(Pi, Centroidsc)∀Pi ∈ sc} (3.4)

Where EDistance is the Euclidean Distance, Pi is an n-dimensional data

instance inside the sub-cluster (sc), and Centroidsc is the sub-cluster

centroid.

• AvDistsc is the average distance between instances and the centroid

within the sub-cluster. It is defined as the sum of the distances be-

tween sub-cluster data instances and their respective centroid divided by

the number of instances (weight). The average distance is calculated as

per Equation 3.5.

AvDistsc =

∑m
i=1EDistance(Pi, Centroidsc)

Weightsc
(3.5)

Where EDistance is the Euclidean Distance and Pi is an n-dimensional

data instance inside the sub-cluster.

• Densitysc (density of sub-cluster) is defined according to the density

function in Equations 3.6 and 3.7.

Densitysc =
Weightsc
V olumesc

(3.6)

Where,

V olumesc =
4

3
πRadiussc

n (3.7)

Where V olumesc is the volume of the sub-cluster as a hypersphere in an

n-dimensional space. With high dimensional datasets,we deal with data

as in 3-D hypersphere (n=3) to avoid a possible curse of dimensionality.

The other level of characteristics is the one that represents clusters. Clus-

ter characteristics represent a higher level description of the extracted fea-

tures corresponding to clusters/activities. The description of cluster charac-

teristics is as follows:
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• Nsubc is the number of sub-clusters within the cluster that corresponds

to the number of patterns inside an activity cluster. It has a value of 0

when applying a DPS approach to building the BLFW.

• Centroidc is the mean of all sub-clusters centroids that belong to the

cluster when applying the SC approach to building the BLFW. The

centroid is defined in Equation 3.8.

Centroidc =

∑Nsubc
i=1 Centroidsc

Nsubc
(3.8)

In the case of applying the DPS approach to building the BLFW, Equa-

tions 3.1 and 3.2 are applied for calculating the centroid from all data

instances in the cluster.

• Weightc is the total number of data instances within the cluster.

• Radiusc measures and controls the decision boundary of each cluster in

the domain space. It is defined as the maximum distance between the

cluster centroid and all data instances inside the cluster. Radiusc is

calculated as per Equation 3.9.

Radiusc = max {EDistance(Pi, Centroidc)∀Pi ∈ c} (3.9)

Where EDistance is the Euclidean Distance and Pi is an n-dimensional

data instance inside the cluster.

• WICSDc measures the dispersion of data instances within the cluster.

Standard deviation is calculated according to Equation 3.3, with cluster

centroid and weight measures.

• Densityc is calculated according to Equation 3.6, with cluster Weightc

and Radiusc replacing Weighsc and Radiussc respectively.

The following two measures of GF and DMax are only extracted for the

BLFW with sub-clusters.

• GF is the gravitational force among sub-clusters of the cluster. Inspired

by physical laws, there exists a natural attraction force between any two

objects in the universe and this force is called the gravitational force.

According to Newton’s universal law of gravity, the strength of gravita-

tion between two objects is directly proportional to the product of the

masses of the two objects, but inversely proportional to the square of

distance between them. The gravitational force among sub-clusters is
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defined in Equation 3.10. GF characteristic, as per Equation 3.10, is

a two dimensional array of the gravitation force generated among each

pair of sub-clusters within the cluster.

GFi,j = G
WeightsciWeightscj

r2
(3.10)

Where G is the constant of universal gravitation; Weightsci is the weight

of sub-cluster i; Weightscj is the weight of sub-cluster j; r is the Eu-

clidean distance between sci and scj centroids.

• DMaxc is the maximum distance between any pair of sub-clusters cen-

troids within the cluster.

Finally, the most abstract level represents the holistic characteristics for

the entire training data. Thus, the holistic characteristics represent a collective

view on the data. The characteristics are as follows:

• Nclus is the number of clusters/activities in the training data.

• Centroidglob is the global centroid of all instances in the training data,

which is analogous to the centre of all clusters’ centroids.

• Capacity is total number of processed training instances.

All of the extracted characteristics facilitate incremental and continuous

learning due to their simplicity of calculation. After extracting all character-

istics in the modelling process, a cluster-based, fine-grained and lightweight

BLFW becomes ready for recognition. All raw data is dismissed at the end of

this modelling process.

3.5 CBARS: Cluster-Based Activity Recogni-

tion System

In this section, we present our first technique for activity recognition based on

the BLFW. We coined our system CBARS, which stands for Cluster Based

Activity Recognition System [AGSK12a]. CBARS contains two components,

as shown in Figure 3.3, a modelling component and a recognition component.

In the modelling component, we deploy the BLFW that is discussed earlier

in this chapter. The BLFW has the flexibility feature that enables incremen-

tal and continuous learning for personalisation and adaptation in Chapters 4

and 5. For the recognition component, we develop a novel ensemble classifier
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Figure 3.3: CBARS Components

for efficient recognition based on a hybrid similarity measure approach. Al-

though personalisation with incremental and continuous learning is not the

aim of CBARS, the ensemble classifier attains an improved accuracy across

different users because of the hybrid similarity measure approach. CBARS

also introduces an active learning approach to deal with the challenge of the

scarcity of the labelled data in activity recognition. The focus in this section

is to present the recognition component in CBARS that integrates with the

modelling component for an efficient recognition system. In the following, we

first discuss the essential features of the proposed ensemble classifier in the

recognition component. Then, we present the methodology of the ensemble

classifier in detail.

3.5.1 Features of the ensemble classifier

This section answers the question of “what technique can be applied to the

BLFW for an accurate and efficient recognition of activities?”. This technique

has to essentially consider both the learning model structure and the activity

recognition domain for an efficient recognition. Thus, we propose a novel

ensemble classifier that applies a hybrid similarity measure approach for this

task. The ensemble classifier is a cluster-based approach that deploys multiple

measures to match similarities between incoming data and the BLFW. The

proposed ensemble classifier is customised to suit both the BLFW and activity

recognition, by providing the following advantages:

• Cluster-based approach: Activity recognition data is noted for its se-

quential presentation of activities. Thus, data representing different ac-

tivities arrives in batches. In this case, processing each individual in-

stance causes unnecessary processing and time overhead. Furthermore,

the cluster-based approach is compatible with the nature of the cluster-

based framework (BLFW). Thus matching the similarities is based on the

same characteristics. Also, some activities are unavoidably interrupted

by the individual instances of other activities. For instance, the atomic
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activity of “running” may be interleaved with short periods of “walking”,

yet the major activity for the entire time elapsed is“’running” despite the

existence of few “walking” instances. The cluster-based approach effec-

tively handles this common case by considering data collectively and

decides based on the majority in the cluster instead of responding to

each instance.

• Collective measure perspectives: The ensemble classifier studies various

perspectives with a hybrid similarity measure approach. It presents in-

sights with four measures corresponding to internal cluster cohesiveness

and closeness as well as interactions among clusters in the entire domain

distribution. Combining various perspectives yields benefits from each

perspective and minimises the anticipated drawbacks of applying only a

single perspective. Activity recognition leverages a variety of perspec-

tives in understanding data insightfully. Moreover, applying the hybrid

similarity measure approach enhances the recognition accuracy across

different users. When we use a general model for recognising activities

of a particular user, activities in the general model may be differentially

presented. For instance, data that represents a “walking” activity for a

specific user may have been presented as “jogging” in the general model.

The hybrid similarity measure approach brings different perspectives to-

gether for more accurate recognition across users. In this example, the

two representations of the same activity are spatially far apart, unlikely

to be recognised as the same activity. However, the decision that is based

not only on one measure but using multiple is instead expected to im-

prove the accuracy. Thus, the hybrid similarity measure approach tends

to reduce the problems related to poor or over-fitting of the learning

model.

• Lightweight measures to match similarities: Another advantage of the

ensemble classifier for activity recognition is its lightweight measures

that are simple to compute and update. The measures are distance,

density, gravitational force and deviation. The four measures are based

on simple calculations using only elementary BLFW characteristics. The

ensemble classifier matches the similarities between incoming data and

BLFW characteristics. To apply the similarity test for each measure,

fast computations using simple characteristics such as distance between

centroids and number of instances inside each cluster are performed.

The easy to compute, easy to update measures facilitate BLFW being

computationally efficient.
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• Effective active learning: The ensemble classifier enables active learn-

ing that addresses the scarcity of labelled data, which is a well-known

issue when dealing with sensory data. Annotating data on a big scale

is a costly, erroneous, and time consuming process. Therefore, selecting

a small subset of data to annotate is crucial in any learning technique.

Active learning is applied as an extension for our ensemble classifier.

As the novel ensemble classifier is based on a hybrid similarity measure

approach, decision confusion among measures triggers automatically the

need for active learning. We select the data automatically with no com-

putational overhead, during the recognition process. Data that causes

confusion among measures is expected to be the most uncertain and in-

deed requires user input for ground truths. Active learning enhances

overall system performance by feeding true labels into the system for

future improved recognition of similar data.

To introduce the details of the ensemble classifier, we first discuss the mea-

sures themselves. Then we present how these measures are applied in the

ensemble classifier for activity recognition.

3.5.2 Hybrid similarity measure approach

A key success of any machine learning technique is the similarity measure ap-

plied for learning and recognition. Each single measure has its own strengths

and weaknesses. Thus, combining and voting among various measures would

have the benefit of bringing together different perspectives of the data. For

example, Figure 3.4 shows that, point A would be seen initially as a mem-

ber of the small cluster from the closeness perspective. However, taking into

consideration other measures perspectives, such as the density and size of the

small and big clusters, will lead us to better understanding and more accurate

classification decision-making.

Figure 3.4: Example of Misclassification Using a Single Similarity Measure

Basically, assigning a data point to a cluster does not depend only on how

close it is from its centroid, but also other parameters associated with the whole
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data distribution are of paramount importance. Therefore, we propose our

ensemble classifier that applies four different measures for accurate recognition.

Applied measures are distance, density, gravity, and deviation. While the

distance focuses on the closeness metric amongst data, the density measure

concerns the impact of data assignment on the cohesiveness of data. The

relationship between the closeness metric and cluster weight is the focus of the

gravitational force measure. Each cluster has its own gravitational force that

is generated from its weight. The heavier the cluster, the more data instances

that it can attract due to its gravitational force. Unlike density that focuses

on the global cohesiveness among clusters, deviation concerns the cohesiveness

of each cluster individually. Details of the four measures are as follows:

• Distance: Many well-known learning techniques such as K Nearest Neigh-

bor (KNN) rely on the distance measure for finding similarities among

data [YJ06]. The distance-based learning classifies similar data as the

closest in a given collection of similar/dissimilar data instances. The

distance measure focuses primitively on the closeness and the separation

of incoming data from training data. In activity recognition, the dis-

tance measure has been applied pervasively, such as in [RDML05,BI04,

BGC09]. We also apply the distance measure for activity recognition, yet

we combine it with other measures for a comprehensive view of the data

from different perspectives. We implement the distance metric using the

Euclidean distance. The distance between any two data instances with

n features, P = (p1, p2, ......, pn) and Q = (q1, q2, ......, qn), is defined as in

Equation 3.11

EDistance(P,Q) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(Pi −Qi)2 . (3.11)

• Gravity: This measure on the other hand concerns not only the closeness

but also the weight of the clusters. Each cluster has its own gravitational

force. Thus, this measure focuses more on the attraction among clusters

caused by their gravitational force. The gravitational field is limited to

the slack that surrounds each cluster and proportionally corresponds to

the cluster weight. When incoming data is located inside the gravita-

tional field of any existing cluster, it is more likely to be attracted by its

gravitational force. Figure 3.5 shows an example of the gravitational field

(dotted lined circles) of each cluster generated from its weight. Although

the Cluster 3 radius is smaller than the Cluster 2 radius, the weight of

Cluster 3 causes a larger surrounding gravitational field than Cluster 2.
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It has to be noted that cluster weight is different from cluster density.

For example, in the explanatory figure, Cluster 1 is of heavy weight and

thus its gravitational field has a large slack though the cluster is of low

density.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of Clusters Gravitational Force

The gravitational search algorithm (GSA) is an efficient algorithm based

on the law of gravity and mass interactions as in Equation 3.10 [RNpS09].

The concept of the gravity has been applied in machine learning for

both clustering [OCY01,EFWD88] and classification [BNpBS12]. Other

techniques combine the gravitational concept with the distance measure

as in [HANp12, YHY+11, RNp14]. In our ensemble classifier, we also

combine gravity and distance in addition to two other measures for an

efficient recognition of activity.

• Density: Unlike the distance and gravity measures, the density measure

focuses on data cohesiveness and dispersion for both the cluster level

and collective level of all clusters. Density-based algorithms have been

applied for different purposes in machine learning. One of the most pop-

ular techniques is DBSCAN [EKSX96] that implements data clustering

based on a “density reachability” concept which connects points based

on a distance threshold. OPTICS [ABKS99] is a generalised form of

DBSCAN yet with different parameters. Other studies have considered

the density measure for clustering in data streams such as in [CEQZ06],

while Hempstalk, Frank and Witten [HFW08] presented a new technique

for novelty detection and outlier detection based on the density measure.

Due to the successful implementation of the density concept for machine

learning, the density measure is among the collection of measures that

is used by our ensemble classifier for activity recognition.
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• Deviation: Besides density, deviation focuses on a cluster’s internal cohe-

siveness around the centroid. Thus, this measure considers the cohesion

and dispersion internally in each cluster. K-medians clustering [JD88],

for instance, is different from K-means as it calculates the median (based

on the deviation) instead of the mean (centroid). Deviation has also

been used for outlier and change detection. Aggrawal [Agg13] defined a

deviation-based method as the one that measures the impact of new data

on the data variance. For example, the method proposed in [AAR96]

measures the impact on the cluster variance when a particular data point

is removed/assigned. Gaber and Yu [GY06] presented an algorithm that

captures changes in data stream distribution or domain by using clus-

tering result deviation. The standard deviation of different activities is

used pervasively in activity recognition to find similarities or distinguish

between different activities [LW14,KWM11].

In general, ensemble classifiers apply multiple learning algorithms for en-

hancing the classification performance obtained when applying a single al-

gorithm. There are different approaches of ensemble classification. Bagging

is a well-known approach that trains multiple models on random subsets of

the training data. Then it applies voting among the models for prediction.

Random forest [Bre01] is an example of an ensemble classifier that uses the

bagging approach for combining multiple decision trees. Boosting is another

type of ensemble classification that involves building an ensemble by training

each model with misclassified instances from other models to boost the perfor-

mance. Adaboost [FS97] is one of the most common classification techniques

that combines weak learning for producing a boosted classifier.

Our ensemble classifier, on the other hand, classifies data based on the same

training data and using the four measures. It applies an equal weighted voting

among measures for predicting the classification output. The more effective

measures we include, the more accurate learning we achieve. At this stage,

we apply the four measures that assess both closeness and cohesiveness for

each cluster and also among clusters collectively. For each measure, a set of

candidates are chosen and ranked, and then we apply voting to choose the best

candidate amongst all ranked candidates.

We applied the hybrid similarity measure approach for machine learning

techniques in [AG11,AG09,AG15]. In the next section, we explain the method-

ology of applying the proposed ensemble classifier based on the hybrid simi-

larity measure approach for activity recognition.
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3.5.3 Methodology

In this section, we explain the details of CBARS along with its two components:

modelling and recognition. We start the process in CBARS by building the

BLFW with one of the two approaches discussed earlier in this chapter. In the

recognition component, the ensemble classifier is applied to match similarities

between the BLFW and new data for recognising activities. Active learning is

triggered in the event of confusion in the recognition decision among different

measures. Figure 3.6 illustrates the recognition component in CBARS.

Figure 3.6: Recognition Component in CBARS

From the learning perspective, CBARS contains three consecutive phases.

The first phase corresponds to the modelling component, while the other two

phases are implemented in the recognition component. The three phases are

described as follows:

• Building the BLFW (phase 1): The process of any recognition technique

starts with building the BLFW from historical data for training (the

modelling component in CBARS). The generated BLFW consists of a

set of clusters. Each cluster represents one of the labelled activities that

exists in training instances. BLFW extracts features from each cluster

and dismisses all raw data at the end of this phase.

• Unsupervised learning for incoming data (phase 2): This step occurs only

once and aims to create clusters of various activities existing in incoming

test data. When unlabelled data emerges, we apply clustering on data

to generate clusters of the performed activities. Various clustering tech-

niques such as K-means [Har75], Expectation Maximisation [DND77] and

DBScan [EKSX96] have been used. The more pure clusters we produce,

the more accurate recognition we attain. In other words, the accuracy

of unlabelled data clustering method impacts directly the decision of the

hybrid similarity measure method and thus the recognition accuracy.

The characteristics of the generated clusters are also extracted and all

raw data is dismissed similar to the BLFW building procedure. The
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output of this phase is a set of cluster/activity characteristics ready for

the following recognition phase.

• Recognition phase (phase 3): We assess incoming data clusters with the

ensemble classifier to predict the clusters’ labels. The ensemble classifier

matches the similarities between incoming data and BLFW clusters, for

recognising the correct label of the cluster. Clusters are similar if they

match based on the hybrid similarity measure approach. The activity

label is selected based on an equal weighted voting procedure among

measures.

For each incoming data cluster, the algorithm checks how similar it is to

other clusters existing in the BLFW. As we apply various measures to

test similarities among clusters, each measure votes for its own “candi-

date” from the measure perspective. The predicted label is the candidate

cluster with the majority of votes among all measures, while the true la-

bel of a cluster is the majority true label among all cluster instances.

There are three cases expected from the voting procedure explained in

Figure 3.7. They are illustrated as follows:

i Correct recognition: This case occurs when the majority of votes have

chosen the correct candidate cluster/activity. That means the pre-

dicted label of the cluster, with the majority votes, matches its true

label. Figure 3.7 (a) shows the two scenarios of correct prediction.

The new clusters (C1new and C2new) are correctly classified if at least

three measures vote for the correct candidate cluster.

ii Active learning: In this case, equal votes are assigned to exactly two

candidate clusters. For example, when both distance and density

vote for the candidate cluster that presents the “walking” activity,

deviation and gravity vote for “jogging”. The algorithm inquires

about the correct (true) label from the user in an active learning

mode with either of the labels of the two nominated candidates. In

Figure 3.7 (b), Cnew has two nominated clusters (Ci and Cj) with

equal votes assigned to each.

iii Incorrect recognition: The cluster is incorrectly classified in one of

two scenarios. The first one occurs when there is a total confusion

with the lowest confidence among all measures. The other scenario

occurs when the majority vote goes for an incorrect cluster, where the

predicted label does not match the true label of the cluster. C1new
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and C2new explain the two scenarios for incorrect recognition in Fig-

ure 3.7 (c). The total confusion occurs with C1new when each mea-

sure votes for a different candidate cluster. The other scenario, with

C2new, indicates consensus among measures however on the incorrect

candidate, Cn in the explanatory figure.

(a) Correct Recognition

(b) Active Learning

(c) Incorrect Recognition

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the Three Recognition Cases

The ensemble classifier based on a hybrid similarity measure approach im-

plements the aforementioned four measures namely distance, density, gravity,

and deviation. The BLFW is either built with the clustering approach with
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dominant pattern selection (DPS) or with the clustering with sub-clusters ap-

proach (SC). BLFW with DPS consists of n clusters/activities as per Equation

3.12.

BLFWc = {C1, C2, C3, ....Cn} (3.12)

The BLFW with SC approach that consists of n clusters and m sub-clusters

across all n clusters is defined as in Equation 3.13:

BLFWsc = {C1{sc11, ....sc1P1}, C2{sc21, ....sc2P2}, ....Cn{scn1, ....scnPn}}
(3.13)

Where m, the total number of sub-clusters is
∑n

i=1 Pi. The number of sub-

clusters varies from one cluster to another based on the diversity of patterns

within the cluster. When a new cluster of incoming data Cnew emerges, the

ensemble classifier applies the four measures to choose the best candidate clus-

ter among n clusters, with m sub-clusters in the case of the sub-cluster type

of BLFW. The four assessing measures are as follows:

Distance measure is the basic measure to check the closeness of the

incoming data cluster from BLFW clusters. Cj is the candidate cluster from

the distance perspective, if the distance between centroids of Cnew and Cj ∈
BLFWc or sci ∈ Cj for BLFWsc is the shortest among the n clusters (with m

sub-clusters in BLFWsc). Algorithm 3.1 illustrates procedure of selecting the

distance candidate.

Algorithm 3.1 FindDistanceCandidate

Input: BLFW : the baseline framework is either BLFWc or BLFWsc

Cnew: incoming data cluster
Output: DisCand : best candidate from the distance perspective
1: if BLFW is BLFWc then
2: for all Cj ∈ BLFWc do
3: temp[j]← EuclideanDistance (CentroidCj , CentroidCnew)
4: end for
5: else
6: for all Cj ∈ BLFWsc do
7: for all sci ∈ Cj do
8: temp[j][i]← EuclideanDistance (Centroidsci , CentroidCnew

)
9: end for

10: end for
11: end if
12: Choose j with shortest distance in temp
13: DisCand= Cj

Therefore, the procedure chooses the candidate cluster by calculating the

distance between centroids. The algorithm searches the shortest distance

among clusters with the BLFWc that is built by clustering with the DPS

approach (lines 1–4). Whereas it searches the candidate on the sub-cluster
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level with the BLFWsc with sub-clusters as in (lines 5–11). The cluster with

the shortest distance is the candidate cluster from the distance perspective.

Among the valid measures is the density which measures the degree of

cohesiveness between the new cluster and existing BLFW clusters. In order to

choose the best candidate cluster from the density perspective, we check the

virtual density difference (V DD) for both gain or loss. The V DD computes

the virtual value of gain/loss when the new cluster is merged with the existing

BLFW cluster and compared to the original cluster density (Densityc). The

density of the cluster/sub-cluster is calculated as per Equation 3.6. Cj is the

best candidate from the density perspective if the V DD when Cnew merged

with Cj, or with sci where sci ∈ Cj (in case of BLFWsc), attains the minimum

loss or maximum gain. Procedure of FindDensityCandidate is explained in

Algorithm 3.2. The virtual density difference (V DD) is the difference between

the cluster/sub-cluster density before and after merging the incoming cluster

data (lines 3 and 8). The cluster that achieves the maximum gain or minimum

loss among all clusters is selected as the candidate from the density perspective.

Algorithm 3.2 FindDensityCandidate

Input: BLFW : the baseline framework is either BLFWc or BLFWsc

Cnew: incoming data cluster
Output: DenCand : best candidate from the density perspective
1: if BLFW is BLFWc then
2: for all Cj ∈ BLFWc do
3: temp[j]← calculateVDD (Cj , Cnew)
4: end for
5: else
6: for all Cj ∈ BLFWsc do
7: for all sci ∈ Cj do
8: temp[j][i]← calculateVDD (sci, Cnew)
9: end for

10: end for
11: end if
12: Choose j with maximum gain/minimum loss in temp
13: DensCand= Cj

The third measure we apply in the ensemble classifier is the gravity. Ac-

cording to Equation 3.10, each cluster generates its own gravitational force

created from its weight. The bigger the weight of the cluster the stronger the

gravitational force produced around it. Therefore, the probability it could at-

tract more data instances is increased. When the gravitational force between

Cnew and Cj (or sci ∈ Cj) is the biggest among all n clusters (with m sub-

clusters in BLFWsc), then Cj is the best candidate from the gravitational force

perspective. The gravitational check procedure is explained as in Algorithm

3.3.
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Algorithm 3.3 FindGravityCandidate

Input: BLFW : the baseline framework is either BLFWc or BLFWsc

Cnew: incoming data cluster
Output: GravCand : best candidate from the gravity perspective
1: if BLFW is BLFWc then
2: for all Cj ∈ BLFWc do
3: temp[j]← calculateGravitationalForce (Cj , Cnew)
4: end for
5: else
6: for all Cj ∈ BLFWsc do
7: for all sci ∈ Cj do
8: temp[j][i]← calculateGravitationalForce (sci, Cnew)
9: end for

10: end for
11: end if
12: Choose j with maximum gravitational force in temp
13: DensCand= Cj

The deviation measure shows the cohesiveness or dispersion of data inside

the cluster. Clusters that have similar standard deviation are more likely to

present the same activity/cluster. The standard deviation of n-dimensional

points inside the cluster is calculated as shown in Equation 3.3. Clusters that

have similar standard deviation are more likely to present the same activity.

We investigate the impact of a new cluster, assumed to join one of existing

BLFW clusters, by using the cluster standard deviation. The selected can-

didates from the standard deviation perspective are the ones with the lowest

impact on standard deviation within the BLFW.

Therefore, this measure shows how much variation or dispersion between

the Cnew and BLFW clusters/sub-clusters. Each cluster/sub-cluster has its

own standard deviation. Cj is the candidate cluster from the deviation per-

spective if it has the smallest difference in the deviation measure between Cnew

and Cj, if BLFWc, or sci ∈ Cj with BLFWsc. Algorithm 3.4 describes the

procedure of selecting the deviation candidate.

The overall process of CBARS is described in Algorithm 3.5. The process

starts with phase 1 (line 1) for building the BLFW from training data. When

new data arrives, unsupervised learning is applied to cluster incoming data in

phase 2 (line 2). The ensemble classifier applies the four measures to obtain

the candidate from each perspective (lines 4–7). The hybrid similarity measure

approach chooses the candidate cluster with the majority vote among the four

measures (line 8). We consider all measures equally weighted. Therefore, the

confidence level of choosing Cj has to be more than or equal to 50%, i.e. at least

2 measures vote for the same cluster would be sufficient to choose the cluster

as the best candidate. The two cases of active learning occur when a confusion
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Algorithm 3.4 FindSDCandidate

Input: BLFW : the baseline framework is either BLFWc or BLFWsc

Cnew: incoming data cluster
Output: SDCand : best candidate from the deviation perspective
1: if BLFW is BLFWc then
2: for all Cj ∈ BLFWc do
3: temp[j]← SDDifference (Cj , Cnew)
4: end for
5: else
6: for all Cj ∈ BLFWsc do
7: for all sci ∈ Cj do
8: temp[j][i]← SDDifference (sci, Cnew)
9: end for

10: end for
11: end if
12: Choose j with the minimum difference in temp
13: SDCand= Cj

among measures happens or when equal votes are given to exactly two can-

didates (groups of two measures nominated the two candidates). Therefore,

CBARS inquires user automatically based on the learning algorithm for the

true label of the cluster.

Algorithm 3.5 CBARS

Input: Datahistorical: historical training data
Datanew: incoming test data

Output: y′[] : activity labels
1: BLFW ← ModellingComponent (Datahistorical)
2: Clustersnew[]← unsupervisedLearning (Datanew)
3: for all Cnew ∈ Clustersnew[] do
4: DisCand← FindDistanceCandidate (Cnew, BLFW )
5: DensCand← FindDensityCandidate (Cnew, BLFW )
6: GravCand← FindGravityCandidate (Cnew, BLFW )
7: SDCand← FindSDCandidate (Cnew, BLFW )
8: y′new ← Vote (DisCand, DensCand, GravCand, SDCand)
9: end for

In summary, CBARS consists of two components: modelling and recogni-

tion. The modelling component in CBARS builds the BLFW that could be

either clusters with DPS or clusters with sub-clusters. While the recognition

component applies an ensemble classifier based on a hybrid similarity measure

approach for recognising activities from incoming data. In the following sec-

tions, we discuss the CBARS contribution and then evaluate and discuss the

performance of CBARS components with benchmarked datasets for activity

recognition.
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3.6 Contributions of CBARS

This chapter presented the implementation of CBARS and its two compo-

nents: modelling and recognition. The proposed and developed components

in CBARS are then extended for personalisation and adaptation in Chapters 4

and 5. The contributions of CBARS are described across its two components

as follows:

• Building flexible, robust, and efficient learning models: The BLFW that

is built in the modelling component in CBARS enables an incremental

and continuous learning for personalisation and adaptation, which will

be discussed later in this dissertation. Both approaches for building the

BLFW aim to construct a computationally efficient framework where

all training data is dismissed after extracting a summary of character-

istics that best present the historical data. Both approaches present

solution for dealing with noisy data by either elimination or reduction.

The BLFW either eliminates noisy data by including only the data that

represents the dominant pattern inside the clusters and ignoring noise,

or reducing the effect of noisy data. Thus, the CBARS modelling com-

ponent builds a learning model that is flexible, efficient, and robust.

• Accurate recognition across users: The ensemble classifier applied in

the recognition component of CBARS uses a hybrid similarity measure

approach for classification. Applying the hybrid similarity measure ap-

proach for activity recognition shows superiority over the use of indi-

vidual measures by bringing various perspectives together, and therefore

enhances recognition accuracy especially when used across users.

• Automated active learning that is triggered based on the recognition de-

cision: Active learning in CBARS is part of the recognition component.

The trigger of active learning happens automatically based on the recog-

nition decision when the measures are confused between candidate clus-

ters. Therefore, active learning is implemented efficiently as it does not

require any learning overhead.

In addition to aforementioned advantages, CBARS is adaptable to the na-

ture of activity recognition data with the cluster-based approach. Moreover, it

is a sensor type and location independent technique for activity recognition. In

the following, we carry out an extensive analysis to validate and demonstrate

the efficiency of CBARS.
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3.7 Experimental Study

This section reports the experiments conducted, to study how CBARS per-

forms in practice. We evaluate various aspects of CBARS performance with

different benchmarked datasets for activity recognition. CBARS deployment,

analysis, and evaluation are performed in the standard non-streaming environ-

ment. Precisely, ‘standard’ in this context refers to the traditional machine

learning approach which eliminates many of the constraints that occur in a

streaming environment. Intuitively, the streaming environment imposes more

constraints for data processing and prediction. A data stream is typically an

unlimited sequence of data that arrives at high speed and requires a mostly

real time response. Streaming settings allow only linear/sub-linear data pro-

cessing. Moreover, the data storage capability is very limited due to the re-

source constraints required for processing non-stop streaming data. Chapter 4

presents an extension of CBARS in a streaming environment. However, in this

chapter, we discuss the deployment of CBARS in the standard non-streaming

environment. To analyse the performance of CBARS, we aim in this section

to evaluate the following:

• Aim 1: investigate the efficiency of modelling component approaches:

The evaluation aims at testing and analysing the two approaches of build-

ing the BLFW. Testing in a standard non-streaming environment keeps

an adequate separation between the framework performance, which is

very crucial, and the streaming constraints, with their impact on perfor-

mance. The solo evaluation of the framework in a static environment,

without posing additional factors that appear in the streaming environ-

ment, allows more accurate evaluation of the framework approaches. The

two approaches are evaluated in terms of their robustness to noise and

impact on the ensemble classifier performance.

• Aim 2: evaluate the measures performance in the ensemble classifier:

As we hypothesised that various measures cover various perspectives,

applying collective measures performs better than applying only a single

measure. We focus in CBARS on evaluating the hybrid similarity mea-

sure approach as well as assessing each measure individually. Measures

evaluation is more applicable in a static environment, as more parame-

ters might cause ambiguity in system performance when moving to the

streaming settings.
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• Aim 3: demonstrate CBARS overall accuracy for recognising activities:

To be able to evaluate our technique with the two components of mod-

elling and recognition, we test our technique on benchmarked AR datasets.

We focus in the experiments on evaluating CBARS when applied across

users. Thus, we compare CBARS accuracy with other classification tech-

niques that are applied pervasively for activity recognition and discuss

its performance.

In this section, we start by presenting the datasets that are applied for the

evaluation. Then, we explain the general setup and performance metrics. Fi-

nally, we demonstrate the main evaluation according to our aims from different

performance perspectives.

3.7.1 Datasets

We conducted the evaluation on three real life activity recognition datasets.

Details of the datasets are as follows:

• OPPORTUNITY [RFC+09]: This dataset provides realistic scenarios of

activities with a variety of sensing modalities. The number of instances

for different activities is uneven. The data is collected by four different

users performing daily morning activities. The total amount of 72 sensors

in 10 modalities are deployed for data collection. The sensors are located

on objects in the environment and on subject’s body. Environmental sen-

sors are attached to fixed places in a studio flat with kitchen, deckchair,

and outdoor access where subjects performed activities. The full setup

of sensors is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Body worn sensors include 19

sensors distributed as: 5 IMU (inertial measurement units) sensors in

the motion jacket, 12 bluetooth body worn accelerometers, and 2 iner-

tial sensors placed on the feet. The collected data consists of annotated

complex, interleaved, and hierarchical naturalistic activities, with a par-

ticularly large number of atomic activities (around 30,000). The dataset

contains four types of atomic activities, namely Sitting, Standing, Walk-

ing, and Lying. For each subject, data is collected for 5 unsegmented

sessions. Data for Subject 4 contains rational and additive noise to eval-

uate the robustness of AR techniques to noise. The annotation process is

performed during collection; verified with video recording. The sampling

rate for the OPPORTUNITY dataset is 30 Hz (approximately 1 instance

every 33 millisecond). Table 3.1 [RCR+10] represents statistics on the

four labels of the mode of locomotion in the OPPORTUNITY dataset.
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Subset of the OPPORTUNITY dataset has been released for the op-

portunity challenge [CSC+13]. The main objective for this challenge is

to establish publicly available benchmarked data for evaluating different

methods of activity recognition. We perform our analysis on the same

subset of data that is used for the challenge. This subset contains data

collected by body worn sensors. From Table 3.1, we notice that the total

time for the two activities of “Walking” and “Standing” is considerably

longer than the one for the other two activities of “Sitting” and “Lying”.

However, the mean length for ‘Sitting’ and ‘Lying’ is longer that the one

for “Walking” and “Standing”. Thus, the overall occurrences of ‘sit’ and

‘lie’ activities are less frequent, yet the length/duration for each occur-

rence is long. On the other hand, “Walking” and “Standing” activities

occur very frequently, with a short duration for each occurrence.

(a) Environmental sensors setup (b) Body worn sensors setup

Figure 3.8: Sensors Setup for the OPPORTUNITY Dataset [CSC+13]

Table 3.1: OPPORTUNITY Activity Labels (Locomotion)

Activity Min Length Max Length Mean Length Total Time (sec)
Walking 0.3 242.6 5.6 7900.5
Standing 0.2 171.2 7.5 7770.9

Lying 0.9 166.6 21.8 1219.5
Sitting 0.8 274.9 26.4 3349.5

• Smart Phone Accelerometer Data (SPAD) [DLL13]: In this dataset, we

use the data collected from a mobile accelerometer sensor only. The data

is manually annotated with four different activities of “Walk”, “Stay

still”, “Run”, and “drive”. The sampling rate for this dataset is 5 Hz.

The data for training and evaluating the system was collected from 8

users. Users had no restriction on how to carry the phone while collecting

this data. Thus, the phone was carried in different ways such as in
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tight/loose pants pocket, high/low jacket pocket, hand-held bag, and

shoulder bag. When the data was collected, each user was encouraged to

do different activities in different styles like walk with/without shoes, run

slowly/quickly, run with high/low steps. The data is manually annotated

as users were required to take note in their diaries for each performed

activity.

• Physical Activity Monitoring [RS12b, RS12a] (PAMAP2 dataset): The

data is collected with 3 IMU body worn sensors. The positions of the

sensors are over the wrist on the dominant arm, on the chest, and on

the dominant side’s ankle. The sampling rate for this dataset is 100 Hz.

The dataset also contains heart rate sensor readings with a sampling

rate of 9 Hz. The total of 9 subjects participated in the data collection

(both females and males). Each of the subjects had to follow a protocol,

containing 12 different activities. More detailed information about the

PAMAP2 dataset can be found in Appendix A.

3.7.2 Experimental setup

The aim of the experiment section in this chapter is to evaluate both the BLFW

and the ensemble classifier in CBARS. The evaluation for BLFW focuses on

the two approaches that are proposed to build the baseline framework. The

approaches are clusters with sub-clusters (SC) and clustering with dominant

pattern selection (DPS). Therefore, we can conclude which approach is more

efficient in modelling activities from historical data.

CBARS is a cluster-based technique that applies the ensemble classifier for

recognition. The classification unit for the ensemble classifier is a cluster in-

stead of an individual instance. Thus, unlabelled data instances are categorised

into a set of clusters. Then the label of each cluster is predicted with the en-

semble classifier. To measure the performance of the cluster-based technique,

we assume that unlabelled data contains m different clusters clus1,clus2,...

clusm. S is the total number of unlabelled instances to be classified. The

weight of clusters varies from one cluster to another. The weight is the ratio of

the number of instances within this cluster (Nclusi) to the total number of un-

labelled instances (S) where i= 1,2,...m. The weight of any cluster i is defined

as follows:

wi =
NClusi

S

The true label of Clusi, with weight wi, is the majority label of instances

within Clusi. The cluster is classified with the ensemble classifier for either
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one of three recognition outcomes: correct, incorrect or active. The class is

correctly classified when the predicted label matches the majority label inside

Clusi. On the other hand, it is incorrectly classified when the predicted label is

not the same as the true majority label of instances within the cluster. Lastly,

the prediction is active when the ensemble classifier could not reach a decision

about the label of the cluster.

A cluster-based technique is more suitable for handling activity recognition

data. A single activity is represented by a sequence of instances. Thus, re-

sponding to each individual instance for activity recognition is inefficient and

unnecessary. Our technique categorises data in clusters for batch processing

for the entire cluster. Thus, the clustering technique accuracy to cluster simi-

lar data together affects the performance of the ensemble classifier. We define

a new metric of cluster purity that represents the ratio of instances with the

majority label within the cluster to the total number of instances in the clus-

ter. Consider a cluster i with Nclusi instances, ‘A’ is the major label of Nmaj

instances inside the cluster. The purity of clusteri is defined as follows:

CPurclusi=
Nmaj

Nclusi

%

The purity of the cluster influences the decision of the ensemble classifier.

The cluster that has a majority of label ‘A’ yet with low purity causes confusion

to the decision of the classifier. In order to maintain a reasonable high purity

among unlabelled clusters, we try to minimise the number of points assigned

to each cluster (Nclusi) by increasing the number of generated clusters (m).

This way, we decrease the value of the dominator in the purity equation and

thus expect the purity percentage to increase.

One advantage of CBARS is its flexibility in choosing the number of clus-

ters. The choice has to keep the tradeoff between generating pure clusters,

while maintaining the main characteristics of the cluster. In the following

discussions and analysis, we will present an evaluation for the sensitivity of

CBARS to the number of clusters. The analysis shows the tradeoff between

the number of clusters, purity, and the classification decision.

Two sets of performance metrics are used to evaluate CBARS. The first

one concerns the cluster-based performance metrics, while the other is for

instance-based metrics. Cluster-based metrics focus on the evaluation of the

classification of the clusters in the unlabelled data. The accuracy according to

the cluster-based metrics is defined as follows: in S unlabelled data instances,

CBARS uses the clustering technique to categorise unlabelled data into m

clusters, each with weight wi where i ∈ 1,2,...m. Let CorrectCB be the set

of clusters that are correctly classified by length NcorCB. ActiveCB is the
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set of NactCB clusters that trigger active learning. IncorrectCB is the list of

NmisCB misclassified clusters. m = NcorCB +NactCB +NmisCB. Thus, the

cluster-based metrics are defined as follows:

• TPCB (%): Accuracy rate as the percentage of weighted clusters that are

correctly classified =
∑

NcorCB
wi where i ∈ CorrectCB

• ACTCB (%): The percentage of weighted clusters that require the user’s

input via active learning=
∑

NactCB
wi where i ∈ ActiveCB

• ERRCB (%): The rate of error as the percentage of weighted clusters

that are misclassified =
∑

NmisCB
wi where i ∈ IncorrectCB

• CAACB: We also define a metric for combining both Correct And Active

metrics (CAA) for cluster-based metrics. CAACB (%) = TPCB+ACTCB.

This value measures the accuracy of the classifier as the percentage of

weighted clusters with any classification decision except incorrect.

The cluster-based metrics measure the performance, based on the entire cluster

classification decision. Depending on the purity of the cluster, there might be

instances inside the cluster that have labels different from the majority label.

Therefore, we introduce the instance-based metrics that calculate the perfor-

mance metrics based on the instances instead of the clusters. The instance-

based metrics checks the accuracy of each individual instance inside the cluster.

Therefore, with impure clusters, the difference increases between cluster-based

and instant-based accuracy. An instance with true label T is assigned to

cluster i with majority label A. The ensemble classifier predicts the label

of the entire cluster to be P . In cluster-based perspective, cluster i is cor-

rectly classified when A = P . However, with an instance-based perspective,

an instance is correctly classified only when T= P regardless of A. To de-

fine the instance-based metrics, let Ncorinst be the number of instances that

are correctly classified, Nactinst be the number of instances that trigger ac-

tive learning, and Nmisinst be the number of instances that are misclassified.

Where S = Ncorinst+Nactinst+Nmisinst.We apply the following performance

metrics to evaluate our technique with instance-based metrics.

• TPinst (%): Accuracy rate as the percentage of instances correctly clas-

sified =
Ncorinst

S

• ACTinst (%): The percentage of class instances requiring the user’s input

via active learning =
Nactinst

S
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• ERRinst (%): The rate of error as the percentage of misclassification

instances =
Nmisinst

S

• CAAinst: We also define a metric for combined both Correct And Active

metrics (CAA) for instance-based. CAAinst (%) =
Ncorinst +Nactinst

S

3.7.3 Analysis and discussion

In this section, we evaluate CBARS performance for both the BLFW and the

ensemble classifier. We first discuss the clustering phase which is a middle

phase in CBARS that is affected by many factors. Following on the discussion

of cluster-based and instance-based metrics for evaluation, we start our analysis

with further explanation of the impact of the cluster purity and the number

of clusters on the recognition decision.

Cluster purity impact on the ensemble classifier

We start with illustrating the effect of cluster purity on CBARS accuracy.

Three predicted labels are expected in CBARS. The cluster is either correctly

classified, incorrectly classified, or requires active learning. Impure clusters

that contain different combination of labels might cause confusion in the clas-

sifier decision. To visualise this effect, we run more than 150 experiments over

the OPPORTUNITY dataset. The BLFW is built with data from one of the

four subjects and tested with data from another subject. Subject data con-

tains combined data across the 5 segmentations (ADL1-5). The total of 12

combinations are set for testing the OPPORTUNITY dataset. For each com-

bination, we apply different clustering techniques, specifically EM, Kmeans,

and DBScan, with a different number of clusters for each run to ensure the

change in purity. The total number of runs for each combination is 15. Figure

3.9 describes the effect of cluster purity on classifier decisions. The incorrect

and active decisions are clearly overlapping. Thus, for clarity, we display the

results for the two pairs of decisions of correct with active, and correct with

incorrect.

As shown in Figure 3.9, the clusters with purity of more than about 75%

(above the line) are more likely to be correctly classified. As the purity de-

creases, the probability of either active learning or incorrect classification in-

creases as a result of the confusion caused by the cluster impurity. With

impure clusters, a decision is more likely to be incorrect or active. However,

the probability of correct classification increases with pure clusters. The graph

also shows that cluster purity is one of the factors that affect the classification
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(a) Correct and Incorrect Recognition with Cluster Purity

(b) Correct and Active Recognition with Cluster Purity

Figure 3.9: Cluster Purity and Recognition Outcomes

outcome, but it is not the only factor. In some cases, clusters with high purity

are actively or incorrectly classified. Thus, the purity can be considered as one

of the factors that helps the classifier to reach a correct recognition decision.

Other factors include the performance of similarity measures, noise in data,

and the approach of building the BLFW. In order to increase the purity of the

clusters, CBARS tends to produce more clusters, thus increasing the purity of

each individual cluster. The following will discuss the impact of the number

of clusters in test data on the classifier performance.

Ensemble classifier sensitivity to the number of clusters

CBARS is a cluster-based approach that applies the ensemble classifier to

unlabelled clusters for recognition. CBARS does not require the actual number

of activities/clusters in the incoming data as one of the parameters. CBARS
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alternatively apply unsupervised learning for clustering incoming data into

different clusters. It is possible that the number of clusters does not match

the actual number of activities in the incoming data. Thus, CBARS has the

flexibility to predict the label for each cluster separately. The relationship

between incoming data clusters and BLFW clusters is many to one. That

means, many incoming data clusters could be assigned to a single BLFW

cluster (activity). One of the key advantages of CBARS is its flexibility in

choosing m clusters in the incoming data. The number of clusters is either

chosen by the clustering technique (such as EM), or pre-specified as a fixed

number. Both the cluster purity and recognition accuracy are impacted with

the number of generated clusters. The interrelation between the number of

clusters, cluster purity, and recognition accuracy is shown in Figure 3.10. The

previous discussion of Figure 3.9 shows the purity impact on the classification

decision. In this discussion, we show the impact of the number of clusters on

the recognition accuracy and purity.

Figure 3.10: Relationship between Cluster Parameters and Accuracy

Figure 3.11 shows the recognition accuracy in terms of TPinst and TPCB

with different numbers of clusters in two different subsets of the PAMAP2

dataset. For each subset, the BLFW is built form one user, while the test data

is from another user. The graphs show an exponential increase in the accuracy

where m ≤ 40. TPinst increased from 52% to 75% in Figure 3.11 (a), and from

62% to 73% in Figure 3.11 (b). The accuracy starts to stabilise as the number

of clusters increases. Then, it slightly decreases as a result of the large number

of clusters that might cause a distortion of the cluster representation, due to

its small size. The purity of clusters is indicated by the difference between

the two metrics (TPinst and TPCB). Both graphs show a gap between the

two lines. The correctly classified instances within the cluster represented by

TPinst is much less than the cluster-based accuracy for TPCB. Therefore the
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gap reflects the impurity of the clusters that are correctly classified. The gap

starts to decrease as the number of clusters increases to show an improved

purity of the clusters. However, clustering data into too many clusters affects

the representation of the clusters. That means, the characteristics of the cluster

that are used for recognition will be distorted due to the cluster’s small size -

the cluster’s features are not sufficiently represented. Therefore, the tradeoff

between the purity of the clusters and an accurate representation of the clusters

is necessary when choosing the number of clusters in unlabelled data.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: The Impact of Number of Clusters on the Ensemble Classifier
Performance with Subsets of the PAMAP2 Dataset

After discussing the impact of different parameters on recognition accu-

racy, we discuss in the following the two approaches applied in the modelling

component of CBARS (Aim 1 ).
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BLFW approaches

The first component in CBARS, as well as other techniques that are developed

in this dissertation, is the modelling component where we build the BLFW.

There are two approaches of building BLFW; clustering with dominant pattern

selection (DPS) and clustering with sub-clusters (SC). Each approach has its

own perspective of modelling labelled data in the training/offline phase. The

DPS approach focuses on representing the classes with its dominant pattern.

On the other hand, the SC approach builds a fine-grained model that contains

a different set of patterns inside each cluster. We expect these approaches to

affect the overall performance of CBARS as well as the performance of each

measure in the ensemble classifier. The evaluation also considers the robustness

of each approach in the presence of existing noise. We conduct the evaluation

of the BLFW using the OPPORTUNITY dataset. The dataset contains four

atomic and broad activities representing the mode of locomotion. The broad

activities ensure the existence of patterns within activities that help evaluate

the approach’s fine-granularity. Also, OPPORTUNITY is a high dimensional

dataset with a subset of the data that contains noise. For all experiments, we

build the BLFW with data from one user and evaluate the system on data

from other users. The first part of the experiments evaluates the impact of

approaches in building the BLFW on each measure and also on the overall

performance of CBARS.

Figure 3.12 shows the change of the performance of each measure with the

two approaches. We use the same settings for each experiment to be able

to compare the two approaches. The displayed percentage is the accuracy

rate (TPCB) for each measure. Figure 3.12(a) and (c) shows a comparable

performance for both measures of distance and gravity. However, with density

and deviation, Figure 3.12(b) and (d), the accuracy is affected negatively with

the DPS approach. The calculations of both distance and gravity measures rely

mainly on the cluster centre, which is almost the same with both DPS and SC.

This explains the similar performance for these measures with both approaches.

However, the other two measures, density and deviation, are based on the

distribution of data both in a holistic way for all existing clusters (density) or

within each cluster (deviation). Presenting only the dominant pattern with the

DPS approach limits the ability of both measures to recognise the distribution

of data to only one major pattern. On the other hand, the SC approach is

rich with different patterns and thus represents a more comprehensive image

of data distribution.
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(a) Distance Performance with BLFW Approaches

(b) Density Performance with BLFW Approaches

(c) Gravity Performance with BLFW Approaches

(d) Deviation Performance with BLFW Approaches

Figure 3.12: Measures Performance with the BLFW Approaches
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The performance of the similarity measures with the two approaches would

affect mainly the rate of active learning. The decision of the ensemble classifier

is based on the majority vote among measures. The negative impact of the

DPS approach on density and deviation results in domination of the other two

measures. Therefore, the likelihood of confusion among measures is decreased,

which is the motive behind active learning. Figure 3.13 shows the percentage

of active learning for the same combinations of data and rate of active learning

ACTinst with the two approaches. The data used for building the BLFW in

these experiments exclude S4, which include noise, for a separate evaluation for

the robustness of the BLFW to noise effect. In most of the runs, SC approach

triggers a higher percentage of active learning.

Figure 3.13: The Impact of BLFW Approaches on Active Learning

The higher active learning rate could be considered as a drawback rather

than an advantage. This is valid only in the case that the error rate ERRinst of

corresponding experiments with SC is higher than the one for DPS. In Figure

3.14, the error rate for SC approach is below DPS approach for most runs.

Thus, active learning privileges the combination of measures to reduce the

error rather than affecting the accuracy.

Figure 3.14: The Impact of BLFW Approaches on ERR Rate
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BLFW robustness in dealing with noisy data is another important criterion

in evaluating the two approaches. Table 3.2 shows the instance-based accuracy

across users using the OPPORTUNITY dataset. Each row corresponds to the

average performance metrics across users. This evaluation focuses on deploying

data with noise for building the BLFW. The effect of noise on the ensemble

classifier is discussed later in this section. Therefore, when we build the model

with data containing no noise in (S1, S2, S3), the average metrics are calculated

on all other users except S4. The first three rows in the table show the overall

performance of CBARS with the two approaches. Although active learning is

higher when using the SC approach, the error rate is lower than using the DPS

approach. When we build the BLFW with data from S4 that contains noise,

we found that the DPS approach attains better accuracy with a lower error

rate than SC. These results are interpreted as follows. The DPS approach

for building the BLFW selects only the dominant pattern, therefore all noise

and outliers are automatically eliminated and thus the model is constructed

with pure data that contains no noise. On the other hand, the SC approach

deals with the noise as part of the data. Therefore, noisy data might be

distributed among sub-clusters or separated in its own sub-clusters. The noise

is not eliminated but instead reduced in this approach. This also helps with

limiting the noise effect however without complete elimination as in the DPS

approach. Although DPS outperforms SC in the case of noisy data, the small

difference in performance could be tolerated by considering the big difference

in performance between the two approaches with normal data in terms of error

rate. As shown in Table 3.2, the error rate in SC, for S2 and S3, is about 10%

less than DPS. On the other hand, the difference in error rate with noisy data

is only around 4% less for DPS.

Table 3.2: BLFW Approaches and Robustness to Noise

BLFW data Approach TPinst ACTinst ERRinst

S1
DPS(%) 74.0 6.0 20.0
SC(%) 65.6 16.5 17.9

S2
DPS (%) 69.4 8.0 22.6
SC(%) 69.2 18.5 12.2

S3
DPS(%) 68.6 7.3 24.2
SC(%) 79.1 7.1 13.8

S4
DPS(%) 73.1 13.9 13.0
SC(%) 69.5 13.4 17.1
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Based on the above discussion, the gain from using the SC approach for

building the BLFW outweighs the one from the DPS approach. Despite the

achieved improvement of DPS over SC for noisy data, the negative impact of

DPS on measures, error rate, and active learning rate as well as the minority of

improvement with noisy data supports our preference to SC approach. After

analysing the modelling component and its approaches, we present in next

discussion an evaluation of the hybrid similarity measure approach, applied

for the ensemble classifier (Aim 2 ).

Measures combination

The ensemble classifier in CBARS deploys a hybrid similarity measure ap-

proach for recognition. It combines four different measures that bring together

different perspectives of the data in order to comprehensively predict the clus-

ter label. Each measure has its own accuracy rate that might differ from some

datasets to another. For example, distance measures might perform well with

some datasets, whereas the density measure for instance could perform better

with other datasets that rely mainly on data distribution. Also, in recognising

activities, some of the activity classes are small and to be found in the middle

of other big classes, such as the “Drive” class that in turn might appear in the

middle of the “Sit” class. If we apply only the distance measure, the classifier

will mostly fail to recognise the “Drive” activity. However, considering the

gravity and the distribution of the data, with both the density and deviation

measures, would enhance the recognition accuracy. Thus, combining measures

is expected to enhance the overall accuracy of the classifier and outperforms

any single measure.

Figure 3.15: Performance of the Four Similarity Measures
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Figure 3.15 shows the performance of each measure individually as well

as the overall performance. The accuracy of each measure is calculated as a

cluster-based accuracy rate (TPCB). The overall performance of combining all

measures is calculated by considering both accuracy rate and active learning

rate. Active learning is an outcome of the confusion among measures, there-

fore we could not overlook its percentage when presenting the performance of

the measures. As shown in the graph CAACB always outperforms any single

measure in each run and across all runs. In numbers, the average TPCB for

distance across more than 120 experiments is ' 80 %, density 45%, deviation

60%, and gravity 75%. The average overall accuracy for CAACB is ' 90, with

TPCB ' 70 for combining all measures.

From the aforementioned results, we can conclude that combining various

measures always outperforms applying an individual measure for recognising

activities. Analysing the measure combination performance leads us to the

discussion of the overall accuracy of CBARS on benchmarked datasets (Aim

3 ).

CBARS and other classification techniques

We compare CBARS classification accuracy with other state of the art classifi-

cation techniques that are pervasively applied for activity recognition. The

three classifiers are Decision tree (C4.5) [Qui93], SVM [CV95], and Naive

Bayes [JL95]. The settings are the same for all experiments: we build the

BLFW from one of the subjects and classify data from other subjects. Ta-

ble 3.3 shows the performance of CBARS compared to the three classification

methods used on the OPPORTUNITY dataset. Based on the aforementioned

discussions, we build the BLFW in the following experiments with the SC ap-

proach. We show both instance-based metrics and cluster-based metrics for

representing CBARS performance. Instance-based metrics are important for

the same ground comparison with other non cluster-based classification tech-

niques. The cluster-based accuracy shows the percentage of weighted clusters

that have been correctly classified. When the difference between cluster-based

metrics and their corresponding instance-based ones is minimised, that reflects

the purity of the clusters and thus the efficiency of the cluster-based approach

for recognition. The number of clusters in all experiments is set to 100.

Both TP and CAA values for cluster-based and instance-based metrics

are reported in Table 3.3. Each row displays the overall average accuracy for

testing the data from an individual subject, when the BLFW is built from

other subjects’ data. We always use data from different users for training and

testing to show the performance of CBARS across users. For example, the
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first row represents the average performance metrics for the pairs of (S1, S2),

(S1,S3) and (S1,S4) for testing and building the BLFW respectively. As shown

in Table 3.3, CAAinst always outperforms the other classification methods. If

we exclude the active learning percentage, TPinst still outperforms other tech-

niques except for Subject 3 when CBARS comes second. Results for Subject

4, in the last row, show the efficiency of CBARS and its ensemble classifier in

handling data that contains noise. The best TP rate for all other classifiers

is below 55%, however TPinst with CBARS is 63.6% and CAAinst is 82.3%.

CAAinst shows also the high rate of active learning with noisy data (in S4). In

all experiments, when we compare cluster-based metrics with instance-based

ones, the difference between CAAins and CAACB is ' 6.6, 10, 2.6 and 0.8 (%)

for S1, S2, S3 and S4 respectively. We can conclude from these numbers that

in most cases the clusters could represent activities with a reasonable purity

level within the clusters.

Table 3.3: CBARS Performance Compared to Other Classification Techniques
using the OPPORTUNITY Dataset

Dataset DT NBayes SVM
CBARS

TPinst TPCB CAAinst CAACB

S1(%) 63.0 67.3 76.8 81.3 87.9 89.9 96.5

S2(%) 54.5 63.0 71.8 72.8 86.7 83.7 93.7

S3(%) 56.8 62.4 64.7 62.8 65.3 80.2 82.8

S4(%) 43.4 31.9 52.9 63.6 66.2 82.3 83.2

We also evaluate CBARS performance on PAMAP2 dataset. The dataset

is rich in terms of the number of activities as shown in Appendix A. CBARS

analyses activity recognition data as clusters with sub-clusters that correspond

to patterns within activities. Therefore, we apply a preprocessing step on the

PAMAP2 dataset to aggregate data that represents different patterns of a

single activity together. Specifically, we add the instances representing the ac-

tivity of “Nordic walking” to the broader class of “Walking”. We also combine

“Ascending stairs” and “Descending stairs” in a single “Stairs” class. Thus, we

choose users that have the greatest number of common activities. The number

of clusters in test data for all experiments is set to 50. Figure 3.16 shows the ac-

curacy of CBARS compared to other well-known classification techniques. The

horizontal axis represents the pair of datasets applied for testing and building

the BLFW respectively.While the vertical axis displays the percentage of the

number of instances that are correctly classified for each technique. The fig-

ure shows a better performance for CBARS across different experiments. The
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accuracy for CBARS ranges between 60% to 80% for all runs. The average

active learning rate (ACTinst) is 5.11%. The experiments show that, CBARS

accuracy (even with excluding the active learning percentage) is higher than

the performance of all other classification techniques.

Figure 3.16: CBARS Performance Compared to other Classification Tech-
niques using the PAMAP2 Dataset

CBARS is also evaluated with the SPAD dataset. We apply 10 folds cross

validation for comparing CBARS with other classification methods. Table

3.4 shows the average performance across the 10 folds for each method. The

recognition accuracy is generally good for this dataset across most techniques.

The decision tree attains an accuracy of 95.4%. CBARS achieves almost the

same accuracy, 95.6%, for instance-based metrics that exclude the percentage

of active learning. The instance-based accuracy for CBARS including the

active learning percentage is even better with 97.2%. The cluster base accuracy

including the active learning percentage achieves the best performance with

99.0%.

Table 3.4: CBARS Performance Compared to other Classification Techniques
using the SPAD Dataset

DT NBayes SVM
CBARS

TPinst TPCB CAAinst CAACB

95.4% 89.9% 68.3% 95.6% 97.4% 97.2% 99.0 %

In conclusion, the analysis of CBARS performance on the benchmarked

datasets shows an improved accuracy of our technique compared to other state-

of-the-art techniques applied for activity recognition. CBARS shows its best

performance when applied on data containing noise and across users. This

demonstrates the robustness and accuracy of both the BLFW and the ensemble

classifier.
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Table 3.5: OPPORTUNITY Challenge Datasets

User ADL1 ADL2 ADL3 ADL4 ADL5
Subject 1 • • • • •
Subject 2 • • •
Subject 3 • • •
Subject 4 • • •

Part of our evaluation of CBARS is to compare its performance to other

benchmarked techniques in activity recognition. The OPPORTUNITY chal-

lenge announced in 2011 was mainly for evaluating the performance of different

AR techniques on the OPPORTUNITY dataset. In the following, we use the

same settings of the challenge to test CBARS performance and compare it to

the performance of the winning technique that attains the best performance

in the competition.

3.7.4 OPPORTUNITY challenge

The main motivation for the challenge is to provide a benchmarked database

for activity recognition. Four tasks were announced in May 2011 for participa-

tion. The challenge evaluated and compared the results for different classifica-

tion methods contributed by different research groups. The data released for

the challenge are as in Table 3.5. The focus of this evaluation will be for the

multimodel classification task for locomotion (Task A). The task A goal is to

classify the subject mode of locomotion (i.e. “Sitting”, “Standing”, “Walking”,

“Lying”) for the last two sessions in Subjects 2 and 3. In the evaluation of

our technique we followed the same settings of the challenge. We participated

in this challenge and our entry won the first place in Task A, as we achieved

the best performance for this task by applying the DT grafting [Web99] clas-

sification method on sensor values [CSC+13]. At that time, CBARS was not

completely ready to be tested for the challenge. In this section we show the

performance of CBARS on the same challenge settings and compare it with the

best results obtained in the challenge. A preprocessing step has been added

to select set of attributes from the datasets. We apply the Weka [WF05] Cfs-

SubsetEval [Hal99] method for attribute selection on subsets of data that are

labelled from S2 and S3. It selects only 44 attributes based on the evaluation

of the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the individual predictive

ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. The

displayed results show the accuracy associated with excluding the instances for

null (transition) class.
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Active learning is part of CBARS, yet it is not considered in the DT grafting

method. Thus, we display the performance metrics for CBARS with and

without active learning. To be able to show results with no active learning, we

use unbalanced voting between measures in the case of active learning. When

confusion occurs among similarity measures, the decision is biased towards the

distance measure. The distance measure is chosen because it shows the best

performance among all measures in the aforementioned discussion on measure

combination. In Table 3.6, CBARS-biased shows the performance metrics

when more weight in voting is given to the distance measure in case of confusion

only. CBARS-active displays the performance metrics for CBARS including

active learning with balanced voting among measures. The numbers show very

similar results between TPinst in CBARS and DTgraf. The accuracy is higher

for S2 with about 4% when we include active learning; and slightly lower for

S3 with about 1%. From the aforementioned results, we conclude that CBARS

performance is up to the best results achieved in the challenge. The accuracy

is even higher when we include active learning in the performance. Although

CBARS’ best performance was attained when applied across users, CBARS

still achieves high accuracy with data from the same user.

Table 3.6: CBARS Performance on the Challenge Datasets (Task A)

Dataset
DTgraf CBARS-biased CBARS-active

TP TPinst TPinst CAAinst

S2(ADL4) (%) 87.9
86.3

87.6
86.7

84.8
83.0

91.8
91.0

S2(ADL5)(%) 84.6 85.7 81.1 90.2

S3(ADL4)(%) 87.7
87.5

87.1
86.7

81.4
81.0

89.2
86.3

S3(ADL5)(%) 87.3 86.3 80.7 83.4

3.8 Summary

In order to build efficient activity recognition systems for real time applica-

tions, researchers need to develop techniques for activity recognition that are

robust, accurate, flexible, and efficient. Typical activity recognition techniques

build a learning model from historical data that is available for training. The

offline built model is static and not extendible for accommodating expected and

natural change when the model is deployed for recognition. Our first objective

in this thesis is to build a flexible learning model that enables personalisa-

tion and adaptation beyond the offline training phase, through incremental

and continuous learning. In this chapter, we present our learning model for

activity recognition, termed as the baseline framework (BLFW). The BLFW
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has to essentially satisfy a set of desired features that includes flexibility to

be extended, robustness to noise, accurate representation of historical data

and computationally efficient. We discuss the two approaches for building the

BLFW along with its characteristics.

Then, we present our first technique for activity recognition that consists

of the modelling component in addition to the recognition component. The

developed technique, termed CBARS, applies an ensemble classifier based on

a hybrid similarity measure approach in the recognition component. Com-

bining various similarity measures enables a more comprehensive view of the

data from various perspectives and thus enhances the recognition accuracy es-

pecially across different users. The four deployed measures, namely distance,

density, deviation and gravity, concern both closeness and cohesiveness of data.

We discuss in this chapter the details of each measure as well as the method-

ology of applying the ensemble classifier with the hybrid similarity measure

approach for activity recognition. CBARS also incorporates the concept of ac-

tive learning that is part of the recognition process with no learning overhead.

The evaluation of CBARS includes analysing both the modelling compo-

nent and the recognition component. We discuss the robustness, accuracy,

and efficiency of the developed approaches for the BLFW on benchmarked

datasets for activity recognition. From the results, we concluded that the clus-

tering with sub-clusters approach for building the BLFW provides better per-

formance than the dominant pattern selection approach. We also discussed the

performance of CBARS recognition component and its hybrid similarity mea-

sure approach. The combination of all measures showed better performance

than any individual one. The overall accuracy of CBARS has been assessed

and compared to other state-of-the-art activity recognition techniques. The

results demonstrated better performance of CBARS in recognising activities,

especially when applied across various users and in datasets that represent

large numbers of activities. CBARS achieves its best accuracy enhancement,

around 10%, when applied on datasets contain noise and across users.

Although CBARS does not implement the actual personalisation and adap-

tation for activity recognition, it presents an efficient baseline framework and

recognition technique for activity recognition especially across users. In the

next chapter, we build on and extend CBARS by enabling personalisation

through incremental learning for continuous refinement with the evolving ac-

tivities in a streaming environment.
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Personalised Activity

Recognition Technique with

Evolving Data Streams

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we proposed, developed, and evaluated our first technique for

activity recognition, CBARS. The technique integrates the baseline framework

(BLFW) that is built from historical data with an ensemble classifier based

on a hybrid similarity measures approach. The experiments showed the effi-

ciency of the developed technique especially across different users. However,

CBARS itself does not implement personalisation or adaptation of the learn-

ing model with evolving activities. There is no one model that could fit all

different patterns of activities. As people perform activities differently, model

personalisation is essential to tune the model for the user’s personalised way of

performing activities. In this chapter, we extend CBARS by enabling person-

alisation through incremental learning to cope with changes in activity data.

Thus, we propose, develop, and evaluate a personalisation technique for activ-

ity recognition coined STAR [AGSK12b, AGSK15], which stands for STream

learning for Activity Recognition.

Recognising activities in real time requires learning and analysing sensory

data that evolves from different data sources. That essentially emerges the

need for handling the streaming nature of sensory data with its corresponding

analysis and processing challenges. Data stream mining has unique character-

istics that make it more challenging than static data mining. In a streaming

environment, multi-dimensional data arrives at high speed with infinite length

and requires real or near real time processing. Traditional mining techniques
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that require several passes on data cannot be applied in a streaming envi-

ronment. Moreover, the concept drift nature of data streams makes it hard

to predict and classify new incoming data. Prior knowledge of data contains

concept drift eventually becomes outdated while the stream evolves. Deploy-

ment on devices with limited resources is another challenge that needs to be

addressed to ensure efficiency of the recognition technique with data streams.

This chapter discusses first the desired functionalities of STAR. Presenting

a detailed illustration of STAR with its phases and components will follow

this. Afterwards, we discuss how STAR addresses challenges in AR along with

its contribution. Lastly, experimental studies and evaluation of STAR are

extensively discussed. The chapter is concluded with a summary.

4.2 Desired Features and Challenges for STAR

STAR, our personalised activity recognition technique, operates in streaming

environment. STAR has to satisfy a set of desirable features for achieving effi-

cient recognition. These features include accuracy, robustness, flexibility, and

computational efficiency. The deployment of STAR in a streaming environ-

ment imposes additional challenges and constraints to the context of activity

recognition. STAR has essentially to address these challenges in addition to

activity recognition challenges, to achieve the aforementioned desired features.

Illustrations of challenges that are addressed by STAR are as follows:

• Degradation of the learning model: The learning model that is built

from historical data becomes inaccurate over the time. Changes in both

environmental settings and activity patterns from one user to another

are realistic reasons for model degradation over time. Activity recog-

nition typically deals with streaming data that evolves from sensors.

One of the most important features of real-world data streams is con-

cept drift. It refers to the change of stream characteristics while time

evolves. The presence of concept drift in a data stream renders the tradi-

tional approaches for activity recognition unsuitable, and therefore new

approaches must be developed to accommodate streaming activity recog-

nition data with concept drift. Drifting of data streams in the context

of activity recognition reflects changes of activities. Therefore, tuning

the model to accommodate these changes is essential to enhance the

recognition accuracy and maintain its flexibility and robustness.

• Scarcity of labelled data in streaming settings: It is unrealistic to assume

that “labelled” data in data streams is available and accessible at all
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times. Practically, sensory streaming data arrives at high speed and

is rarely labelled. In order to continuously learn from data streams,

true labels are essential to maintain a ground truth. Thus, it becomes

essential to develop computationally efficient techniques that improve

the data labelling process at real time with low cost, in order to boost

the recognition accuracy.

• Real time constraint: Many applications in activity recognition are re-

quired to respond in real time. Detecting the sudden fall of an elderly

person is a clear example that requires an immediate response to avoid

risky situations. Another example is a targeted advertising domain when

personalised advertisements or discount deals are provided to a user in

smart shopping scenarios. Real time constraints require the recognition

technique to be computationally efficient in order to process, analyse,

and recognise activities in real time.

• Limited resources of the deployment platform: Efficient and opportunis-

tic activity recognition emerged the need of deployment on portable de-

vices such as smart phone or sensor device for real time processing and

recognition. State-of-the-art techniques in activity recognition infer cur-

rent activities by leveraging the rich sensory data that is available on

sensory device. For instance, today’s smart phones not only serve as the

key computing and communication mobile devices of choice, but they

also come with a rich set of embedded sensors, such as an accelerometer,

digital compass, gyroscope, GPS, microphone, and camera. The merit

of deployment on portable device platform is that we do not need to

deploy additional devices. Moreover, the system is simple and easy to

use. Since people carry their personal companion devices all the time and

have the full control of their own devices, those devices will not feel intru-

sive to the users. Furthermore, these devices are becoming increasingly

intelligent and powerful. Thus, they appear to be the ideal platforms

for detecting people’s activities from data streams. However, deploy-

ment on such devices imposes other constraints related to the limitation

of resources. Thus, the developed technique has to be computationally

efficient in order to deal with the limited resources of the deployment

device.

The aforementioned challenges are addressed by STAR for achieving the de-

sired features of accuracy,robustness, flexibility, and computational efficiency.

In the following sections, we explain details of the conceptual framework and
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methodology of STAR. We start with showing the differences and extensions

of STAR from CBARS.

4.3 STAR extensions from CBARS

Before introducing STAR in detail, we first explain the key differences in terms

of approaches and goals between CBARS and STAR. Basically, STAR is a

step forward that extends CBARS in two key directions. First, STAR im-

plements personalisation of the learning model through incremental learning.

Although, CBARS enables the personalisation process with a flexible learning

model, CBARS itself does not implement the personalisation process. STAR

extends the two components of CBARS, modelling and recognition, with a

third component for personalisation as shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Components of STAR

STAR also extends CBARS with new techniques for handling the streaming

nature of data representing evolving activities. In pursuit of this goal, it applies

a continuous sliding window to evolving data streams. Unlike CBARS, STAR

separates the learning process into an offline phase and an online phase. In

the offline phase, the initial learning model is built from historical data. Both

recognition and personalisation in STAR occur in the online phase.

In addition to these two main extensions, STAR addresses the need to

cope with the limited labelled data through active learning that is incorporates

with incremental learning in the personalisation component. Moreover, STAR

facilitates processing of an AR sequential stream by handling of the occurrence

of concurrent activities, i.e. more than one activity in a single time window.

Lastly, STAR deploys activity recognition on a mobile platform to demonstrate

its efficiency on a portable device with limited resources.

After illustrating how fundamentally STAR extends CBARS, we start in

the next section describing the details of the STAR technique. We begin the

problem formalisation in the next section.
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4.4 Problem Formalisation

We first provide a definition and formalisation of data streams for activity

recognition. A data stream can be defined in many ways depending on the

entities of the stream. The first definition of a stream is based on the smallest

entity of a data instance. Basically, a data stream is a continuous and unlimited

flow of data instances that is represented as follows:

Definition 4.1 Stream = Dti , Dti+1, Dti+2, ......Dti+s and Dti = x1, x2, ......xn

Where Dti is an instance of the stream that arrives at time ti. x1, x2, ..xn

are features that represent Dti in an n-dimensional space. The actual class

label for a data instance (Dti) at time ti is yti . The label of any data instance

(Dti) is unknown. Thus our aim is to predict it.

The other definition of data stream is based on the occurrences of activ-

ities. A data stream consists of a set of consecutive and interleaved activi-

ties. Each activity occurs in groups of consecutive data instances as follows:

actOccti = Dti , Dti+1....Dti+duri . actOccti starts at time ti for a duration of

duri. We assume in this representation non-overlapping between activities.

Yet, the presentation allows more than one activity to appear in a single chunk.

Therefore, a data stream could be represented as a sequence of activity occur-

rences as follows:

Definition 4.2 Stream = actOccti...ti+duri , actOcctj ...tj+durj , ....actOcctm...tm+durm

Where tj = ti + duri, that means activities are performed sequentially;

new activity instances follow the previous one. In STAR, we apply a sliding

window to handle the consecutive activities in a data stream.

The stream could also be defined in terms of windowing data. As STAR

applies a sliding window, each window captures a chunk of data (Chunkc). A

data chunk contains a set of data instances that exist in a particular sliding

window as follows: Chunkti = Dti , Dti+1...Dti+ws where ws is the window size.

Thus, a data stream could be defined according to windowing as follows:

Definition 4.3 Stream = Chunkti...ti+ws, Chunktk...tk+ws...Chunkty ...ty+ws

Where tk = ti +ws. To be able to integrate the three definitions in a single

problem formalisation, we need to explain the connection between entities in

each. The small entity in all definitions is the data instance Dti ; both activity

occurrences and data chunks consist of groups of data instances. In a stream of

activities, a single data chunk may contain more than one activity occurrence.
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This is because of the existence of interleaved and interrelated activities in a

data stream. For instance, in a window of few seconds, user might perform

a “walking” activity with pauses of “standing”. Also, the transition between

two activities might occur in the middle of the window even if the window

size is small. Therefore, each data chunk (Chunkti) might contain a single or

multiple activity occurrences actOccti . At the same time, the occurrence of

an activity actOccth might elapse one or more data chunks depending on the

duration of the activity occurrence and the window size. Figure 4.2 illustrates

the integration among the three definitions of the data stream.

Figure 4.2: Explanation of the Data Stream According to Different Definitions

We deal in STAR with unsegmented data stream where there are no bound-

aries between activities. We scan the stream of data with a sliding window.

The data chunk is the input unit for analysing and processing in STAR. The

output of our technique is comprised of the labels of activities that occur in

each data chunk. Based on the problem formalisation, we describe in the

next section the conceptual framework for our STAR technique in terms of its

phases and components.

4.5 Conceptual Framework

In this section, we introduce our technique for recognising personalised ac-

tivities with incremental learning, STAR. In terms of the learning paradigm,

STAR is divided across two phases: offline and online. In the offline phase,

the modelling component (MC) builds the baseline framework (BLFW) from

historical data that represents different activities for training. The output of

the offline modelling phase is a fine-grained learning model that represents

activities existing in the training instances. The learning model is built with

training data that is collected from a group of users. However, users perform

activities in different ways. What has been represented in the model as ‘jog-

ging’ for one user could be ‘walking’ for another. Therefore, personalisation
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of the learning model to suit a particular user is an important issue for im-

proving the recognition performance. One way of model personalisation is to

retrain the model with a user’s personalised data. Given the known issue of

scarcity of labelled data, the retraining solution is not applicable especially in

a streaming environment when data arrives at high speed and requires real or

near real time recognition. Therefore, the learning model needs to be tuned

and personalised automatically and in an incremental approach to fit a specific

user.

In order to achieve model personalisation with the evolving data streams,

we introduce the online phase of our technique. Two components operate in

the online phase, recognition component (RC) and personalisation component

(PC). The recognition component integrates the learning model (BLFW) with

an ensemble classifier for recognising activities from data streams. The initial

BLFW is refined by the personalisation component through incremental and

active learning. The refined BLFW then replaces the old one in the recognition

component for more accurate recognition of performed activities.

Figure 5.4 shows the conceptual framework of STAR with its phases and

components. The initial BLFW is built offline in the modelling phase, then in-

tegrated in the recognition component for initial recognition. The recognition

component consists of an ensemble classifier integrated with the BLFW. The

streaming data is handled by the recognition component. A data chunk is the

processing unit for recognition and personalisation. The recognition decision

is checked for eligibility with the personalisation component. The eligible data

is used for either incremental or active learning. Both learning approaches

modify/tune the BLFW based on the selected eligible data. The main dif-

ference between the two approaches for active and incremental learning is as

follows. Incremental learning refines the model automatically with predicted

information; active learning asks for user input for ground truth information.

The refined model replaces the general/impersonal initial model for further

recognition of streaming chunks.

The overall process for our technique is depicted in Algorithm 4.1. Sub-

sets of the algorithm are described in subsequent sections corresponding to

each component. The modelling component has been explained earlier in this

dissertation in Chapter 3. The sliding window technique is applied on a data

stream to capture the chunk of data at time t (line 3). The recognition compo-

nent processes the chunk of data at time t to get a recognition decision (line 4).

The decision is based on the ensemble classifier that is deployed for recogni-

tion. This decision comprises the predicted labels of activities occurring in the

chunk with a specific confidence level. Based on the recognised decision, the
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Figure 4.3: STAR Conceptual Framework

personalisation component may refine the model with data in a chunk when

eligible (line 5). The updated model replaces the old model for the recognition

of the next chunk at time (t+window size) (line 6).

Algorithm 4.1 STAR top level Algorithm

Input: DataHistorical: Annotated training data for building the initial BLFW
Stream: Sensory data evolving from sensors

Output: RecognD: The recognition decision
1: BLFW ← ModellingComponent (DataHistorical)
2: while Stream not empty do
3: Chunkt ← SlidingWindow(Stream)
4: RecognDt ← RecognitionComponent(Chunkt, BLFW )
5: BLFWnew ← PersonalisationComponent (RecognDt, Chunkt)
6: BLFW ← BLFWnew

7: end while

After discussing a detailed overview of the STAR framework and its compo-

nents, in the following sections we present an explanation of the methodology

for each of STAR components. We start with a brief recap of the modelling

and recognition components, in the context of STAR, that have been presented
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in Chapter 3. That will be followed by a detailed explanation of the STAR

personalisation component and methodology.

4.6 Modelling Component

This component has been explained in detail earlier in this dissertation in

Chapter 3. There are two approaches to build the BLFW in the modelling

component: clustering with dominant pattern selection and clustering with

sub-clusters. Based on the advantages that are demonstrated in the evalua-

tion of the BLFW approaches in CBARS, we choose to apply the clustering

with sub-clusters approach for modelling in STAR. This approach satisfies a

set of key desired features for building an accurate, robust, computationally

efficient, and flexible technique for activity recognition. These desired features

are depicted as follows:

• Fine-grained model: Clustering with sub-clusters approach for building

the BLFW represents a more accurate representation of activities and

patterns for each activity. Building a fine-grained model that describes

clusters of different activities in detail is essential for robust and accurate

recognition. The sub-clusters model provides microscopic information

about each activity and the patterns inside the activity. For instance, in

a cluster representing the “walking” activity. “Walking” is identified as

a specific activity as it is carried out in several contexts (e.g. exercise,

recreation, transport, at work) [ABD00]. The sub-clusters model creates

sub-clusters of different walking patterns existing in the training exam-

ples such as brisk walking for exercising, nordic walking, and walking

in a workplace. Distinguishing between different patterns existing in an

activity helps with enhancing the recognition accuracy. The sub-clusters

model tends also to decrease the effect of noise on genuine activity data

and thus boost the model robustness to noise.

• Lightweight model : One key challenge in the modelling process is to keep

the balance between accurate representation of the data and the complex-

ity. The sub-clusters model achieves this balance by building the model

with a detailed representation of activities, but at the same time extracts

only the essential summarised characteristics of these activities to build

the model and then dismiss all raw data. The compact and lightweigh

representation of the data in the sub-clusters model helps enhancing the

computational efficiency of the recognition technique. This feature also
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allows the deployment of the recognition technique on a limited resources

portable device such as mobile phone.

• Flexible model : A significant feature that is essential for deploying the

BLFW in STAR is its ability to support personalisation in terms of

flexibility. Since clusters and sub-clusters are represented by a set of

summarised characteristics, in order to refine the BLFW we only need

to update the summarised characteristics of the model with no need of

re-processing the entire training examples - which are already dismissed

at this point. Updating the BLFW requires the refinement of simple

characteristics such as cluster centroid and size. Therefore, the updated

BLFW is personalised to suit a user specific way of performing activities

and thus enhances the accuracy for future recognition.

Using the BLFW with the aforementioned desired features is a key factor

for an efficient recognition. The deployment of the BLFW into the online

phase for recognition is discussed in the next section.

4.7 Recognition Component

The online phase in STAR consists of both the recognition and personalisation

components. The two components are implemented for real-time recognition

and personalisation. Firstly, the BLFW is integrated into the recognition

component for prediction of activities in the incoming streaming data. Then,

the personalisation component refines the BLFW in an incremental and ac-

tive learning approach for future recognition. We focus on the details of the

recognition component in this section. The recognition component has been

discussed earlier in Chapter 3. The integration of the BLFW and the ensemble

classifier is the same as explained with CBARS. However, there are two main

extensions in the recognition component in STAR that make it different from

the one applied in CBARS. The first extension is related to the deployment

of the recognition component in the online phase. That includes the method-

ology of handling the streaming nature of data. The second extension is for

the ability of STAR to recognise concurrent and interleaved activities. The

key challenge of the online recognition component in STAR is to perform the

required data processing for recognising activities from the data streams in an

efficient and accurate manner in real time. The rest of this section describes

the two extensions of the STAR recognition component: handling streaming

data and detecting concurrent and interleaved activities.
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4.7.1 Handling streaming data

The recognition component in STAR handles the streaming data in a sequential

way. Data streams in activity recognition consist of sequences of chunks of data

representing different activities. Activities occur in sequences and typically

last for a (possibly brief) time window. Therefore, processing activity data

in a sequential way is more intuitive and also more efficient. In the context

of data stream mining, tailored techniques have been especially developed for

handling the streaming data. The reason for developing these methods is the

high speed nature of a data stream which requires special approaches that

are capable of handling the incoming data. Examples of these techniques are

sampling, windowing, and data segmentation. In our recognition component,

we apply a fixed size and continuous sliding window for handling the sequential

chunks of activities in data streams.

The recognition component aims to recognise the activity occurring in each

data chunk with a cluster-based approach. Due to the sequential nature of

activity data, the recognition component avoids the inefficient and unneces-

sary processing of each instance, which is costly in a streaming environment.

Instead, it processes data in each chunk as a cluster rather than respond-

ing to each data instance. In stream classification, most techniques such as

VFDT [DH00] - classify each instance in data chunks. Few studies have con-

sidered a cluster-based approach for classification in streaming settings such

as in [SCG07]. Yet these techniques are not tailored for the context of activity

recognition. In our approach, we process the chunk of data collectively. Thus,

the processing unit in STAR is the chunk instead of instances of the chunk.

The predicted activities of the cluster-based approach correspond to the

major activity performed in the target data chunk at time t. For instance,

consider processing a chunk of data that contains 500 instances captured with a

sliding window of length 5 seconds. The majority of instances (more than 95%)

have the true label of the activity that is performed in this chunk: “walking”

in this example. With the cluster-based approach, instead of reacting to each

instance, the chunk can be processes as a whole for recognising the majority

label which corresponds to the major activity performed in this chunk. Thus,

the sequential and cluster-based approach for handling data streams in STAR is

expected to enhance both the accuracy and computational efficiency in STAR.

4.7.2 Capturing concurrent and interleaved activities

One of the challenges with the sequential cluster-based approach for recogni-

tion is how to handle concurrent and interleaved activities. The chunk of data
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may contain more than one activity. Typically, some activities are highly cor-

related such as “walking” and “standing”. Even in a small chunk of data, one

user would have pauses of “standing” activity, for instance, while “walking”.

In our cluster-based approach we aim to detect the major activity performed

in each chunk. In this example, only the major activity, namely walking,

will be detected. However, capturing concurrent and highly related activities

improves the overall accuracy of the recognition technique. Therefore, we com-

bine the cluster-based approach with concurrent activity detection to be able

to recognise concurrent and interleaved activities in each chunk.

In order to capture concurrent and interleaved activities in a single chunk,

we apply an online clustering method for each chunk - as explained in Figure

4.4. The clustering step aims to detect and separate various activities that

appear in the same chunk. We apply well-known clustering techniques such

as K-means or EM in the online phase to the small size chunk. Clustering

of chunk data also helps isolate outliers and noisy data as it tends to group

similar data together. Thus, it limits the noise and outlier impact on genuine

activity data instances. The formed clusters of each chunk are assessed using

the recognition component to recognise their corresponding activities.

Figure 4.4 shows the overall process of the recognition component. Firstly,

a continuous fixed size sliding window is applied on the stream from time (t)

to (t+window size). The chunk of data is saved to an online buffer for real

time processing while accumulating the new incoming data instances of the

following window from time (t+window size). For each chunk, we apply an

online clustering method for detecting the concurrent and interleaved activities.

The recognition component aims to recognise the major activity in each chunk

cluster. The chunk clusters are then processed to recognise the activities with

the ensemble classifier that is integrated with the BLFW in the recognition

component.

Figure 4.4: Recognition Component
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The ensemble classifier is a lightweight algorithm based on a hybrid similar-

ity measures approach for prediction. Thus, the classifier deploys an ensemble

of four measures to assess the similarity of each cluster in the chunk with

the BLFW. State-of-the-art classification methods adopt a single measure for

prediction, combing various measures benefits from the strength of each and

provides a comprehensive understanding of data from various perspectives.

Each measure votes for its own “best prediction” from that measure’s per-

spective. Then, the classifier decides upon the predicted label as the one with

the majority votes among all measures. The deployed measures are distance,

density, deviation, and gravity. The details of the ensemble classifier has been

revisited in Chapter 3.

Algorithm 4.2 describes the steps of the online recognition component in

STAR. The online clustering method for detecting concurrent and interleaved

activities is applied to each chunk of data (line 1). For each cluster in the

chunk, the ensemble classifier applies the four similarity measures to predict the

cluster label/activity. The procedure is repeated for all clusters in the chunk

and for all chunks in the stream. The algorithm assimilates the recognition

component algorithm in Chapter 3 (Algorithm 3.5), yet with modification to

adapt to data streams.

Algorithm 4.2 RecognitionComponent

Input: BLFW : the baseline framework (the output of the modelling component)
Chunkt: The chunk of the data stream from the sliding window

Output: RecognDt: The recognition decisions for the chunk activities
1: chunkClusters← OnlineClustering (Chunkt)
2: for all clusteri ∈ chunkClusters do
3: DisCand← FindDistanceCandidate (clusteri, BLFW )
4: DensCand← FindDensityCandidate (clusteri, BLFW )
5: GravCand← FindGravityCandidate (clusteri, BLFW )
6: SDCand← FindSDCandidate(clusteri, BLFW )
7: RecognDt[i]← Vote (DisCand, DensCand, GravCand, SDCand)
8: end for

The recognition component aims to handle the stream of data for recog-

nising activities in each chunk in an online manner. However, the recognised

activity is not personalised yet. To refine and personalise the learning model,

the recognition component sends the recognition decision to the personalisa-

tion component for refining the BLFW then it can predict the personalised

activities. Details of the personalisation component are in the next section.
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4.8 Personalisation Component

The second online component in STAR is the personalisation component. The

key objective of the personalisation component is to update and refine the

BLFW while the stream evolves with the user’s personal data. The initial

BLFW, which has been built in the modelling component, needs to be tuned

to fit a user’s specific way of performing activities. The degradation of the

BLFW while a stream evolves requires a continuous refinement to cope with

changes in data. The personalisation component implements this continuous

refinement through batch incremental and active learning approaches. Thus,

STAR updates the BLFW to be consistent with the most recent changes in

data streams.

Efficient personalisation has to satisfy a set of key criteria. For a computa-

tionally efficient recognition, the personalisation processes have to use simple

calculations for refining the model with low time and space complexity. The

personalisation has also to perform in real or near real time to boost the recog-

nising accuracy for the future incoming data. The personalisation intuitively

addresses the desired feature of flexibility for an efficient recognition technique.

However, it is challenging to update the BLFW that is only represented by a

set of characteristics, as all raw data applied to build the BLFW is dismissed

beyond the offline modelling component. We address the desired features of

computational efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility in our novel personalisation

component.

The personalisation component receives as an input the recognition decision

from the recognition component. An eligibility check is performed on the

decision to check its validity to perform either incremental or active learning.

By applying the incremental or the active approach, the BLFW is refined and

thus replaces the outdated model. In the following, we explain in detail the

eligibility check for the recognition decision. Then, we present the procedure

of refining the BLFW for personalisation with incremental and active learning.

4.8.1 Eligibility check

The eligibility check in the personalisation component is based on the Vote

procedure in Algorithm 4.2. The vote procedure chooses the best candidate

from four candidates selected by the represented measures. We apply a bal-

anced vote among measures to select the candidate with the majority votes.

Each recognition decision has a confidence level attached that represents the

certainty among all measures for choosing the best cluster. For example, when

three out of the four measures vote for the “jumping” cluster/activity, while
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one measure votes for “climbing stairs”, then the recognition decision will

choose the activity label of “jumping” with the majority vote. The confidence

level in this example is 75% because three out of the four measures have voted

for “jumping”. In some cases, the voting procedure lacks the ability to decide

because of confusion occurred among measures. For example, when each mea-

sure votes for a different label and not any pairs are alike, then the confidence

level for any of these labels will be only 25%. The eligibility check is tightly

related to the confidence level of the recognition decision. The personalisa-

tion is applied with the recognition decision that has the lowest confidence

level. There are two kinds of learning applied for personalisation: active and

incremental learning.

The approach of active learning deals with the known problem of the

limitation of the availability of annotated data. In typical personalised ac-

tivity recognition systems in the literature, they require the user to spend

some time for retraining the model to his personal way of performing activ-

ities [GKG+12a]. However, the retraining process is impractical and costly

especially in a streaming environment. Alternatively, it only selects the data

with the lowest confidence level (the most uncertain data) from the recognition

decision to be labelled by user. Also, a batch active learning approach helps

reduce the labelling cost, as it makes inquiries to determine a cluster label

instead of inquiring for each instance. We augment our model with this data

to inject expert knowledge for more informative and flexible learning. Refining

the model with the true labelled data through active learning is necessary to

maintain a reasonable level of certainty. Yet, inquiring about true labels has

to be at low cost, as too many inquiries might cause system inefficiency.

We first explain the two cases that trigger active learning in the person-

alisation component. In both cases, the recognition component is incapable

of predicting the activity label (cases when the recognition component cannot

reach a decision). The first case occurs when the confidence level for recognis-

ing a label of the chunk cluster is at the lowest certainty level of 25%. That

means each measure votes for a different label, and not any pairs are alike. The

other case of active learning happens when the four measures are confused be-

tween exactly two labels with equal votes to each. The confidence level in this

case is 50% for each of the two candidates. With the aforementioned cases, no

decision is made by the recognition component. Thus, in these two cases, the

personalisation component asks the user for the true label of the chunk cluster

data. The user is not required to label each single instance in the chunk clus-

ter. Alternatively, the user is only asked to provide the majority label in the

cluster, which corresponds to the major activity performed at this particular
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time. The user also has the option to choose no label if it was not a specific

activity (i.e. transition between two activities). Then the provided true label

is assigned in a batch mode to all instances in the cluster. The cluster data

along with the provided label are fed back to the system in batches to refine

the BLFW. The refinement procedure is discussed later in this section.

Unlike active learning, incremental learning does not seek user input for

refining the BLFW. It uses the recognition decision with the predicted label

for automatic personalisation. The case of incremental learning happens when

the recognition component can successfully reach a decision with the lowest

confidence level of 50%. To illustrate more, consider an example when two of

the four measures vote for the “standing” activity while the other two vote for

two different labels such as “running” and “walking”. The recognition decision

in this example will be for “standing” based on the majority votes yet with

the lowest confidence level of 50%. We apply incremental learning in this most

uncertain case of recognition. The reason for choosing the most uncertain

data is to expand the BLFW representation of activities for including the

borderline cases that is recognised the lowest certainty. The recognised data

that is most uncertain is more likely to represent a drift of the model. This

way, the representation of the model will be strengthened by refining that

includes this data. Therefore, the selected cluster data with its predicted label

are applied to refine the BLFW in batches with the refinement procedure.

Both active and incremental learning are triggered automatically based on

the recognition confidence level. They both aim to adjust the BLFW to cope

with dynamic data streams. However, active learning updates the BLFW with

the true label provided by the user, whereas incremental learning updates it

automatically with the predicted label for unlabelled data. Thus, active learn-

ing has the advantage of providing a ground truth of an activity’s true label.

Yet, it requires the user’s input at real time, which is costly and might im-

pact the efficiency negatively. On the other hand, incremental learning applies

an automated refinement that does not require user input for personalisation.

Nevertheless, the accuracy of the predicted labelled that used for refinement

is not certain. That consequently might increase the risk of model drift from

the correct representation of activities due to accumulated refinements with

uncertain values. Therefore, it is important to keep the balance between active

learning with low cost and incremental learning to attain an efficient person-

alisation.

Table 4.1 summarises the different decisions of active, incremental, or none

based on the confidence level of the recognition decision. Both active and

incremental approaches refine the BLFW with the selected data.
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Table 4.1: Confidence Level with Recognition and Personalisation Decisions

Confidence
level

Description Recognition deci-
sion

Personalisation de-
cision

25% Each measure chooses a
different cluster

None Active

50% Equal votes between ex-
actly 2 clusters activityi
and activityj

Inquire to choose
activityi or
activityj

Active

50 % Two measures vote for
activityi with no equal
votes

activityi Incremental

75% Three measures vote for
activityi

activityi none

100% all measures vote for
activityi

activityi none

4.8.2 Personalisation methodology

The personalisation component aims to refine the BLFW extracted character-

istics in real time, with the most recent changes in activity data streams. Once

the data is selected for updating the BLFW, the model is refined and replaces

the old one for processing the data of the new incoming data.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the characteristics of the BLFW are categorised

in three levels: holistic, clusters, and sub-clusters characteristics. For refining

the model, we update the characteristics of the smallest entity which is at

the sub-cluster level and that will consequently update the characteristics of

the bigger entities at the clusters and holistic levels. An example of that is

the centroid which appears at the three levels as sub-cluster centroid, cluster

centroid, and global centroid. Movement of the sub-cluster centroid will cause

changes in both cluster and global centroids. When refining the model, we

update the centroid of the sub-cluster, and then the centroid of the cluster

that contains the updated sub-cluster is consequently updated. The holistic

characteristic of global centroid is also refined with the updated values of the

clusters’ centroids.

The personalisation methodology has an input of the annotated selected

data (datasel). The label of selected data (labelsel) is either provided by the

user, in active learning; or predicted by the recognition component, in incre-

mental learning. labelsel matches the label of one of the BLFW clusters, Ci.

As we apply the personalisation methodology on the sub-clusters level, we run

a one pass distance test to choose the closest sub-cluster scj to update within

the cluster Ci. Then, the personalisation methodology applies a set of simple

algorithms to update scj characteristics. The updates of some characteristics,

such as Weight, are as simple as accumulating the value with the weights of
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the selected data. While other characteristics such as the cluster gravity - GF

- is automatically updated according to Equation 3.10 in Chapter 3 with the

refined sub-clusters’ weights and centroids. Some other characteristics, such as

centroid, require a special incremental learning technique for updating. The

personalisation methodology updates higher level characteristics based on the

updated lower level ones. An overview of the personalisation methodology is

presented in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Personalisation Methodology Overview

One of the most dominant characteristics of the BLFW is the centroid.

Accumulation of the selected data will cause movement of the sub-cluster cen-

troid. Algorithm 4.3 explains the procedure to incrementally update the cen-

troid of the sub-cluster. A numerically stable algorithm for weighted centroid

update is given below in applied in our technique. It computes the mean due

to Knuth [Knu97].

Algorithm 4.3 CentroidscIncrementalUpdate

Input: datasel: The data selected for updating the BLFW
Centroidold: centroid of the sub-cluster before update
Weightold: weight of the sub-cluster before update

Output: Centroidsc: The updated sub-cluster centroid
sumweight = Weightold
for all x in datasel do

temp = weightdatasel
+ sumweight

delta = x - Centroidsc
R= delta * sumweight / temp
Centroidsc = Centroidsc + R

end for

The centroid update algorithm is extended for variance and standard de-

viation [CGL83]. Algorithm 4.4 illustrates the refinement of WISCSD for the

selected sub-cluster -scj.

Another essential characteristic in the BLFW is the density. The density

calculation is previously described in Equation 3.6 in Chapter 3. When merg-

ing the new instances of the selected data with the instances of the selected
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Algorithm 4.4 WISCSDscIncrementalUpdate

Input: datasel: The data selected for updating the BLFW
WISCSDold: The WISCSD of the sub-cluster before update
Weightold: The weight of the sub-cluster before update

Output: WISCSDsc: The updated standard deviation of
sumweight = Weightold
M = WISCSDold ∗ n2

for all x ∈ datasel do
sumweight = sumweight+ 1
delta = x - Centroidsc
Centroidsc = Centroidsc + delta/n
M = M + delta*(x - Centroidsc)

end for
variance = M/sumweight
WISCSDsc= SQRT(variance)

sub-cluster scj, we recalculate the density based on the updated characteris-

tics. We initially update the sub-cluster’s weight by adding up the weights of

the selected data. Then, we update the sub-cluster radius, which defines the

boundary of the sub-cluster. The updated sub-cluster radius relies on the po-

sitions of the selected data from the sub-cluster and the weight of the selected

data as well. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, there are three possible positions of

the selected data from the sub-cluster: contained, intersected, or separated.

The radius of the sub-cluster shrinks or expands based on the selected data

position. When the selected data is fully contained inside the sub-cluster, the

radius is tightly adjusted to fit the updated data. In the other two cases,

the radius is expanded to accommodate the new data. The radius shrinkage

and expansion is related to the centroid movement due to refinement as well

(the distance between old and updated centroid). Therefore, we calculate the

change of the radius according to Equation 4.1. We expand (+) or shrink

(-) the radius with a value of δ that relies on both the relevant weight of the

selected data to the sub-cluster weight and the centroid movement. Increasing

or decreasing the radius with δ helps maintain the stability of the sub-cluster

and other entities’ representations.

Radiusnew = Radiusold ± δ (4.1)

δ = (
weightsel
weightsc

)× CentroidMovement (4.2)

Where weightsel is the selected data weight, weightsc is the sub-cluster weight,

and CentroidMovement is the Euclidean distance between old and updated

centroids.
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(a) Contained (b) Intersected

(c) Separated

Figure 4.6: Radius Update Cases

To sum up, the personalisation component tailors the BLFW in STAR to

fit a user’s personalised way of performing activity. While streams of activities

evolve, the personalisation component automatically selects the user’s data

that is eligible for personalisation. The user’s personalised data is used di-

rectly to tune the characteristics of the BLFW to fit this particular user. The

personalised BLFW then replaces the outdated model for more accurate and

customised recognition of the user’s activities at the next data chunk. We also

address in this component the known challenge of the scarcity of labelled data

by applying active learning. The approach of active learning selects only a

small amount of data for annotation to personalise the learning model. Thus,

active learning overcomes the need of labelling all the data for retraining the

model for personalisation.

4.9 STAR Contribution

In this Chapter, we proposed and developed a personalised technique for activ-

ity recognition that addresses key challenges in AR. The developed technique

deals with high speed, multi-dimensional streaming data to learn, model, and

recognise personalised and evolving user’s activities. The novel approach ex-

tends the state of the art in activity recognition by providing the following

advantages:

• Model personalisation with evolving data streams: There is no one model

that fits all in activity recognition. Thus, we build a novel learning
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approach for refining and personalising the learning model for a spe-

cific user. Our technique refines the learning model with an incremental

learning approach to continuously learn from evolving activities. We also

address in our technique the key challenge of handling the high speed,

multi dimensions streams of data that evolve dynamically. The flexibil-

ity of the learning model to be personalised will directly enhance the

recognition accuracy.

• Effective active learning with lowest cost: Manual labelling of data streams

is usually impractical, costly, and time consuming. Therefore, we present

our active learning approach that asks to label only a small amount of

data that is most uncertain in the stream for a dynamic model refinement

and personalisation.

• Capture sequential and concurrent activities: Activity recognition data is

typically represented as sequential chunks of activities evolved from sen-

sory data sources. Thus, our approach processes data sequentially with

a sliding window to capture either a single activity or concurrent activ-

ities appearing in each data chunk. A highlight of our novel technique

is its ability to capture multiple activities occurring at the same data

chunk. This is very likely to happen in the activity recognition domain,

especially with interleaved and interrelated activities. Our technique ap-

plies a clustering online to capture the occurrences of concurrent and

interleaved activities.

• Efficient activity recognition technique: Our proposed technique is com-

putationally efficient with a lightweight model and simple recognition

and personalisation algorithms. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our

technique by deploying the activity recognition application on a mobile

platform for real time recognition.

4.10 Experimental Study

In this section, we evaluate our proposed and developed technique for activity

recognition. Our technique aims to achieve an automatic personalisation with

incremental learning while streams of activities evolve. To assess the efficiency

of the developed technique, we aim to evaluate the following:

• Aim 1: demonstrate the impact of personalisation on the performance:

The evaluation tests the ability of the developed technique to perform

personalisation for an accurate recognition. To highlight the effect of
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personalisation, we train the learning model with data from only one

user and test on data from another user. We discuss the impact of

personalisation on the overall accuracy and also on the accuracy of each

activity. The personalisation evaluation aims to show the flexibility of the

model to change over time to fit a user’s personalised way of performing

activities.

• Aim 2: evaluate active and incremental learning efficiency: Part of the

performance evaluation of our technique is to monitor the rate of active

learning along the stream. Keeping the balance between inquiring for

user input very often and providing the model with a sufficient amount

of true labels is a key challenge that we investigate for fulfilling this aim.

We also examine the correlation between active and incremental learn-

ing. Active learning has the advantage of feeding true labels into the

learning process. However, it requires users input to get the true label,

which is a costly process if required very often. On the other hand, in-

cremental learning occurs automatically with the recognition decision.

However, the label of fed back data is not always correct and therefore

it might cause the model to drift away from the correct presentation

of activities. Therefore, finding the balance between active learning to

get the ground truth and incremental learning to attain continuous and

automated learning is a key motivation of our analysis.

• Aim 3: investigate the efficiency of STAR to run in real time with a lim-

ited resource device: We aim to evaluate the efficiency of the developed

technique for real time recognition with high dimensional data with high

sampling rates. We deploy our technique on a mobile phone for analysing

the technique’s efficiency on a limited resource device. The time and

space complexity are analysed for evaluating the system performance.

We start by discussing the datasets that are applied for evaluating our new

technique. Then, we explain the setup of the experiments. That will be

followed by analysis and discussion of the results to achieve the aforementioned

aims.

4.10.1 Datasets

We conduct our experiments on the three real and publicly available datasets

presented in Chapter 3, namely OPPORTUNITY [RFC+09], PAMAP2 [RS12b,

RS12a], and SPAD [DLL13]. Both OPPORTUNITY and PAMAP2 are col-

lected from on body sensors, while SPAD contains data collected from mobile
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phone accelerometer data. We add to the list an additional dataset for ac-

tivity recognition that was collected from accelerometer mobile sensors. The

WISDM [KWM11] dataset contains six activities that were performed by the

user during data collection, namely, “Walking”, “Jogging”, “Sitting”, “Stand-

ing”, “Upstairs”, and “Downstairs”. The dataset is collected by different users

and contains more than 1 million instances of annotated accelerometer data.

The raw data, collected from a mobile accelerometer sensor in three dimensions

(x,y,z), is provided for STAR evaluation with the SPAD and WISDM datasets.

On the other hand, OPPORTUNITY and PAMAP2 contains higher dimen-

sional data with 52 features in PAMAP2 and 110 features in OPPORTUNITY

collected from on body sensors. The diversity of the datasets’ sources and

characteristics is important, to show the ability of our technique to perform

effectively in different settings.

4.10.2 Experimental setup

We run our experiments on both mobile phone and desktop. The mobile

phone is a Galaxy SIII Android with the specifications of a Quad-core 1.4

GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM, while the desktop is Core i7 with speed of

2.7 GHZ and 4 GB RAM. For all experiments unless otherwise stated, part

of the data is used to build the BLFW offline. Other data from different

users is applied for testing. The BLFW is built using the clustering with sub-

clusters approach. We assume that the maximum number of patterns inside

any activity is 5. Thus, the default number of sub-clusters in each cluster for

building the BLFW is set to 5 as a default. The testing data is a stream of

unlabelled data that has not been used for training the model. Labels are only

revealed for the evaluation purposes. In this analysis, we define the terms of

performance metrics as follows:

• TP= total number of instances in the stream that are correctly classified,

• ALRate= number of triggered active learning inquiries,

• ACT= percentage of data triggers active learning,

• INC= percentage of data triggers incremental learning, and

• CPur= percentage of the cluster purity; which is the percentage of in-

stances with the major label inside the cluster,

TP is the basic measure to show the overall accuracy and also the accuracy

for recognising each activity. The performance of active learning is measured
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by two metrics: ALRate and ACT . ALRate shows the number of inquiries to

label the data. The active learning approach is a batch technique that labels

a whole cluster instead of labelling each instance that requires active learning.

The size of the cluster relies on the sliding window length and thus the chunk

size. For instance, for ACT=500, which means that 500 instances require

active learning, ALRate is equal to 50 when the chunk size is 10, and 5 when

the chunk size is 100. ACT and INC represent the percentage of selected

data based on the recognition decision for incremental and active learning.

This data is fed back to update the BLFW in the personalisation component.

The selection of the window size is based on many parameters related to

the dataset. These parameters include the sampling rate and the minimum

duration of any activity occurrence in the dataset. For instance, the sampling

rate of PAMAP2 dataset is 100 Hz, a window size of a single second will create

chunks of 100 instances. However, the minimum duration of the activities in

this dataset is 1 minute. In order to reduce the computational cost, we still

need to minimise the window size. Given the above parameters, we tune the

window length for PAMAP2 dataset between (6–8) seconds that contains 600-

800 instances in each chunk. For other datasets that are highly fluctuating,

such as the OPPORTUNITY dataset, we tune the window length between

(1–2) seconds. The sampling rate for WISDM and OPPORTUNITY datasets

is 20–30 Hz. Thus a window size of (1–2) seconds will contain chunks of 20–30

instances. The chunk size of the SPAD dataset that has a sampling rate of 5

Hz is 5–10 instances.

For each data chunk, we apply EM clustering in the online phase for de-

tecting concurrent activities. We assume the number of concurrent activities

in each single chunk is limited to two activities. Considering the small chunk

size and sampling rate for sensors, we believe this limitation is valid.

4.10.3 Analysis and discussion

This section addresses the aforementioned aims of the evaluation. We start

with an analysis of the deployment of STAR on the mobile device and an

analysis of its computational efficiency (aim 3).

Time and space complexity analysis

Two parameters influence the processing time in STAR. The first one is the

dimensions of data in terms of number of features while the other is the per-

centage of incremental learning along the stream. We start with analysing the

STAR processing time with 3–D data collected from a mobile accelerometer
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sensor. Both WISDM and SPAD are 3–D datasets with sampling rates of 20

Hz and 5 Hz respectively. The chunk size of 20 instances is equal to an obser-

vation time of 1 second in the WISDM dataset; 4 seconds in the SPAD dataset.

STAR is deployed on the mobile device and desktop with the aforementioned

specifications. The processing time for each chunk in both datasets is (50–

80) msec on the mobile phone and drops to only (4–10) msec when deployed

on the desktop. While the sampling rate in both datasets is longer than the

processing time, STAR successfully fulfils the real time constraint for these

datasets.

Unlike, the 3–D datasets, number of features in the OPPORTUNITY

dataset is 110 and 52 for PAMAP2. In the OPPORTUNITY dataset, the

processing time for a chunk of 20 instances is on average 900 mesc on the mo-

bile phone, (57–90) msec for desktop deployment. The sampling rate for the

OPPORTUNITY dataset is 30 Hz (approximately 1 sample every 33 msec).

Thus, the observation time for a chunk of 20 instances is about 700 msec. In-

deed STAR still performs a real time or near real time recognition (for mobile

deployment) despite the high data dimensionality. The sampling rate of the

PAMAP2 dataset is 100 Hz. Because of the high sampling rate, we apply

K-means instead of EM in online clustering of chunks for faster processing,

to cope with the high sampling rate. For a chunk of 100 instances and ob-

servation time of 1 second, the processing time varies in the range (350–500)

msec on the mobile phone and (10–15) msec on the desktop. Despite the high

sampling rate of the PAMAP2 dataset, STAR successfully achieves real time

recognition.

The sampling rate of WISDM and OPPORTUNITY are 20–30 Hz. SPAD

has a lower rate of 5 Hz. A chunk size of 20 instances corresponds to an ap-

proximate observation length of 0.7 sec, 1 sec, and 4 sec for OPPORTUNITY,

WISDM, and SPAD datasets respectively. The reason for the small chunk

size is to keep the computational complexity to a minimum. The number of

instances in each window influences the order of the computational complex-

ity. The recognition algorithm as a cluster-based approach tests new chunk

clusters. We apply EM clustering for each chunk with a complexity of O(nki),

where n is the number of instances in each chunk, k is the number of clusters

and i is the number of iterations. As the observation time for each window

varies from 0.7 seconds to 4 seconds, we limit the number of interleaved, con-

current, or transitional activities to only 2, which is very reasonable based

on the small window size. Thus, the complexity for clustering data in each

window is O(2ni).
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In the PAMAP2 dataset with sampling rate of 100 Hz, we increase the

chunk size to 100 instances for an observation time of 1 second. Thus, we

limit the effect of the big number of instances in PAMAP2 by applying K-

means for online clustering instead of EM. The better running time of K-means

over EM is because of the number of iterations (i). In EM, each instance is

assigned relatively to all clusters. Then the clustering results are optimized

until reaching a threshold (which could be after many iterations) [DND77]. K-

means, on the other hand, assigns instances to the nearest cluster based on the

distance metric. It converges when the assignments no longer change [Har75].

As the termination behaviour of K-means is faster than EM, K-means is more

suitable to be applied on data with high sampling rate that requires processing

bigger data chunks.

The main computational complexity in STAR arises from the online clus-

tering algorithm. The recognition technique complexity is O(m), and m is the

number of sub-clusters in the BLFW. Whereas the complexity of the incremen-

tal personalisation techniques is O(nm), where n is the number of instances

within a single chunk. The computational complexity in a typical KNN ap-

proach is O(nM) where M is the number of stored instances. Obviously (nM)

is much higher than (nm), where m (number of sub-clusters) << M (number

of stored instances in the training phase). Moreover, the personalisation pro-

cess is activated only for a subset of the data along the stream (through model

personalisation). Therefore, the complexity of the personalisation technique

has less impact on the overall computational complexity.

We deployed STAR on a mobile phone to demonstrate its efficiency in

an ubiquitous computing environment. Figure 4.7 displays screen shots of

the developed mobile application for activity recognition. The accelerometer

sensor reading along the three axes is displayed at the top as shown in the

screen shots. The application displays the sequence of recognised activities

that correspond to each window in real time as per Figure 4.7(a). In case that

STAR is unable to recognise an activity, an active learning alert pops up for

user to select the correct label for the unrecognised activity - as shown in Figure

4.7(b). The selected label along with the confusing data are fed back to the

system in order to personalise the model instantaneously. In Figure 4.7(c), the

application confirms the user selection of the “Sitting” activity as an input for

active learning. The application continues to recognise the streaming activity

with the adapted model as per Figure 4.7(d).

One of the key contributions of STAR is the ability to build a fine grained,

lightweight learning model. Table 4.2 shows different datasets’ characteristics

and the corresponding BLFW size in Kilobytes. As shown in the table, the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: STAR Mobile Application Screen Shots

size of the BLFW with a high-dimensional training data is just above 100 KBs.

On the other hand, the model size is as small as a few kilobytes using datasets

with smaller dimensions. The number of training instances to build the model

has no effect on the model size as we only store the extracted characteristics

and dismiss the actual raw data. Only the number of attributes and the

number of clusters or sub-clusters (within each cluster) would have an effect

on the model size. Opp − Si is the data across all segments for subjecti in

the OPPORTUNITY dataset. Hence, the only difference among Opp − Si

training datasets is the number of instances, the model size remains static

regardless of the number of instances. For accelerometer-only datasets, the

only difference between WISDM6act and WISDM4act is the number of classes

inside. WISDM4act is a subset of WISDM6act with data representing only

four activities. Each class has a set of sub-clusters inside. Therefore, a lesser
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number of classes means fewer characteristics to be stored and consequently a

smaller size for the learning model.

Table 4.2: Model Size and Training Data Characteristics

Training Data N. Attributes N.Instances N.Classes BLFW Size (KBs)
Opp− S1 110 134,613 4 102
Opp− S2 110 133,023 4 102
Opp− S3 110 124,320 4 102
Opp− S4 110 105,082 4 102

WISDM6act 3 32,262 6 9
WISDM4act 3 166,226 4 4
SPADtrain 3 2,622 4 4

PAMAP2user101 52 215,780 10 104
PAMAP2user103 52 17,4338 7 89

In summary, the analysis of time and space complexity of STAR shows a

real time and efficient performance for both mobile device and desktop deploy-

ment. We addressed the computational efficiency desired feature of STAR with

the aforementioned analysis. In the following discussions, we analyse STAR

performance for flexible and accurate recognition to achieve aims 1 and 2 for

STAR evaluation.

Active and incremental learning efficiency

The key objective of the personalisation component is to achieve flexibility and

accommodate changes in activities at a minimum cost. The personalisation

component applies both incremental and active learning approaches to fulfil

its goal. For building an efficient system, ALRate should be at a minimum

along the stream, to not bother the user with too many inquiries. At the same

time, active learning has to operate along the stream with a balanced rate, to

handle expected changes when necessary. As explained in the personalisation

component section, the decision of active learning relies on the recognition

decision. Therefore, we expect a higher rate of active learning with activities

that are more challenging for recognition.

Figure 4.8 shows the active learning rate along the stream of activities in a

subset of PAMAP2 dataset. In this experiment, the BLFW is built from data

of user 107 and tested on data from user 104. The observation of the stream

runs for about 30 minutes. In Figure 4.8, the above line (in red) displays the

instances of the stream moving across the seven activities over time. The lower

(blue) line represents the ALRate along the stream of activities. We have noted

some observations from this evaluation. Firstly, the number of inquiries is

distributed among activities. Thus, active learning is uniformly triggered and

therefore expected to be efficient in coping with changes whenever they occur.
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Secondly, ALRate is reasonably small with the total around 7% of processed

data. Thirdly, active learning is tightly related to the recognition decision and

the rate of change of activities. Activities that are hard to recognise such as

“Stairs” and “Vacuuming” are more likely to trigger active learning. With less

confusing activities, the areas of plateau which represent a sequence of data

representing the same activity are most likely to trigger less active learning

inquiries as in “Lying” and “Sitting” in Figure 4.8(a). Also, ALRate may

increase at the beginning of the activity in order to personalise the model.

Eventually, ALRate decreases. This reflects the refinement of the model to

the recent changes in the activity - as shown at the “Walking” activity in

Figure 4.8(b). In contrast, ALRate increases along the stream with the high

rate of activity change, especially in transitional periods.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Active Learning Inquiries with the PAMAP2 Dataset

Figure 4.9 displays the behaviour of active learning with the OPPORTU-

NITY datasets. In this run, the BLFW is built from all segments of subject S4

(that contains noise). All data from subject S1 is applied for testing. Active

learning with the OPPORTUNITY dataset is uniformly triggered along the

stream. This dataset presents more challenges because it is highly fluctuating

and contains noise. Both of these characteristics impact the performance of ac-

tive learning. The BLFW that contains noise affects the recognition decisions

for different activities. As the confusion increases in the recognition decision,

the percentage of ALRate increases. Besides, the transitional activities and

the frequent alternation between activities could be also common motives for

frequent triggering of active learning in the OPPORTUNITY dataset. Thus,

the technique could be improved by including a filtering step for recognising
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the transitional activities at a higher level (prior to applying STAR). This

filter would isolate data that represents the transitional activities. Therefore

active learning will be triggered in case of real change. Another suggested ap-

proach is to postpone the label inquiring until the change becomes persistent.

Therefore, it keeps the suspected data in short term memory until a real and

recurrent change is detected and validated. Once the change is validated, it

could be used to refine the model with the true labels.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Active Learning Inquiries with the OPPORTUNITY Dataset

In order to test the correlation between active and incremental learning

rates, we run STAR while enabling only active learning (incremental learning

is deactivated in this case) and evaluate the percentage of data that requires

active learning. Then, we run STAR with both active and incremental learning

enabled. Figure 4.10 shows the inverse relationship between the percentage of

data used for incremental and active learning. The evaluation is carried for

N different subsets of the OPPORTUNITY dataset. Each run has the same

default setup of training on a single subject data and testing on a new one.

The percentage of incremental learning varies from one run to another based

on the nature of the data itself. Our focus in this figure is to display the

effect of incremental learning on active learning, comparing the “solo-active”

bar and “active with incremental” bar. The “solo-active” bar represents the

fraction of data that triggers active learning with different runs while disabling

incremental learning. On the other hand, the “active with incremental” bar

displays the fraction of data that requires active learning when enabling both

active and incremental learning in STAR. The above line is related only to

the “active with incremental” bar. It represents the fraction of data that

requires incremental learning for each run. The figure shows an average of
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20–35% of the data is used to update the model with the incremental learning

approach. The percentage of active learning data is much lower with an average

of 8% of the processed data. We compare the behaviour of active learning

with and without enabling the incremental learning. When the percentage of

incremental learning is small, i.e. during the first 5 runs, the percentage of

data that requires active learning when enabling incremental learning is more

than or equal to the percentage of data for “solo-active”.

The inverse happens as the incremental learning percentage increases. The

percentage of active learning needed becomes lower with the introduction of

incremental learning, once the percentage of incremental learning exceeds 27%

in Figure 4.10. After this percentage, the percentage of active learning needed

decreases, when incremental learning is enabled, compared to “solo-active”.

This applies for each individual run with an increasing amount of incremental

learning.

In a nutshell, applying incremental learning has a positive impact on re-

ducing the amount of data that requires active learning. Incremental learning

has the advantage of updating the learning model with the selected data with

no need for asking the user for true labels. As the percentage of incremental

learning increases, the percentage of data requires active learning in contrast

decreases. That means the system requires fewer inquiries for annotated data

via active learning when incremental learning refines the model automatically.

Figure 4.10: Impact of Incremental Learning on Active Learning Rate

The discussed analysis shows the performance of active and incremental

learning with the evolving data streams. Our technique triggers a low rate of

active learning with the PAMAP2 dataset despite its high sampling rate. How-

ever, other datasets, such as OPPORTUNITY, which contain very frequently

changing data and many occurrences of transitional activities in addition to

noise, require higher rates of active learning. The analysis also shows the pos-

itive impact of increasing the percentage of incremental learning on reducing
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the percentage of active learning. This discussion leads us to the next sec-

tion for evaluating the effect of incremental and active learning on the overall

recognition accuracy of STAR.

Recognition accuracy

In this section, we evaluate STAR performance in terms of accuracy and flex-

ibility with different datasets. Table 4.3 displays STAR measures across users

in the OPPORTUNITY dataset. We build the BLFW from the data of one

user and evaluate STAR with the other users’ data. Each row represents the

average measures of evaluation for particular subject data. The BLFW for

each subject is built from data of other subjects. STAR is evaluated and

compared to other static classification methods, which are C4.5 decision trees

(DT), incremental Naive Bayes (NBinc), and support vector machines (SVM).

Both SVM and DT have been applied pervasively in the literature for activity

recognition. NBinc is also applied for personalisation in activity recognition

in [GKG+12a]. We run the traditional classification methods with Weka 3.7

built-in techniques [WF05]. Despite the efficiency of these methods for activity

recognition in a static environment, these techniques lack the ability to adapt

with the evolving data streams. Also, traditional classification techniques pre-

serve training data and allow many iterations on data for prediction. However,

this is not realistic in streaming settings especially with deployment in a lim-

ited resources device such as a mobile phone. The reported results also display

the personalisation effect separately for each activity. w is the percentage of

activity instances in the data stream. The effectiveness of detecting concur-

rent activities in each window is noted by the CPur percentage. CPur is

the average purity of all clusters generated along the stream. A high value of

CPur indicates well separated pure clusters and demonstrates the ability to

recognise concurrent activities in data chunks.

As illustrated in Table 4.3, the overall accuracy of STAR in terms of the

TP rate always outperforms other classification techniques. The average pu-

rity of clusters, CPur, is 99% across all runs. The high percentage indicates

an efficient performance of STAR sliding window and online clustering in sep-

arating activities apart. STAR shows a significant accuracy enhancement (for

more than 18%) for S4 that contains noise. The two activities of “Lying”

and “Standing” are effectively recognised with STAR across all users. For the

heavy weighted “Standing” class, STAR shows a stable accuracy - well above

80%. “Standing” is a challenging activity because it can easily overlap with

other activities, such as “Walking”. The “Lying” class is small - its weight is

only 5% of the data and hence tends to be misclassified. For instance, DT
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Table 4.3: STAR Performance with OPPORTUNITY

Test Technique TP Standing Walking Lying Sitting ACT INC

w: 45% w: 26% w: 5% w: 24%

S1 STAR(%) 80.7 88.4 56.5 93.1 52.1 7.0 28.1
DT (%) 63.0 57.4 68.1 46.6 65.5 - -
SVM(%) 76.8 88.0 39.3 66.4 33.2 - -
NBinc(%) 67.3 58.7 88.9 57.6 65.5 - -

S2 STAR(%) 74.9 82.5 50.1 89.9 47.3 6.8 26.9
DT(%) 54.5 49.1 70.0 39.2 48.2 - -

SVM(%) 71.8 71.5 56.4 60.6 87.1 - -
NBinc(%) 63.0 60.9 82.2 16.1 55.0 - -

S3 STAR(%) 68.6 87.0 44.3 86.1 7.2 7.5 25.5
DT(%) 56.9 76.7 56.7 0 40.0 – -

SVM(%) 64.7 65.3 57.4 27.7 56.2 - -
NBinc(%) 62.4 63.4 87.8 0 45.1 - -

S4 STAR(%) 71.1 84.2 43.6 90.0 30.3 8.4 31.7
DT(%) 43.4 30.1 70.0 0 50.2 - -

SVM(%) 52.9 71.4 13.7 69.1 59.6 - -
NBinc(%) 31.9 0 100 0.7 20.7 - -

and NBinc failed to detect almost all occurrences of the “Lying” class in both

S3 and S4. However, STAR could accurately recognise the “Lying” activity

because of the efficient learning. The percentage of data used for incremen-

tal and active learning is displayed for each subject. The percentage of data

used for active learning (ACT ) is on average of 7%. The percentage is still

as small as 8.4% with the noisy data in S4. The small percentage indicates

the efficiency of the developed active learning approach to select only a small

amount of the most profitable data to label. On the other hand, as the data

of incremental learning does not require user input, the higher percentage is

better given that it improves the overall accuracy. The results demonstrate the

efficiency of STAR in terms of robustness,accuracy, and flexibility compared to

other techniques.

We also evaluate STAR on the WISDM dataset. From data collected in

the WISDM lab, users 36 and 27 have performed the five activities. To show

the personalisation impact on accuracy, we train the model on one of them

and test on the other. The sub-clusters structure of BLFW tends to aggre-

gate the same activity with different patterns together. Therefore, we combine

the “Upstairs” and “Downstairs” activities into a single “Stairs” class with

sub-clusters inside. Table 4.4 shows the performance of STAR compared to

traditional classification techniques. The average purity for clusters (CPur)

is 99.9% which demonstrates efficient separation of concurrent and interleaved
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activities. Figure 4.11 shows a snapshot of activities in the WISDM dataset. In

Figure 4.11(a), we hide the occurrences of the “Stairs” class for better visibility

to other classes. As shown in the graph, the “Sitting” and “Standing” classes

are small yet dense clusters. The small sized classes of “Sitting” and “Stand-

ing” are totally misclassified with other methods, while the STAR recognition

rate is up to 99% for same classes. The figure depicts also the overlapping be-

tween the “Stairs” class and all other classes that results in poor recognition

accuracy for the “Stairs” class. STAR still outperforms other techniques in

recognising “Stairs” activity with about 20% enhancement in accuracy. The

personalisation effect is clearly demonstrated in the “Walking” activity with

more than 25% improvement on accuracy compared to other techniques. It is

also noted, the percentage of data for incremental learning is 19.8%, while the

percentage of data for active learning is 16.5%. The “Jogging” activity is the

one that most triggers active learning, followed by “Walking”, then “Stairs”.

Table 4.4: STAR Performance with WISDM

Technique TP Walking Jogging Sitting Standing Stairs

w: 35.7% w: 34.4% w: 6% w: 4.6% w:19.2%

STAR (%) 71.2 80.4 65.0 99.1 99.6 49.2

DT(%) 41.4 24.6 86.7 0 0 13.6

SVM(%) 44.3 58.5 52.7 0 0 27.7

NBinc 42.8 20.5 94.7 0 0 15.5

We also evaluate STAR on the SPAD mobile sensor dataset which is col-

lected from an accelerometer sensor. Table 4.5 shows that STAR outperforms

all other techniques in terms of prediction accuracy. Because of its small size,

“Run” is the most challenging activity in this dataset as it spans a large spatial

area and could be confused with the “Walk” activity. Although the “Drive”

activity is small too, its corresponding recognition rate is high because it is

well-distinguished from other classes/activities as shown in Figure 4.12.

Lastly, we evaluate STAR performance on the PAMAP2 dataset. This

dataset contains a larger set of ten different activities performed by 8 users.

The dataset also is remarkable for its high sampling rate. In all experiments,

we build the BLFW with data from only one user and evaluate the performance

with data from other users. We noted the average purity of the clusters is more

than 99%. We compare the performance of STAR with SVM, Random Forests,

and incremental Naive Bayes. The Random Forests technique is an ensemble

learning method that uses multiple decision trees. Random Forests in general
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(a) Excluding stairs

(b) Including stairs

Figure 4.11: Snapshot of the the WISDM Dataset

shows better accuracy with problems that has large number of classes [KS13,

AGPV13]. Therefore, in this experiment, we apply Random Forests instead

of C4.5 decision trees. We aggregate sub-clusters that belong to the same

general activity in one class with sub-clusters. “Upstairs” and “Downstairs”

activities are combined in a single “Stairs” class with sub-clusters. The same

aggregation concept applies for different patterns of the “Walking” activity.

The average percentage of active learning (ACT ) for all runs is 15%, while

the average incremental learning percentage is 21%. The amount of active

learning explains the relationship between the accuracy of recognition and ac-

tive learning triggers. For instance, with User101 the accuracy is less than

50%; the active learning percentage is 21%. On the other hand, with User103

there is a better accuracy of 69%, and the active learning rate drops to only

7.5%. Thus, more confusion in recognising activities triggers a higher per-

centage of active learning. By applying active and incremental learning for

personalisation, STAR outperforms all other techniques for all users.

Table 4.6 shows the performance of STAR and other classification tech-

niques. In the dataset, users perform different sets of activities. NA in the

table corresponds to activities that are not performed by this user (or not in
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Table 4.5: STAR Performance with SPAD

Technique TP Walk Run Still Drive

w: 60.6% w: 12.4 % w: 20% w: 7%

STAR (%) 97.2 100 77.9 100 99.1

DT (%) 95.4 100 65.7 100 94.8

SVM (%) 68.3 100 5.0 0 100

NBinc 89.9 100 35.5 100 70.7

Figure 4.12: Snapshot of the SPAD Dataset

the BLFW). STAR showed a stable accuracy across all activities, except the

“Jump” activity. The reason of STAR’s failure to detect the “Jump” activity

is its very small weight (0.1%) that does not allow time for applying incre-

mental or active learning to achieve better recognition. STAR showed its best

accuracy in personalising and recognising accurately in the “Iron”, “Stand”,

and ‘Sit” activities for almost all runs. STAR still performs well for an average

of (90%) for the “Lying” activity. The activities of “Vacuum”, “Walk”, and

“Stairs” are the most challenging for STAR to recognise. The advantage that

enables STAR to give a better performance than other methods is its stability

and reasonable accuracy in recognising across different activities. Although,

some of the other methods can recognise a subset of the activities accurately,

they completely fail to recognise other activities. For instance, the SVM for

User103 that successfully recognises the “Vacuum” activity with 100% accu-

racy fails completely to recognise “Stand” and “Sit” and most occurrences of

“Iron” and “Stairs”. In sum, STAR shows an accurate and flexible recogni-

tion of activities in the PAMAP2 dataset that has many activities and a high

sampling rate.
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The evaluation of STAR on different datasets shows an improved accuracy

of STAR over well-known techniques applied for activity recognition. The

impact of personalisation in STAR is highlighted in recognising small sized

activities, that are not well represented in the stream. These activities are

mostly misclassified by other classification techniques. However, STAR could

successfully recognise these activities with an accuracy more than 90%, such as

“Lying” in OPPORTUNITY, and “Standing” and “Sitting” in WISDM. STAR

also shows its robustness in recognising activities from data containing noise

with more than 15% accuracy enhancement. Lastly, the evaluation of STAR’s

accuracy on the PAMAP2 dataset, which is of high sampling rate and contains

many activities, depicts the efficiency of the incremental learning approach in

STAR. Across all experiments, STAR outperforms other techniques in the

overall accuracy. The incremental approach demonstrates a stable recognition

accuracy for different activities across users.

In conclusion, the experiments reported in this section show the perfor-

mance of our developed technique in terms of accuracy, robustness, flexibil-

ity, and computational efficiency. We evaluate the technique performance for

personalised recognition in streaming environments and on limited resource

devices. We also demonstrate the efficiency of active and incremental learning

approaches for enhancing the recognition performance.

4.11 Summary

Activity recognition is an important aspect in the area of pervasive comput-

ing, especially when dealing with non-stationary sensory data. Activities are

evolving and typically changing from one user to another. Thus, building a

personalisation technique that can effectively tune the recognition model for a

specific user is crucial to enhance the recognition performance. The streaming

environment of processing sensory data in activity recognition imposes more

challenges for personalisation especially for labelling cost and dealing with high

speed data at real time. In this chapter, we proposed, developed, and evaluated

our technique for personalised activity recognition from evolving data streams

(STAR). The developed technique applies incremental learning to refine the

recognition model continuously with recent changes in the evolving activities.

It also applies active learning for addressing the scarcity of annotated data

by labelling only a small amount of data. Our technique contains three com-

ponents of modelling, recognition and personalisation across two phases of

offline and online learning. The modelling component builds the initial base-

line framework from historical data. The recognition component integrates
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the baseline framework with an ensemble classifier for recognising the incom-

ing data stream. While the personalisation component updates the baseline

framework continuously through batch active and incremental learning.

We conducted our analysis on four benchmarked datasets in activity recog-

nition. The performance of STAR is evaluated according to its accuracy, ro-

bustness, flexibility, and efficiency. STAR is deployed on a mobile phone to

demonstrate its efficiency to run on a limited resources device at real time

or near real time even with a high sampling rate. The performance of active

and incremental learning is also evaluated. The analysis shows the behaviour

of active learning inquiries along the stream, and links this behaviour to the

recognition accuracy and the evolution of activities. The positive impact of

incremental learning in reducing the percentage of active learning is demon-

strated in the discussions. Finally, we show the substantial improvement in the

recognition accuracy for STAR compared to other state-of-the-art techniques

in activity recognition. The results demonstrate the personalisation effect on

each activity and shows that STAR has accurate recognition, especially for

activities that are dense and small which other techniques tend to completely

misclassify. STAR also shows good performance in handling multi-dimensional,

multi-activities, and noisy data.

As it is important to refine the recognition model for changes in exist-

ing/known activities by personalisation, further development is required for

detecting novel/unknown activities that have not been seen by the recogni-

tion system. In the next chapter, we apply the concept of continuous learning

for dynamic adaptation of the recognition model for detecting entirely new

activities and forgetting abandoned ones.
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Chapter 5

Concept Evolution Technique

for Activity Recognition in

Evolving Data Streams

5.1 Introduction

Our main target in this dissertation is to build efficient techniques for activ-

ity recognition that enable personalisation and adaptation with evolving data

streams. We proposed, developed, and evaluated STAR in Chapter 4. STAR

enables personalisation in activity recognition through incremental and active

learning. In this chapter, we present our technique for concept evolution and

adaptation through a continuous and active learning approach. While STAR

refines and tunes the learning model for personalised recognition of existing

activities, the technique developed in this chapter aims to detect and incor-

porate completely new activities appear in the evolving data streams. Model

adaptation includes also pruning the model by detaching activities that are no

longer relevant.

Activity recognition typically deals with data streams that evolve from

different sources such as on-body sensors, environmental sensors, and mobile

sensors. It is impractical in activity recognition to assume that the number

of activities is static along the stream. Dynamic changes in data streams that

reflect variation in users’ activities are expected and natural. Thus, novel ac-

tivities may emerge at any time in the stream and old activities may have

abandoned. State-of-the-art activity recognition techniques rely strongly on

prior knowledge. The learning model in activity recognition is built from his-

torical annotated data that contains a specific set of activities. The set of
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predefined activities is assumed to be fixed in the traditional activity recog-

nition approach. However, dealing with evolving data streams for recognising

activities and across different users emerges the need for a dynamic learning

model that adapts continuously. Thus, the dynamic model would allow model

extension by adding newly detected activities or pruning by removing irrel-

evant and outdated activities. Furthermore, the scarcity of annotated data

restricts the ability to retrain the learning model for each user with all possi-

ble activities. Therefore, learning continuously and incrementally for detecting

novel activities or forgetting abandoned activities then incorporating them into

the learning model became essential for boosting the recognition performance.

As discussed in Chapter 2, detecting novel activities in data streams over-

laps the two areas of research for both activity recognition and mining data

streams. From the activity recognition perspective, traditional classificatory

models deployed for recognising activities are unable to detect novel activities

and consequently misclassify all instances representing novelties. In order to

cope with the evolving activities, the recognition technique has to be able to

handle the appearance of a novel concept as soon as it arrives without being

trained with labelled data. In data stream mining research, the essential issue

of “concept evolution” in data streams refers to the detection of the appearance

of a novel class while a stream evolves. Few studies addressed the concept evo-

lution issue in stream mining such as in [SCG07] and [MAKK+11]. However,

none of the concept evolution techniques in stream mining are customised for

detecting novel activities for activity recognition.

Any efficient streaming technique for detecting novel concepts and forget-

ting abandoned ones in activity recognition has to essentially consider the

nature of activity recognition data. Data streams in activity recognition have

two main characteristics of not identically distributed and not independent

(violating both i.i.d conditions). Activity recognition data is not independent

as people perform activities in a sequential manner (i.e., performing one ac-

tivity followed by another). Therefore, data streams in activity recognition

are typically comprised of sequences of data that represent sequences of ac-

tivities. A stream of data is also non-identically distributed because of the

anticipated changes in existing activities over time in addition to the possible

appearance/disappearance of activities. Dealing with non-independent and

non-identically distributed data when detecting changes in activities is a chal-

lenging task. The detection of novel concepts in activity recognition includes

both the detection of abnormal activities (outliers) such as a “Sudden fall”

and also the detection of new normal activities such as “Driving” (when the

“Driving” activity did not exist in the training data).
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In this chapter, we propose, develop, and evaluate our novel technique

for Concept evOlution in data STreams for Activity Recognition - termed

COSTAR. The term concept is often used interchangeably in this chapter

with the term activity. We mean by concept evolution both detection of novel

concepts and also forgetting outdated ones. Our technique applies continuous

and active learning to handle the appearance/disappearance of activities in

data streams. COSTAR has the merit of considering both the dependency

and distribution of data in the stream of activities. The idea of COSTAR is

to monitor the movement of data along the evolving stream over time. The

sequence of data that moves away from all existing concepts and at the same

time forms a stable and separate cluster is expected to be novel. Moreover,

COSTAR dynamically adapts the learning model by incorporating detected

novel activities or removing outdated ones. Therefore, the adapted learning

model is capable of recognising any recurring occurrences of the novel activities

without any manual intervention.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. We first define the mean-

ing of novel concept in the context of activity recognition. Then, we begin

with providing an overview of COSTAR. Assumptions and formalisation of

the problem are explained next. Then, we discuss the implementation details

of COSTAR framework, components and methodology. The contribution of

COSTAR is discussed and highlighted. We evaluate and analyse COSTAR on

benchmarked datasets later in this chapter. Finally, the chapter is concluded

with a summary.

5.2 Novel Concepts in Activity Recognition

The notion of a novel concept in the context of activity recognition can be

described in two major categories of abnormal and novel normal activities. In

our developed technique, we aim to detect novel concepts in both categories.

Most of the existing techniques in concept evolution for stream mining target

the detection of abnormal instances/concept in data streams [AF07,AKBS12,

PLL07,Agg13]. Abnormality detection is applicable in activity recognition for

detecting abrupt activities such as sudden fall or malicious actions.

Other techniques have been proposed to capture novel normal concepts in

data streams. There are two approaches for detecting normal novel concepts.

The difference between the two approaches is the perspective of the underlying

learning model. The single-class model approach has been proposed to detect

novel concepts, such as in [SCG07]. The learning model in this approach is

represented by a single concept and all incoming data is either part of the
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underlying learning model or novel. This approach assumes that there is only

one “normal” concept and any other different concepts are “novel”. Multi-class

model is the other approach that considers the existence of more than a single

concept in the underlying learning model. ECSMiner [MGK+11] and MINAS

[FGC13] are stream mining algorithms for novelty detection that use the multi-

class model approach. In these algorithms, they define global boundary as

the union of underlying concepts’ boundaries. The novel concept appears

outside the global boundary as shown in Figure 5.1(a) and must satisfy certain

separation and cohesion criteria.

(a)Novel Concept Outside the Global
Boundary

(b) Novel Concept Inside the Global
Boundary

Figure 5.1: Explanation of the Novel Concept Positions

Both approaches detect the novel normal concept that appears outside the

global boundary. However, this assumption is not always true. Precisely,

in activity recognition, novel normal activities might appear in the middle

of other normal concepts/activities. Figure 5.1(b) illustrates the appearance

of novel cluster spatially inside the global boundary and outside the local’

boundaries of existing concepts. For example, the learning model that repre-

sents the basic activities of “Running”, “Walking”, “Sitting”, and “Standing”

may be extended to accommodate for the novel activities that were recently

performed by the user. The “Exercise” activity, for instance, is a novel activity

that might appear in the middle of the underlying defined concepts of “Stand-

ing”, “Running” and “Walking”. Another example is the “Driving” activity

that might appear in the middle of “Sitting” and “Running” activity clusters.

The appearance of a novel and yet normal concept is expected and naturally

occurring in activity recognition. However, it is not considered with any of

the techniques represented in the literature as far as we know for novelty de-

tection and concept evolution in either stream mining or activity recognition.

In our technique, we target the detection of novel concepts regardless of their

positions from the global boundary (that includes abnormal and novel normal

concepts).
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5.3 COSTAR Overview

We start in this section introducing our novel technique, COSTAR. In terms

of the learning components, COSTAR consists of two main components: mod-

elling and adaptation. If we look from a learning paradigm perspective, COSTAR

is divided into two phases: the offline phase where the modelling component

operates; the online phase that implements the adaptation component.

Figure 5.2: Components of COSTAR

In the offline modelling phase, COSTAR builds the baseline framework

(BLFW) from historical data with the “clustering with sub-clusters” approach

as discussed in Chapter 3. The output of this first phase of modelling is a fine-

grained BLFW that represents activities that exist in the training data. The

BLFW is a “multi-class” model that can distinguish between different clusters

in existing data as well as sub-clusters within each cluster. In the online phase,

we introduce our new adaptation component that implements a continuous and

active learning from evolving streams for detecting novel concepts and forget-

ting outdated ones. Moreover, the adaptation component modifies the BLFW

to accommodate for the detected changes at real time. Thus, COSTAR ex-

tends the BLFW by adding the novel activity and/or removing abandoned

activities. The assimilated BLFW is capable of detecting the recurring occur-

rences of the novel activities. After explaining COSTAR’s main components,

we then describe assumptions and formalisations of the problem and introduce

COSTAR in more detail.

5.3.1 Assumptions and formalisations

The formalisation of the data stream has been presented in Figure 4.2, Chapter

4. In this chapter, we extend the same formalisations to present different

notations in COSTAR. Data streams arrive at high speed and require real or

near real time processing. We assume that the nth chunk in the stream arrives

at the nth time stamp. In traditional stream mining techniques, it is assumed

that the delay in data classification is 0, which means data is classified as soon
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as it arrives. In COSTAR, while a concept evolves, decisions may need to be

delayed until enough data arrives. The more data we have, the more likely

we reach a decision with sufficient information. The collected data is kept

in a Buffer till either reaching a decision or reaching the limit of the Buffer

capacity. In other words, the maximum allowed time for reaching the decision

is the time required to reach the Buffer maximum capacity. The decision made

is based upon any available information in this case.

Figure 5.3 illustrates different time snapshots along a data stream. A

stream of data is segmented into n chunks of equal size. COSTAR starts at

time t0, when the Buffer is empty. As stream evolve, a new data chunk arrives.

Therefore, the Buffer is accumulated with instances of the new data chunks.

The algorithm tries to make a decision about data in the Buffer whenever a

new chunk arrives. A declared decision is one of three possibilities: existing,

novel, or unknown. The Buffer data might have been declared as part of an

existing cluster (not novel), while a novel concept is declared when the Buffer

data satisfies all conditions of a novel concept. An unknown decision is de-

clared when a high level of uncertainty occurs between the two decisions of

existing and novel. tdc is the time when reaching any of the three decisions.

At this time, we reset the Buffer and start processing new chunks of data.

Figure 5.3: Time Snapshots Along the Data Stream

COSTAR handles three types of data repositories across various time stamps.

For example, in Figure 5.3, assume the latest Buffer data is declared at time

tdci . After the time of declaration, the three data repositories are:

• Data Chunk (Chunktk): Chunk of a data stream that arrives at time tk.

Where tdci < tk, which means the chunk arrives after the latest declared

Buffer data.

• Buffer : Temporarily short memory to accumulate continuous undeclared

chunks of data. It starts to accumulate from the last declared data at
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tdci . The Buffer is accumulated until either a decision or capacity limit

is reached at time tdcj , where tdci < tdcj . For each chunk of data, we

check first if there is sufficient information to declare data with no need

to keep it in the Buffer. Otherwise, all undeclared data between tdci and

tdcj is kept in the Buffer. Thus, Buffer data is either the entire data or

a subset of the data that is received between tdci and tdcj .

• Just predicted (JP ): Very short memory that keeps a reference of the last

declared data at time tdci . This short memory is released once checked

at the following time stamp, when the next data chunk arrives.

Based on the defined concepts and assumptions, we then discuss the conceptual

framework of COSTAR and its components.

5.4 COSTAR Conceptual Framework

The process in COSTAR starts with building the BLFW offline from anno-

tated collected data representing different activities. The model consists of m

clusters built in feature space that correspond to m activities existing in the

training data. Each cluster consists of a number of sub-clusters that represents

patterns inside a particular activity/cluster. At the online phase, COSTAR

receives the unlabelled sensory data of performed activities.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the conceptual framework of COSTAR with its phases

and components. The modelling component in COSTAR builds the BLFW of

clusters with sub-clusters. We extract a summary of the statistics. Then we

dismiss all raw data instances when concluding the modelling phase. Cluster

/sub-cluster characteristics are the extracted information that describes each

cluster/sub-cluster and distinguishes it from others. Extracted characteristics

span across three levels of a description. These levels are: sub-cluster char-

acteristics, cluster characteristics, and holistic characteristics for the entire

baseline model. Table 5.1 summarises the most commonly used characteristics

for describing the baseline learning model.

The adaptation component integrates the BLFW and analyses chunks of

data streams, in order to reach a decision. There are two key units in the

adaptation component: the Cohesion Validation Component (CVC) and the

OBSERVER as in Figure 5.4. The two units interact together to analyse data

chunks for reaching a decision. The CVC checks and validates the dependency

between the new incoming data chunk and the most recent declared data

and/or Buffer data. The merit of the CVC is to aggregate dependent data

that represents the same activity together, thus it enhances the OBSERVER
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Figure 5.4: COSTAR Conceptual Framework

capability to reach a decision about the aggregated data. The OBSERVER

monitors the evolution of data along the stream. Thus, it checks the move-

ment, separation, and stability of the continuously aggregated data that is

accumulated in the Buffer.

The OBSERVER makes a decision about the data in the Buffer whenever

sufficient information is available. Three decisions are declared by COSTAR:

novel activity, existing activity, or unknown. The unknown decision includes

many categories such as noise data, outliers, or confusing instances. When a

decision is made, the data in the Buffer is released and checked for eligibility

to adapt the BLFW. Then, the adapted model replaces the outdated one for

future recognition of recurring occurrences of the detected novel concept or

other novel concepts. Otherwise, if there are not enough pieces of evidence to

declare any decision, a data chunk is stored in short term memory - Buffer -

until collecting sufficient data for making a decision or reaching the Buffer size

threshold.

The online phase of adaptation in COSTAR applies a cluster-based ap-

proach for processing data chunks. In other words, the processing unit in

COSTAR is the entire chunk instead of each instance in the chunk. In the

context of activity recognition, a cluster-based approach is more relevant to
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Table 5.1: Commonly Used BLFW Characteristics

Symbol Description Level

Centroidsci The mean of n dimen-
sional points inside sc

Sub-cluster
Weightsci Total number of data sam-

ples belong to sc

Radiussci The maximum distance
within a sub-cluster be-
tween Centroidsc and any
data sample belonging to
sc

NsubCj Number of sub-clusters in-
side the cluster

Cluster

CentroidCj
Cj centroid which is the
mean of all sub-clusters
centroids belonging to this
cluster

WeightCj
Total number of data in-
stances inside the cluster

RadiusCj Max distance between
CentroidCj

and all data
instances inside the
cluster

DmaxCj Max distance between any
pair of sub-clusters

Nclus Number of clus-
ters/activities in the
data domain Holistic

Centroidglob Global centroid of all in-
stances in the training
data

Capacity Total number of training
data instances

the nature of activity recognition data where a sequence of data chunks repre-

senting a sequence of performed activities evolves over time. People perform

activities in a sequential manner (i.e., performing one activity followed by an-

other). Therefore, an activity recognition data stream is typically a sequence

of chunks representing sequential activities. Instead of processing each data

instance, which is costly in the streaming environment, our approach is a

cluster-based technique that deals with each chunk of data as a cluster instead
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of processing each single point in the stream. The majority of same-class in-

stances inside the cluster guide the decision in COSTAR. The motivation for

applying a cluster-based approach is as follows: (i) processing data as clusters

is coherent with the nature of an activity recognition stream that originally

consists of a sequence of chunks of activities. (ii) the cluster-based approach

plays a vital role in preserving crucial device resources that are genuinely lim-

ited, especially when dealing with unbounded very fast sensory data streams.

The conceptual framework describes the overall process of COSTAR. We then

present more details about the COSTAR algorithm and steps in the next sec-

tion.

5.5 Algorithm Outline

COSTAR is a cluster-based approach for monitoring the evolving activities,

in order to detect the evolution of concepts in the stream of data. Concept

evolution in an activity data stream refers to detecting novel activities and

forgetting abandoned ones. The adaptation component in COSTAR monitors

the movement of dependent data while the stream evolves. When data moves

closer to or falls within any BLFW clusters boundaries, then it is expected to

belong to an existing cluster. On the other hand, data is suspected to be novel

when it moves away from all existing BLFW underlying concepts/clusters. The

suspected concept is declared novel whenever it satisfies the required stability

conditions. Our technique assimilates the detected novel concept into the

BLFW, which enables future better classification and detection of recurring

novel concepts and moreover detecting other novel concepts if any.

Algorithm 5.1 outlines a summary of COSTAR adaptation component in

the online phase. The stream of data is divided into fixed sized chunks that are

continuously provided as inputs to the concept evolution algorithm. The Buffer

contains undeclared data from the most recent previous chunks. While just

predicted data (JP ) is the most recent declared data. Data chunk (Chunktn),

Buffer, and JP represent data in three time spectra. Chunktn is the chunk

of the data stream that is received at time tn. The Buffer, at time tn, (if not

empty) contains accumulated undeclared data up to time tn. When a concept

is declared, the data in the Buffer is released while we keep a copy of the data in

JP . Therefore, either JP or the Buffer is empty in most cases (unless the case

of outliers that will be discussed later in the CVC section). JP (if not empty)

contains data that is just declared at time tn−1. The three data repositories are

processed initially through the Cohesion Validation Component (CVC) (line

1). The key aim of the CVC is to check the dependency between Chunktn
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and the Buffer, or Chunktn and JP if the Buffer is empty. the CVC reforms

the data in the Buffer based on a dependency test. Thus, the reformed buffer

is monitored by the OBSERVER based on the underlying concepts in the

BLFW (line 2). The OBSERVER accumulates the Buffer (line 3) and either

declares a decision (line 4) or only waits for processing the next data chunk

(at time tn + 1) (line 12). Upon reaching a decision, the data in the Buffer is

declared and set as Just Predicted data (JP ) (line 5). The algorithm checks

the validity of data in JP for model adaptation (line 6). The BLFW is adapted

with the JP data if eligible and replaces the outdated BLFW for processing

the following data chunks (line 7).

Algorithm 5.1 COSTAR Online Phase

Input: Chunktn : data chunk at time tn
Buffer : short time memory of previous undeclared data
JP : most recent declared data
BLFW: the most updated baseline framework

Output: updated BLFW , declared data if any
1: Buffer ←CohesionValidationComponent(Chunktn , Buffer, JP )
2: declared← OBSERVER(Chunktn , Buffer, BLFW)
3: Buffer ← AccumulateBuffer(Chunktn , Buffer)
4: if declared then
5: JP ← SetAsJustPredicted(Buffer)
6: if EligibleForAdaptation(JP ) then
7: BLFW ← AdaptBLFW(JP , BLFW)
8: else
9: {No update}

10: end if
11: else
12: {Keep going}
13: end if

Figure 5.5 shows the flow between the two key units of the CVC and the

OBSERVER in the adaptation component of COSTAR. The CVC detects and

validates the dependency between Buffer and JP data from one side and the

new data chunk (Chunktn) from the other side. It also aims to isolate suspected

outliers by checking the cohesiveness at the three levels of JP , Buffer, and

Chunktn . Therefore, the CVC finally generates a reformed Buffer that is fed to

the OBSERVER along with the new data chunk for monitoring the movement

of data stream. The OBSERVER is integrated with the latest updated BLFW

for declaring a decision based on the most recent information.

In the following, we discuss both the Cohesion Validation Component and

the OBSERVER in detail. We start with discussing the Cohesion Validation

Component as a preliminary step for reforming the Buffer to feed it into the

OBSERVER for actual declaration.
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Figure 5.5: COSTAR Adaptation Component Overview

5.6 Cohesion Validation Component (CVC)

The goal of this component is to perform the essential reformation of the

Buffer for monitoring the movement in the following OBSERVER component.

The CVC performs the reformation by processing the three repositories of JP ,

Buffer, and the new data chunk Chunktn . The flow chart of Figure 5.6 shows

the flow of data for reforming the Buffer in the CVC. The principle function

to check cohesiveness in the CVC is the Cohesion Validation Test (CVT).

There are four operations performed on the Buffer based on this algorithm,

namely seed, replace, keep, and reset. The Buffer is a decisive parameter in

the algorithm. The case when the Buffer is empty refers to the beginning of

the stream or when a decision is just declared. Intuitively, no reformation is

required when the Buffer is already empty as well as JP being empty as well.

We also do no change when JP is not empty but not cohesive (continuous)

with the new incoming data. The case when there is a dependency between JP

data and the incoming data chunk triggers the seed operation, which adds a

reference for JP data to be a seed in the new Buffer. Thus the seed operation

states the dependency between the JP data and the new incoming chunk of

data. The data movement is monitored by the OBSERVER considering this

dependency.

Whenever the Buffer is not empty, it means it contains undeclared data

because there was insufficient information to declare a decision. Therefore,

the Buffer is still accumulated with new data until it reaches its size limit

or a decision was made. However, before accumulating the Buffer with new

data, we need essentially to check the dependency between the data already

existing in the Buffer and new data to be added. If data in both repositories
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are coherent, which indicates dependency, then the CVC feeds Buffer data to

the OBSERVER with no reformation required. Otherwise, the non-cohesion

between incoming data and Buffer data would indicate either suspected out-

liers or alternation between activities. The two operations of replace and reset

rely on performing another layer of testing in this case to check the possible

dependency between JP and the incoming data.

Figure 5.6: Flow Chart of Cohesion Validation Component

In the context of activity recognition, the cohesion validation component

has the following key advantages:

• Ability to detect a continuous class/activity: When data of a particular

activity (act) streams from time ti to time tj across k chunks, the algo-

rithm may declare Buffer data after processing c chunks where c < k.

Once data is declared, the algorithm resets the Buffer and sends declared

data to the short term memory of JP . Then, COSTAR continuously re-

ceives new data chunks that represent the same activity act - following

chunk c. When the CVC confirms the cohesiveness between JP and the

new chunk, we seed the empty Buffer with JP data and thus monitor

data movement based on the previous related information.

• Outlier isolation: The CVC checks the Buffer for suspected outliers.

Buffer data is released if the CVC detects no cohesiveness between the

incoming data chunk and both the Buffer and JP .

The key function for testing the continuity and dependency among data

is the Cohesion Validation Test. We discuss the definition of the cohesion

validation and details of the test procedure.
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5.6.1 Cohesion validation test

Any data repository consists of a set of data instances. We first define data

repository as follows: Repi = { insti0,insti1, insti2,...., instin } Where n is

the number of instances belonging to the repository. In CVT, the repository

definition applies for the Buffer, JP and Chunktn -stream data chunk at the

nth time stamp. CVT checks a pair of repositories by the following procedure.

It merges instances from both repositories and applies an online clustering

technique to the merged data to generate exactly two clusters. If the generated

clusters contain mixed up instances from both repositories, that means they are

strongly related. Thus, the two repositories are cohesive as they are strongly

attached. On the other hand, when the two clusters are well separated, each

contains almost pure instances from one of the repositories, then CVT declares

a separation between the two repositories. By the definition of the cohesion

test, two repositories are separated if any of them is an empty set of instances.

Figure 5.7 explains the two expected outputs of the cohesion validation test.

(a) Cohesive Repositories (b) Separated Repositories

Figure 5.7: Cohesion Validation Explanation

Based on the CVT, there are four operations to reform the Buffer. The

four operations are seed, replace, reset, and keep. Description of the four

operations is described in the following.

SPRK operations

Using the aforementioned cohesion validation test, one of the following four

operations is performed to reform the Buffer. The four operations, abbreviated

SPRK, are Seed, rePlace, Reset, and Keep. Definition of each operation is

defined as follows:

• Seed Operation: This operation is the one that declares the depen-

dency between just declared data and the new data chunk.

Preconditions : the Buffer is empty and JP is cohesive with Chunktn .

Actions : Initiate the Buffer with JP data.
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• Keep Operation: This is the case when the Buffer is being accumu-

lated and contains data that is coherent with new incoming data. That

means there is a dependency between the new incoming data and the

data in the Buffer. Therefore, no reformation is required.

Preconditions : When the Buffer is in cohesion with Chunktn or when

the Buffer is empty and JP is not cohesive with Chunktn .

Actions : No change.

• Replace Operation [suspected outlier case]: This is a special case oc-

curs when both the Buffer and JP are not empty yet Chunktn is inco-

herent with Buffer data. In this case, the CVC checks the dependency

between Chunktn and JP for the detection of possible outliers. When

data that has been accumulated in the Buffer is not cohesive with the

dependent data in both JP and the new incoming data in Chunktn , then

it is suspected to be outlier or noisy data.

Preconditions : the Buffer is not empty and not cohesive with Chunktn ,

however JP is cohesive with Chunktn .

Actions : the Buffer is declared, based on available information and JP

data replaces Buffer data.

• Reset Operation: In this case, new incoming data is not in cohesion

with both the Buffer and JP . Therefore, it represents a different and

independent concept.

Preconditions: When the Buffer is not empty and both Buffer and

JP are not cohesive with Chunktn .

Actions: Reset all and release data in the Buffer with available infor-

mation.

The decision tree through the four operations based on repository contents

is described in Figure 5.8. In Reset and Replace operations, we release data in

the Buffer and declare a decision based on available information. The avail-

able information might indicate an existing or novel activity with uncertainty.

Therefore, the decision will be declared accordingly with uncertainty.

The CVC uses the incoming data chunk to decide upon the cohesiveness

and reform the Buffer accordingly. Thus, the CVC is an essential preparation

step for checking the dependency among data and enabling the monitoring of

a continuous stream of data. The reformed Buffer along with the new data

chunk are sent as an input for actual monitoring of data movement by the

OBSERVER. Details of the OBSERVER procedure are depicted in the next

section.
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Figure 5.8: SPRK Operations

5.7 OBSERVER Component

The OBSERVER is the key component in the concept evolution technique that

is responsible for monitoring different types of concepts and declaring decisions.

It receives the new data chunk along with the reformed Buffer (output of the

Cohesion Validation Component) in order to track the data movement and

decide accordingly.

The core idea in this algorithm is to observe data movement along the

stream until reaching either a decision or the maximum allowed Buffer capac-

ity. There are two data repositories that are processed with the OBSERVER

component, Chunktn , and Buffer. Buffer contains the undeclared data which

is accumulated since the last declared decision at tj and up to tn. In terms of

time, Chunktn arrives at tn while Buffer data is collected along duration from

tj to tn, where tj < tn. The movement of data is monitored by checking the

evolution in data from Buffer and Chunktn between tj and tn. In abstract, the

OBSERVER takes one of three decisions which are existing, novel, or unknown.

An existing decision reflects the recognition of a data repository as part of the

underlying BLFW existing clusters. This decision is declared when data falls

inside the boundaries of any of the BLFW clusters or consistently moves closer

to existing clusters. On the contrary, a novel decision is declared when data

resides outside all of the BLFW clusters’ boundaries and consistently moves
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away from all clusters. The novel concept must also satisfy a stability cohesion

and separation criteria to be considered as an eligible novel concept. Unknown

decisions are taken mostly when the maximum Buffer capacity is reached,

with no confidence to take any of the other two decisions. In this case, the

OBSERVER declares the data as unknown and resets all of the settings. In a

nutshell, the OBSERVER either takes one of the aforementioned decisions or

keeps the Buffer accumulating, seeking more data to reach a decision whenever

more data chunks arrive.

After giving an overview on the OBSERVER component, we then define the

problem space, this will be followed by the algorithm details and illustration

of the different outputs of the OBSERVER component.

5.7.1 Problem space definition

The OBSERVER is integrated with the most updated BLFW that consists of

a set of clusters forming the normal concept. Each cluster has its own bound-

aries. The OBSERVER has a unique advantage of detecting novel clusters that

appears inside or outside the normal concepts global boundary as explained

in Figure 5.1. Before we get in details of the OBSERVER methodology and

scenarios, a few definitions and assumptions have to be set first.

The problem space consists of the BLFW with clusters, which represent

activities and sub-clusters of each cluster, which represent patterns inside each

activity. We start with the explanation of the clusters’ decision boundaries in

the problem space. Each cluster in the BLFW is a hypersphere in a feature

space that has its own local decision boundary. The decision boundary of the

cluster is identified based on Dmaxc characteristic. Dmaxc is a cluster level

characteristic that defined in Table 5.1, as the maximum distance between any

pair of sub-clusters within the cluster.

Surrounding the decision boundary of each cluster, there is a slack that

accommodates for drift of data that represents the cluster. We term this slack

as DRAB that stands for Dynamic RelAxed Boundary. DRAB is a dynamic

boundary as it is flexible and adaptable for each cluster. The definition of

DRAB is given as follows:

Definition 5.1 (DRAB: Dynamic RelAxed Boundary) An adaptable

boundary surrounding the cluster beyond the decision boundary, for each cluster

Ci ∈ BLFW . DRAB allows an extended space to accommodate concept drift

for each cluster.
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Figure 5.9 shows the position of both decision boundary and DRAB around

a single BLFW cluster with sub-clusters. DRAB height is the threshold that

defines the space between the decision boundary and DRAB.

Figure 5.9: Illustration of DRAB and Decision Boundary Surrounding a BLFW
Cluster

OBSERVER component processes the data in two repositories. The two

repositories are Chunktn which is the chunk of the data stream arriving at

time tn, and the Buffer which is a short memory that contains undeclared

most recent data. To be able to check the movement along time, we need first

to define the different possible positions of data repository with respect to the

BLFW. First, a BLFW with m clusters and k sub-clusters across all m clusters

is defined as

BLFW = {C1{sc11, sc12....sc1P1}, C2{sc21, sc22....sc2P2}, ....Cm{scm1, scm2....scmPm}}.
Where k =

∑m
i=1 Pi. Repl is a general term that refers to any data repository.

In the OBSERVER, term Repl refers to either Chunktn , the Buffer, or a union

of both. We define the spatial position between repositories based on their

centroids. The spatial position of data repository in respect to the BLFW

clusters is one of three: Inside, InSlack or OutsideALL.

• Inside: Repl is Inside Cj ∈ BLFW, if the Euclidean distance between the

centroid of Repl and CentroidCj
is less than DmaxCj

. In other words,

the repository is inside a BLFW cluster, if the centroid of the repository

resides inside the decision boundary of this particular cluster.

• InSlack: Repl is InSlack of Cj ∈ BLFW if the Euclidean distance between

the centroid of Repl and CentroidCj
is above DmaxCj

yet less than

DRABCj
. DRAB is the dynamic relaxed boundary created around each

cluster of the BLFW as in Definition 5.1. InSlack explains the case when

the centroid of the new repository is outside the decision boundary, yet it

still resides inside the relaxed boundary surrounding the cluster. Slacks

of different clusters might overlap. When data resides in the slack of

more than one cluster, then we monitor the movement in regards to all

suspected clusters.
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• OutsideALL: Repl is OutsideALL when the repository centroid is outside

the DRABCj
∀ Cj ∈ BLFW. This definition applies also for a repository

that resides inside the global boundary but outside the boundaries of all

clusters in the BLFW.

The OBSERVER focuses on both spatial and time domains. In order to

monitor the movement of data stream, we keep information about the most

recent undeclared data in the Buffer and current data in Chunktn . We define

a new term that explains the expected next position of merged instances of

both the Buffer and Chunktn . The term VINPos, which stands for VIrtual

Next Position, indicates the virtual position when the Buffer is accumulated

with new data chunk as well as the movement of data. The position of any

repository is calculated based on the centroid location. VINPos is defined as

follows:

Definition 5.2 (VINPos: VIrtual Next Position:) The prospective centroid

position of the Buffer when accumulated with Chunktn. VINPos has one of

two values: either IN when the merged position resides Inside or InSlack of

any BLFW clusters or OUT otherwise.

Based on the definition of the problem space and formalisations, we explain

the details of the OBSERVER methodology for detecting the evolution of

concepts along the stream.

5.7.2 OBSERVER overview

The OBSERVER monitors the evolution of the reformed Buffer and Chunktn

over time. Algorithm 5.2 illustrates steps of the OBSERVER procedure. The

algorithm starts with checking data in the Buffer at time tn (line 1). The Buffer

is empty in two scenarios. The first is at the beginning of the stream, when no

data has been processed yet. The second scenario is when the algorithm resets

all settings and empties the Buffer, when data is just declared or released at

tn−1. In these two scenarios, the new chunk is processed with the Process Data

with No History (PDNH) procedure (line 2). Otherwise, in case the Buffer is

not empty, the algorithm calculates VINPos and checks its position in respect

to the BLFW clusters (line 4). The OUT value of VINPos (line 5) indicates

its location outside the Cj boundaries ∀Cj ∈ BLFW where j ∈ 1...m. When

the OUT value of VINPos is validated, the data is suspected to be novel as

its virtual position is spatially outside the boundaries of all existing clusters.

The suspected novel data is tested with the ObserveSuspNovel procedure

for monitoring and detecting novel concepts (line 6). Otherwise, when VINPos
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resides inside the boundaries of any cluster Cj ∈ BLFW, then the accumulated

data is declared as an existing concept (line 8).

Algorithm 5.2 OBSERVER Algorithm

Input: Chunktn : data chunk at time tn
Buffer : short time memory of previous undeclared data
BLFW: most recent baseline framework

Output: declared data if any
1: if Empty(Buffer) then
2: PDNH(Chunktn , BLFW)
3: else
4: VINPos = CalculateVINPos(Chunktn , Buffer)
5: if VINPos is OUT then
6: ObserveSuspNovel(Chunktn ,Buffer, BLFW)
7: else
8: DeclareExisting (Chunktn , Buffer, BLFW)
9: end if

10: end if

The OBSERVER implements one of three procedures of PDNH, ObserveSusp-

Novel, or DeclareExisting. Each of the three key procedures may declare a de-

cision whenever adequate information is available. The PDNH procedure deals

directly with Chunktn and checks its position from the BLFW clusters when

there is no previous history of its movement. The position is either Inside,

InSlack, or OutsideALL. A Chunktn that falls Inside any clusters’ decision

boundaries is classified and declared as existing. The declared data is moved

to the JP short memory for checking the dependency with the following data

chunks. In all other cases, PDNH initiates the Buffer with data in the Chunktn

that resides InSlack of any of BLFW clusters or OutsideALL. At this stage,

there is not enough information to check the movement of data. Therefore, the

data is stored in the Buffer, for further processing when more stream chunks

arrive.

PDNH is the basic procedure that is implemented at the beginning of

the stream or when all settings are reset. When the Buffer is not empty,

i.e., undeclared data exists in the Buffer, the virtual position decides on the

movement according to new data whether closer or away from the BLFW

underlying concepts. Moving closer declares an existing concept; moving away

suggests the appearance of a novel concept. The two main processes in the

OBSERVER are for declaring existing concepts and observing suspected novel

concepts. Details of the two key processes are discussed in the following.

5.7.3 Detecting existing concepts

Due to the evolving nature of the data stream, the OBSERVER has to accom-

modate for the expected concept drift. Changes in decision boundaries are
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expected when dealing with data streams. For activity recognition, the way

people are performing activities is different from one user to another. Thus,

in our algorithm we create DRAB which is a dynamic slack that surrounds a

cluster’s decision boundary for coping with concept drift in data streams. A

key objective for the OBSERVER is to distinguish between existing concepts

with drift and completely novel concepts.

The OBSERVER declares an existing concept including concept drift, when

VINPos has IN value according to Definition 5.2. Table 5.2 states the set of

scenarios that causes VINPos to have the value of IN - the general term for

InSlack and Inside. The declaration of the existing decision is limited to these

five scenarios. All other scenarios correspond to either suspected novel or

unknown concept and will be discussed later in this section. Repi and Repj

refer to the Buffer and Chunktn or vice versa. The order is not necessary

here because the merged position of both repositories is the important factor,

regardless of each individual position.

By the definition of positions, Inside and InSlack are attached to a specific

cluster ci. For each row in the table, if the three conditions - for columns in each

row- are satisfied, then the value of VINPos is IN. For instance, at row 4 when

both repositories are inSlack of the same cluster ci and the centroid of merged

data locates InSlackci as well, then VINPos has an IN value. Thus, the data

in the Buffer accumulated with Chunktn is declared as existing with possible

concept drift. Another examples are at row 1 and 2, when one repository

resides Insideci and the other one is InSlackci , therefore the resultant merged

position can be either InSlackci or Insideci . Both are considered as an IN

value of VINPos and thus declared as existing possibly with concept drift

of cluster ci. In general, when the incoming data drags the data closer to

any of the underlying existing concepts, this means it is moving closer. Thus

the accumulated data is declared as existing and possibly with a drift. The

declared data is then moved to JP short memory. Then, all other settings are

reset to default as per the beginning of the stream.

Table 5.2: Cases when VINPos is IN

Repn Pos Repk Pos Merged Pos

Insideci InSlackci Insideci

insideci InSlackci InSlackci

Insideci OutsideALL InSlackci

InSlackci InSlackci InSlackci

InSlackci OutsideALL InSlackci
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The value of VINPos decides on the movement of the evolving data. There-

fore, when the data neither resides in the boundaries nor moves closer to any

of the existing clusters in the BLFW, then it is suspected to be novel.

5.7.4 Filtration process

Unlike the VINPos IN value in the aforementioned cases, the OUT value de-

notes the position of the merged data centroid OutsideALL clusters. However,

the OUT value does not always indicate the appearance of a novel concept. In

order to find a genuine OUT, we have to understand the genuine reason that

causes the merged data to reside outside. Therefore, we can decide whether

the accumulated data is suspected novel concept or existing one with concept

drift. We defined genuine out as follows:

Definition 5.3 (genuine out (genOUT)): VINPos for observing Repn and

Repk has a genuine out value if the position of both repositories in addition to

the merged position are OutsideALL.

Table 5.3 states the possible scenarios that cause OUT and genOUT values

for VINPos.

Table 5.3: Cases When VINPos is OUT and genOUT

Repn Pos Repk Pos Merged Pos VINPos

Insideci OutsideALL OutsideALL OUT

InSlackci OutsideALL OutsideALL OUT

OutsideALL OutsideALL OutsideALL genOUT

According to Definition 5.3,VINPos may reside outside with no genuine

reason, because of one or more of the following. (i) one of the data repositories

represents noise, (ii) one of the repositories is an outlier, (iii) repositories refer

to interleaved classes (in an activity recognition context, interleaved classes

are commonly occur especially with strongly related activities such as “Walk”

and “Stand”), and/or (iv) there is an error in positioning repositories because

of the shifting in BLFW clusters boundaries due to concept drift.

The filtering process of non-genuine OUT cases resolves the first three

issues. Whereas, the adaptation of the BLFW resolves the last case. In all

cases of non-genuine OUT, the filtration process is triggered when the VINPos

is OUT, yet one of the repositories resides Inside or InSlack (row 1 and 2

in Table 5.3). The most confident decision in these cases is to separate the

two repositories; declare repository that resides Inside or Inslack and keep

OutsideALL data in the Buffer for further investigations whenever new other
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chunks arrive. The declared data is kept in the JP repository for reference.

The filtration process does not stop here. In a non-genuine case, we collaborate

with the CVC for deciding on the Buffer and JP data. The CVC complements

the filtration process with either the Replace or Keep operation depending on

the new incoming chunk at (t+1).

When new data arrives while JP and the Buffer are not empty, the Cohe-

sion Validation Test checks the cohesion with both JP and the Buffer based

on the decision tree in Figure 5.8. Outliers and noise will be filtered out if the

new chunk is a continuation of JP data by the Replace operation. Thus, the

Buffer data that contains noise/outlier is isolated and declared with whatever

available information. In case that both JP and the Buffer represent two real

classes (because of the interleaved classes), the new data chunk flows through

the normal procedure of the CVC to choose between the two classes with either

Keep or Replace operations.

After resolving the case of non-genuine out data, in the following we discuss

the case of moving away from all existing clusters with a suspected genuine

case of novelty.

5.7.5 Detecting a novel concept

Once genuine OUT (genOUT) data has been detected, we perform further

analysis to ensure the arrival of a novel concept. Data that resides gen-

uinely out is suspected to be novel until satisfying stability criteria.The algo-

rithm commences by checking the movement of data along time. Nevertheless

genOUT indicates the virtual position of OUT and for a genuine reason, it

does not indicate the actual movement from all existing clusters. Data might

be at a genOUT position, yet moving closer to any BLFW existing cluster.

Thus, genOUT data that moves closer to any of the existing BLFW clusters is

kept in the Buffer for further investigation and is suspected to be concept drift

rather than a novel concept. The novel concept is the one that is genOUT and

“moves away” from all existing BLFW clusters. The suspected novel concept

has also to satisfy a set of stability criteria, to be declared as novel.

To materialise the notation of moving away, the novelty detection technique

considers data in Chunktn as more recent along the time line than data in

the Buffer. Thus, the algorithm computes the distances from the Chunktn

centroid to BLFW cluster centroid and compare them to the distance between

the Buffer and cluster centroid for all clusters existing in the BLFW. The

increase of distance depicts the away movement of data while time evolves.

Figure 5.10 explains an example of the detection of away movement from
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a BLFW containing four clusters. Dit is the distance between the Buffer

centroid (up to time t) and the Ci centroid, while Dit+1 is the distance between

the centroid of new data chunk arrives at time (t+1) and the Ci centroid.

As shown in Figure 5.10, the moving away criterion is satisfied only when

Dit+1 > Dit∀Ci ∈ BLFW .

Figure 5.10: Away Movement of Novel Concept

A moving away concept is a suspected novel class that must satisfy a set

of stability criteria, to be declared as a newborn novel concept. The stability

criteria that concern both separation and cohesion of the novel concept are as

follows:

• Weight: The suspected cluster has to reach a specific size threshold

before considered as a newborn novel concept. The choice of weight

threshold has to range in between the Chunktn size and the maximum

Buffer size.

• Density: This criterion maintains the cohesiveness required, for sus-

pected novel clusters to be declared as newborn novel concepts. The

data repository density is defined as per equations 5.1 and 5.2.

DensityRep =
WeightRep

V olumeRep

(5.1)

V olumeRep =
4

3
πRadiusnRep (5.2)

where V olumeRep is the volume of the data repository as a hypersphere in

n-dimensional space.With high dimensional datasets,we deal with data

as a hypersphere in 3-D (n=3) to avoid a possible curse of dimensionality.
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The Buffer density is first computed and then compared to the density of

the merged repository when Chunktn accumulates the data in the Buffer.

The cluster satisfies density stability criteria if it attains a density gain

when Chunktn accumulates the data in the Buffer.

• Centroid movement: To maintain the required stability, candidate clus-

ter centroid movement has to be minimal before the cluster is declared

as a novel newborn concept. Continuous movement of the centroid re-

flects a lack of cohesion and stability in the suspected data. Therefore,

the algorithm keeps accumulating data in the Buffer until meeting the

minimal movement criterion.

Suspected data that satisfies all stability conditions is declared as a newborn

novel concept. A newborn novel concept adapts the BLFW to facilitate the

recognition of future recurring occurrences of the newborn concept. Due to

the flexible and lightweight model, the process of incorporating a novel concept

into the BLFW is computation and time efficient. This is essential especially

with stream mining time and resource constraints. The OBSERVER can also

detect more than one novel cluster, as long as it follows the same procedure

and satisfies the same criteria.

Lastly COSTAR decides whether data should be declared as unknown. The

data is declared unknown when it is released from the Buffer with no confi-

dence towards either of the two decisions of existing or novel. The reason for

releasing data from the Buffer is either reaching the maximum capacity or

SPRK operations of Reset and Replace, in the Cohesion Validation Compo-

nent. While accumulating the Buffer, we keep records about data movement.

When we reach the maximum Buffer capacity, we endeavour to reach a de-

cision by checking the movement records of the data. If the data movement

is confusing and does not represent evidence for either existing or novel, then

the data is declared unknown. The other reason for releasing data comprises

the SPRK operations of Replace and Reset. The reset operation is triggered

when no sufficient information exists in the Buffer and new data arrives that

represents different and independent concept. While the replace operation is

triggered when outliers and noisy data detected and filtered out. Data in the

Buffer is also replaced in the case of interleaved concepts. In general, data is

declared unknown when it is released from the Buffer with insufficient infor-

mation for either existing or novel decisions.

With continuous learning in the Cohesion Validation Component and OB-

SERVER, COSTAR is capable of detecting the emerging of novel concepts

in the evolving streams. The two components are integrated for continuous
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monitoring for dependency and movement of data from underlying existing

concepts. The algorithm is proposed and developed for mining the evolving

activities from sequential data streams in activity recognition. Three decision

outcomes are expected from the OBSERVER: data belongs to an existing ac-

tivity, data represents a novel activity, or data is unknown. Based on these

declared decisions, COSTAR adapts the model continuously to cope with the

detected changes and thus enhance the recognition efficiency.

5.8 Model Adaptation

Upon a decision declaration with OBSERVER, we adapt the BLFW with the

most recent changes detected in the activity streams. Both decisions of novel

and unknown are eligible for model adaptation, while the decision of existing

is not. Declaring a novel concept includes the first appearance of the newborn

concept and also recurring occurrences that belong to the same novel concept.

When we detect the appearance of the novel concept at the first place, we

adapt the BLFW by adding the newborn novel concept to the BLFW. We do

that by simply forming a cluster of the data that is declared as a newborn

concept and generate sub-clusters of the newborn cluster. We then extract

all characteristics of the newborn cluster and its sub-clusters and incorporate

them into the BLFW characteristics.

Our algorithm assimilates a newborn concept into the BLFW. Therefore,

it enables classification of recurring occurrences of the novel concept and dis-

tinguishes it from existing concepts. In order to strengthen and boost the

newborn existence in the BLFW, we incrementally accumulate the newborn

cluster with the automatically recognised recurring data chunks. The detec-

tion of recurring instances is part of the learning algorithm as the newborn

concept is integrated into the BLFW after adaptation. We apply incremental

learning only for the newborn cluster, in order to enrich its presentation with

more data. The incremental learning approach updates the characteristics

of the newborn cluster to reflect the accumulation of new data. Eventually,

a complete reformation of the newborn cluster is required to maintain more

accurate representation of the cluster. Because of the fact that a complete

reformation consumes resources, especially when the cluster becomes bigger,

we limit the reformation to few runs and before the cluster grows heavier. We

assume that the cluster is heavy weighted if its weight exceeded the minimum

weight of any of BLFW clusters. A heavy weighted cluster is considered as

a normal cluster instead of being newborn. Upon reaching the heavy weight

threshold, no reformation is permitted and all raw data is dismissed.
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The other decision that triggers BLFW adaptation is the declared unknown

decision. The most common cause of the unknown decision is reaching the limit

of the Buffer size with insufficient information to make a decision. Therefore,

the data in the Buffer in this case is uncertain and thus it requires model adap-

tation to accommodate for it. Other reasons for unknown decision are noise

and outliers. We incorporate an active learning approach in COSTAR to ask

the user to label the unknown data. When uncertain data exits, active learn-

ing is required. Active learning triggers inquiries in the form of unannotated

instances to be annotated by user. When the inquiries have been processed,

the BLFW is adapted in batches accordingly with the true labels of the data.

One of the reasons for the existence of unknown decisions is the shifted

and erroneous boundaries. Therefore, BLFW adaptation for both decision

and DRAB boundaries is essential to reflect to the most recent changes in

data streams. The decision boundary of any cluster relies on Dmax which

is the maximum distance between any pair of sub-clusters centroids within

the clusters. Thus, the centroid is one of the most important and dominant

characteristics that requires adaptation. We adapt the centroids of the sub-

clusters according to the algorithm 4.3 for incremental learning and active

learning. This was discussed in Chapter 4.

Since higher level characteristics are based on the lower level ones, the

adaptation process recalculates both cluster and holistic characteristics with

the updated values of sub-cluster characteristics. In addition to refining the

decision boundaries of BLFW clusters, we also adapt the DRAB height to

adjust the elastic boundary surrounding the updated cluster. Thus, we expand

or shrink DRAB to contain or exclude the unknown data. The expansion or

shrinkage of DRAB height is dependent on the position of unknown data from

the cluster with the true label, as well as the weight of unknown data.

Model adaptation is essential to detect novel activities and their recurring

instances. Equally important, the adaptation process enhances the model

representation by including the most uncertain (i.e., unknown) data. The

adaptation of the model helps in reducing the occurrences of false positives.

A false positive occurs when data belonging to an existing activity is falsely

declared as novel. Reasons for false positives are many, including insufficient

training data, an outdated model, or inaccurate boundary positions. To avoid

this, we apply the adaptation process for updating both BLFW characteristics

and boundaries. A false positive also occurs when recurring instances of the

already declared novel concept are detected as totally novel concepts instead

of recurring. This case may occur because of the poor representation of the

newborn novel concept due to the small number of data instances. We try to
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resolve this by incremental learning with recurring instances and reformation

of the newborn cluster, until it is well presented in the BLFW. In the following,

we highlight all cases that trigger active learning in COSTAR.

5.8.1 Active learning

Active learning in COSTAR is triggered in two cases. The first case occurs

with the most uncertain data which refers to an unknown decision. Also, active

learning is provoked when a novel concept is first detected. That happens

when (genOUT) data is moving away from existing concepts and satisfies all

the stability criteria. We denote this case a First Appearance case (FA). Any

instances that belong to the novel concept following the FA in the time line

are termed recurring instances. Once a novel concept is detected in the FA

case, COSTAR requires a confirmation from users on the appearance of a novel

concept. The validation of the arrival of a novel concept is essential, as that

avoids the erroneous adaptation with incorrectly detected data. Once the user

confirms the novel concept, the OBSERVER adapts the BLFW automatically

by assimilating it into the existing model. The adapted BLFW is deployed

for further recognition of recurring instances of the recently detected novel

concept. The detection of recurring concepts does not require active learning

as it is part of the learning process.

There are three possibilities that happen when OBSERVER triggers active

learning in case of FA. First, the user confirms the arrival of a novel concept,

and therefore the BLFW is adapted accordingly. The second possibility is

the case of a false positive (FP) when an existing concept is incorrectly clas-

sified as novel. The algorithm checks whether the DRAB is the reason for

the misclassification and thus expands or shrinks the DRAB accordingly. The

third possibility would be when recurring instances of already declared novel

concepts are declared as the FA of a new novel concept. The OBSERVER

accumulates the already declared novel concept in BLFW with recurring data

in this case.

In addition to detecting a novel concept and adapting the BLFW accord-

ingly through continuous and active learning, we present in the following a

technique for forgetting abandoned concepts.

5.8.2 Forgetting outdated concepts

In activity recognition, the set of activities is not static along the stream. As

novel activity may emerge, outdated activities might disappear. In order to

keep the BLFW up to date with the most recent changes in the stream, we
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aim also to detect the abandoned activities and exclude it from the BLFW

automatically. COSTAR is capable of detecting activities that are no longer

relevant to the recent data streams. While COSTAR continuously monitors

the evolution of concepts, three decisions are declared: existing, novel, and

unknown. In case of an existing decision, COSTAR automatically assigns a

time stamp for each activity that appears in the stream and is classified as

existing. The algorithm scans the BLFW periodically for existing clusters

that have not been stamped for a long time. When the outdated activity

is detected, COSTAR triggers an inquiry in an active learning approach to

get user confirmation for removing the abandoned activity from the BLFW.

Deletion of the activity is simple as it only removes the characteristics that

represent the abandoned activity from the BLFW.

5.9 COSTAR Contribution

In this chapter, we propose and develop an adaptive technique for concept

evolution in activity recognition. COSTAR provides the following major con-

tributions:

• Detecting novel activities: COSTAR applies continuous learning to moni-

tor the evolving activities in data streams to detect novel activities when-

ever they arrive. The novelty detection technique is tailored to activity

recognition as it considers the sequential dependency in data, which is

intuitive in activity recognition. The new technique is capable of recog-

nising both abnormal activities and new normal activities that appear

spatially in the middle of other normal underlying concepts in the learn-

ing model.

• Distinguishing novel activity, concept drift, and outliers: COSTAR de-

clares data as novel, existing, or unknown. The learning technique in

COSTAR can distinguish between the concept drift of an existing con-

cept and the appearance of a novel concept. We created an elastic slack

around each cluster to accommodate concept drift. The declaration of a

novel concept requires data to reside outside all slacks and consistently

move away from all existing activities. This way, our technique can dis-

tinguish between a completely new concept and an extension or drift of

an existing concept. We also propose a dependency check and filtration

process to isolate outliers that possibly appear in the stream.

• Forgetting abandoned activities: Equally important, COSTAR can detect

the disappearance of activities in the recent stream. As we aim to detect
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the appearance of novel activities, COSTAR also is capable of detecting

activities that are no longer relevant. Therefore, it adapts the learning

model continuously, using the detected changes.

• Dynamic adaptation of the learning model: In COSTAR, the underlying

learning model is continuously enriched with novel detected concepts to

accommodate recent changes in the stream and detect recurring data that

belongs to novel classes. It also applies active and incremental learning

with the most uncertain data, for alternation of the learning model and

thus enhancement of the recognition accuracy.

• Incorporating active learning with low cost: The annotation process is

very costly and impractical in a streaming environment. It is also non

realistic to assume that annotated data that represents various activities

are available at the training phase. Therefore, COSTAR triggers active

learning only for the small amount of data that is the most uncertain.

5.10 Experimental Study

In this section, we evaluate the performance of COSTAR in terms of the effi-

cient recognition of novel and recurring activities. The evaluation of COSTAR

aims to analyse the following:

• Detection of the first appearance of novel concepts: We aim to evaluate

the performance of COSTAR in detecting a novel concept once it arrives

in data streams. The first appearance of any novel concept is very crucial

as the model is adapted once the novel concept is declared. Therefore,

an efficient model adaptation is dependent on an accurate detection of

the first appearance of the novel concept.

• Recognising the recurring occurrences of the novel concepts: Following

the first appearance of the novel concept, we aim to evaluate the perfor-

mance of our technique to detect recurring occurrences of the detected

novel concept. The efficiency of the adapted model is analysed according

to its performance in recognising recurring instances of the newly added

concept.

• Distinguishing between concept drift and novel concepts: A real challenge

of our technique is to differentiate between concept drift and entirely

novel concepts. The key cause of concept drift in activity recognition is

the change in the ways of performing activities, from one user to another.
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Thus, we aim to evaluate the performance of COSTAR across users to

demonstrate its ability to differentiate between concept drift and novel

concepts.

• Evaluating active learning behaviour with evolving data streams: COSTAR

enables active learning in a few cases. In the batch active learning ap-

proach, COSTAR automatically triggers inquiries to request true labels

from the user. The amount of inquiries along the stream as well as the

amount of data required for refining the model are analysed to evaluate

the efficiency of the developed active learning approach.

We conducted our experiments on three benchmarked activity recognition

datasets: OPPORTUNITY, WISDM, and SPAD. The datasets are collected

from different sensors including mobile accelerometer sensors and on body sen-

sors. Details of publicly available activity recognition datasets were discussed

earlier in this dissertation in Chapter 3. Additionally, we evaluate our tech-

nique using the Iris data set [Fis36], an explanatory small conceptual dataset,

for a clear visualisation of COSTAR performance. We start the evaluation by

discussing the experimental setup and performance metric. Then we evaluate

COSTAR performance, in the light of our aims, on the benchmarked data.

5.10.1 Experimental setup

The setup for analysing and evaluating COSTAR aims essentially to test its

efficiency in detecting the appearance of new concept(s) and its concurring

instances in data streams with concept drift. In the context of activity recog-

nition, concept drift is crystallised when comparing sensory data from different

users. Therefore, in all our experiments, part of the data is used to build the

BLFW while other data from a different user is applied for testing. The un-

derlying BLFW is built from training data of multi classes. The default chunk

size is 20 data instances unless otherwise stated. We handle the data stream

with a continuous sliding window, using the same approach as described in

Chapter 4. We also apply an online clustering for each chunk in order to sepa-

rate concurrent activities appearing in a single chunk. To evaluate COSTAR,

we first define the base metrics applied for measuring the performance. Tp,

the number of novel instances correctly detected as novel; Tn, the number of

existing instances correctly classified as existing; Fp, the number of existing

instances falsely classified as novel; Fn, the number of novel instances incor-

rectly classified as existing; and nInstances, total number of instances in the

stream. nInstances include Tp, Tn, Fp, Fn, and unknown instances. We refer
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to total number of unknown instances as NumUnk. Performance measures are

described in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Performance Measures for COSTAR

Name Description Formula

Acc Accuracy as the percentage of
correct classification along the
stream

Tp + Tn

nInstances

ERR Error rate in the data stream
Fp + Fn

nInstances

UnkPerc Percentage of instances that are
declared as unknown

NumUnkn

nInstances

Recall Ratio of instances detected as
novel among all true novel in-
stances

Tp

Tp + Fn

Precision Ratio of correctness in the exam-
ples classified as novel

Tp

Tp + Fp

Specificity Ratio of instances classified as
existing among all true existing
instances

Tn

Tn + Fp

Fall-out Rate (FOR) False alarm rate
Fp

Fp + Tn

False-discovery Rate (FDR) Ratio of false positives among all
instances classified as novel

Fp

Fp + Tp

ALRate Number of triggered active learn-
ing inquiries per 10 thousand
data instances

-

ALPoints Percentage of total number of in-
stances that are batch labelled
with active learning inquiries

-

CPur Percentage of the cluster pu-
rity, which is the percentage of
instances with the major label
within the cluster

-

COSTAR parameters: Our developed technique can be applied to any

data domain when its data represents sequential data that can be also non

identically distributed. Activity recognition is one of these domains. In the

context of activity recognition, COSTAR is a learning technique for concept

evolution that is independent on the sensing scheme. Thus, COSTAR can be
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applied to a wide range of datasets for activity recognition, whenever it satisfies

the dependency constraint and regardless of the scheme for collecting data,

type of sensors, location of sensors, sampling rate, and other characteristics

for the data collection. However, COSTAR parameters have to be tuned to

suit some of these characteristics for better performance. Thus, we present

the three sets of parameters that are highly attached to the sensory data

characteristics. We describe the three categories of parameters that are set or

tuned for COSTAR as follows:

• Chunk size and Buffer size: As we check movement of data along a

stream, preference chunk size tends to be small to allow a reasonable

time for monitoring the movement. Information about dataset sampling

rate and minimum duration of any of the activities/class are essential

to set a good chunk size. For instance, a small chunk size is required

when the dataset has a sampling rate of 20 Hz and a minimum duration

of 2 seconds for any occurrence of activities. The small duration of two

seconds contains 40 instances. Thus, the chunk size for this dataset has

to be much less than 40 instances to enable COSTAR to monitor the

movement and hence capture the occurrence of this activity. We set the

Buffer maximum capacity based on the chunk size. As explained in the

OBSERVER methodology, a small Buffer capacity might increase the

percentage of unknown data. On the other hand, a large Buffer capacity

will increase the complexity. Therefore, to allow a reasonable time for

monitoring the data movement, we set the capacity of the Buffer to

accommodate the maximum of double the size of a data chunk.

• Initial DRAB height: This parameter refers to the initial threshold of

area surrounding each cluster in the BLFW to accommodate for con-

cept drift. While the stream evolves, the adaptation process expands or

shrinks the DRAB height accordingly. However, setting a good initial

value of this parameter is crucial to avoid high rates of both false alarms

and active learning. This parameter is also strongly related to the de-

cision boundary of the cluster, which is specified by Dmax. The initial

DRAB height is manually tuned below the value of Dmax to ensure

stability and to avoid overlapping of slacks.

• Stability weight of the novel concepts: The concept is declared novel if it

moves away from all existing concepts in addition to satisfying all stabil-

ity criteria. Three stability criteria are applied to ensure the separation

and cohesion of the suspected novel concept to be declared as novel.
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These three criteria are: less movement of the cluster centroid, increased

weight, and increased density. The stable weight (size) of a declared

novel concept ranges in between the chunk size and the minimum num-

ber of instances representing any activity. A newborn novel concept is

moving away and growing bigger over time. In addition, minimum cen-

troid movement and increased density are required for a newborn concept

to be declared stable. Both density and centroid movement criteria do

not require pre-defined thresholds to be set beforehand. Alternatively,

they both make a comparison between new and previous values to check

increase, in the case of density, and stability, in the case of centroid

movement, to satisfy the the two criteria.

In the following experiments, we tune the parameters for each dataset in

order to adapt to the dataset characteristics and thus improve the performance

of COSTAR. The computational complexity of COSTAR is similar to the

analysis represented in STAR in Chapter 4. The main complexity arises from

the online clustering. COSTAR adds the complexity of running the Cohesion

Validation Test (CVT). The CVT is also another pass of online clustering

runs on a maximum of n data instances, where n, in the worst case scenario,

is the maximum Buffer capacity. The OBSERVER does not require extra

processing overhead as it only performs a set of comparisons to decide on the

data movement. We start COSTAR evaluation with analysing its performance

using the Iris dataset, and then we show the performance on the activity

recognition datasets, namely, OPPORTUNITY, WISDM, and SPAD.

5.10.2 Iris dataset

In this part, we analyse COSTAR performance closely with the well-known Iris

dataset. Iris dataset contains sequential data representing different types of

Iris plant. Evaluation for the Iris dataset starts with testing concept evolution

of novel and recurring class instances on a multi-class underlying concept. The

next step is to test the detection of the appearance of multiple novel concepts.

This evaluation shows the capability of COSTAR to detect one or more novel

concepts regardless of its spatial position relative to the BLFW. Figure 5.11

shows the layout of the three Iris classes: Setosa, Virginica, and Versicolor.

Table 5.5 depicts the performance metrics against each experiment for the Iris

dataset. In this table, the term FA indicates the number of alarms that declare

the First Appearance of a novel concept, while NovNum is the total number of

instances detected as novel, including First Appearance instances and recurring

instances that follow the First Appearance. UnkNum is the total number of
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Figure 5.11: Iris Dataset Visualisation with the R Package

instances that are declared as unknown. Each class in the Iris dataset contains

50 instances. Considering the small size of the classes in this dataset, the

chunk size is set to 5 in all of the experiments. The initial stable weight of a

novel concept is tuned in interval (7–10 instances). From the characteristics of

the BLFW, Dmax inside clusters ranges between (0.4–0.9). Therefore, DRAB

height is tuned manually in the same interval. CPur is noted to be 100% in

all runs. The pure clusters indicate the effectiveness of the online clustering

and sliding window technique in separating activities.

As shown in Figure 5.11, the Versicolor class resides spatially inside the

global decision boundary of the BLFW of Setosa and Virginica. Despite its

location, COSTAR can successfully detect the appearance of the novel concept

of Versicolor as well as its recurring instances. The table demonstrates the high

performance of COSTAR in detecting novel concepts across all classes in the

Iris dataset regardless of the position of the class from the underlying BLFW.

The second part of this table examines the COSTAR ability to detect more

than one novel concept. It also shows the efficiency of the adaptation process to

assimilate the newly detected concept and then detect its recurring instances.

COSTAR also can distinguish between recurring instances of newborn concept

and instances for another novel concept. We train the BLFW on only one

class, and then we test the data that contains the other two novel concepts.

Two alarms for First Appearance (FA) are triggered in these experiments for
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Table 5.5: COSTAR Performance on the Iris Dataset

BLFW Novel FA Nov Unk Acc Recall Specf Prec FOR FDR

Num Num % % % % % %
Setosa &
Virginica

Versicolor 1 49 1 99.3 100 100 100 0 0

Setosa
& Versi-
color

Virginica 1 50 0 100 100 100 100 0 0

Virginica
& Versi-
color

Setosa 1 50 0 100 100 100 100 0 0

Versicolor Setosa &
Virginica

2 100 0 100 100 100 100 0 0

Virginica Setosa
& Versi-
color

2 102 0 98.7 100 96 98.1 0.04 1.9

Setosa Virginica
& Versi-
color

2 98 0 98.7 98 100 100 0 0

each novel concept. Once a novel concept is detected, it adapts and extends

BLFW instantaneously for the further detecting of recurring instances of the

novel concept. The accuracy here indicates the high performance detection of

both recurring and novel concepts.

The evaluation of COSTAR on the Iris dataset shows its efficiency in de-

tecting the first appearance of novel concepts and their recurring occurrences.

It also demonstrates the ability of COSTAR to detect multiple novel concepts

in the stream. We then evaluate COSTAR performance on more challenging

benchmarked datasets for activity recognition that are collected from stream-

ing sensory data.

5.10.3 OPPORTUNITY dataset

In this section, we move forward to test COSTAR on real life activity recog-

nition data streams collected from wearable sensors. The dataset consists of

data for the four atomic activities of “Sitting”, “Walking”, “Standing”, and

“Lying” represented with 110 features. To be able to evaluate the COSTAR

performance on data streams with concept drift, in the following experiments,

the data used for building BLFW and testing is from different users. Evalu-

ation of the detection of a novel concept is performed for each activity. The

sampling rate for the OPPORTUNITY dataset is 20 Hz. We set the chunk

size for all experiments to 50 instances (2.5 seconds) and the weight of stable

novel concepts to 300 instances. DRAB height is tuned based on Dmax val-

ues of BLFW exiting clusters in the interval (1800–3000). Figures 5.12, 5.13,

5.14, and 5.15 show various performance metrics for detecting each activity as
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novel. Sub-figure (a) shows the ERR rate of COSTAR up to a certain point in

the stream for each activity type. ERR is the total percentage of misclassified

instances (%) in the stream that includes Fp, Fn, and unknown. For instance,

in the experiment to evaluate COSTAR in detecting the “Sitting” activity in

Figure 5.12(a), the average ERR rate from the beginning of the stream to 10

thousand data stream points is the value of Y at X = 10, around 8%. The

arrival of the novel activity instances is marked at the top border in Sub-figure

(a) in all figures. The number of correctly detected novel instances (Tp) and

missed novel instances (Fn) are displayed in Sub-figure (b) for each activity.

Whereas Sub-figure (c) shows the correlation between the classification of ex-

isting classes correctly (Tn) and false discovery of existing class as novel (Fp).

In general, the activities of “Sitting” and “Lying” achieved higher performance

over “Walking” and “Standing”. In Figures 5.12(b) and 5.13(b), the number

of novel instances detected (Tp) increases steadily over time. Whereas, the

novel instances missed (Fn) are at the lower bound along the stream with a

slow increase of a small constant rate. The error graph for the “Lying” activ-

ity, Figure 5.13(a), starts with a high error rate and continues until the first

correct detection of the novel activity. Once the novel concept is declared,

recurring instances are correctly classified and thus the error rate drops over

time. The specificity relationship in Figure 5.12(c) and 5.13(c) indicates the

COSTAR ability to identify existing instances correctly. The rate of FP is

slightly increasing by a very small amount, along the stream which indicates

a high percentage of specificity.

“Walking” and “Standing” activities are more challenging. Many reasons

are behind the confusion between theses two activities. Both activities are

strongly correlated and interleaving. That means combining and switching of

the two activities are frequently occurring. Also, novel concepts that represent

these activities are relatively big with diverse patterns embedded inside. For in-

stance, the “Walking” activity might contain patterns of strolling, jogging, and

normal pace walking. The strolling pattern of “Walking” is commonly inter-

leaved with “Standing” (as pauses) while “Walking”. Figure 5.14(a) shows the

frequent occurrences of the “Walking” activity along the stream. In analysing

the ERR rate in detecting the “Walking” activity, the figure shows a high

rate at the beginning of the stream. That indicates misclassifying of novel

instances (Fn). The percentage decreases once COSTAR detects the appear-

ance of a novel concept. Figure 5.14(c) shows a high detection rate for existing

instances for the “Walking” activity. However, Figure 5.14(b) shows an over-

lapping percentage for both detecting and missing the novel concept instances
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(a) ERR along the Data Stream

(b) Detection of Novel Instances

(c) Detection of Existing Instances

Figure 5.12: COSTAR Performance in Detecting “Sitting” Activity

along the stream. The main reason for the ERR rate in “Walking” is the Fn

rate (misclassifying novel data as existing).

The detection of the “Standing” activity is also challenging. As shown in

Figure 5.15(a), the “Standing” activity appears very frequently in the stream.

Periods of “Standing” are interrupted with other activities. The increase of

the Tp rate over time, Figure 5.15(b), indicates COSTAR’s good performance

in detecting “Standing” as novel (Recall). Figure 5.15(c) shows an opposite
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(a) ERR along the Data Stream

(b) Detection of Novel Instances

(c) Detection of Existing Instances

Figure 5.13: COSTAR Performance in Detecting “Lying” Activity

behaviour for the false detection of existing instances as novel. The high rate

of Fp is the main cause of high ERR rate in detecting “Standing” activity.

In order to visualise the OPPORTUNITY dataset, we have applied prin-

cipal components analysis and transformation of the data. Dimensionality

reduction is accomplished by WEKA PCA [WF05] by choosing enough eigen-

vectors to account for 95% of the variance in the original data. Therefore,

the reduced dimension OPPORTUNITY sample data can be visualised with a

3D graph as displayed in Figure 5.16. The graph shows the clear overlapping
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(a) ERR along the Data Stream

(b) Detection of Novel Instances

(c) Detection of Existing Instances

Figure 5.14: COSTAR Performance in Detecting “Walking” Activity

between “Standing” and “Walking” activities that would justify the confusion

in decision between the two activities. It also shows the location of “Sitting”

activity inside global decision boundary between “Lying” from one side and

“Standing” and “Walking” from the other side.

In Table 5.6, we summarise the performance of COSTAR for recognising

each activity in the OPPORTUNITY dataset. The BLFW for all experiments

consists of all activities except the tested novel activity. Data used to build

the BLFW and test data are from different users to ensure the occurrence of
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(a) ERR along the Data Stream

(b) Detection of Novel Instances

(c) Detection of Existing Instances

Figure 5.15: COSTAR Performance in Detecting “Standing” Activity

concept drift. Each activity has its own weight in the test data. The activity

weight is the percentage of instances that represent the activity in the stream.

The accuracy of distinguishing between existing and novel when “Lying” is

the novel activity attains the best performance with more than a 99% accuracy

rate. Despite the small weight of the “Lying” class (only 5%), COSTAR can

effectively detect both existing and novel activities with recurring occurrences.

COSTAR also attains an accurate recognition, of 93.1%, in the case of a bigger

class of “Sitting”, with weight 24%. The precision in detecting the novel

activity of “Sitting” is 84%, mainly because of the false detection rate. The
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Figure 5.16: Visualisation of the OPPORTUNITY Dataset

accuracy in distinguishing between existing and novel is lower with “Standing”

and “Walking” activities.

Although the “Walking” activity has a similar weight of 26% as “Sitting”,

its detection accuracy of 70.4% is lesser. The false detection rate of the “Walk-

ing” activity is high due to the confusion with the “Standing” activity. The

low recall percentage indicates the misclassification of many novel instances as

existing. Thus, the recall percentage that measures COSTAR sensitivity drops

to ' 17 % for “Walking”, while the false-discovery rate (FDR) reaches 40%.

The “Standing” activity in this dataset is diverse and heavy with a weight of

46%. The accuracy in detecting novel and existing activities in the case of

“Standing” is 61.3%. Although, the recall percentage reaches more than 85%,

opposite to “Walking” performance, specificity is dropped to ' 40% due to

the high fall-out rate of 56.8%.
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Cluster purity, which measures the percentage of major labels inside de-

clared clusters, achieves more 90% in all runs. Cluster purity indicates the av-

erage purity of the cluster when declared. The high purity percentage demon-

strates the effective selection of parameters, specifically the chunk size and

stable size. The purity in the“Walking” and “Standing” clusters is lower than

other activities, which indicates that the overlapping between these two activ-

ities results in less pure clusters.

Table 5.6: COSTAR Performance with the OPPORTUNITY Dataset

Novel activity Acc Recall Specf Prec FOR FDR CPur

Sitting (%) 93.1 78.5 96.8 84.0 3.2 16.0 98.0

Lying (%) 99.2 86.5 99.8 94.0 0.2 6.0 97.3

Walking (%) 70.4 17.2 95.7 61.9 4.3 38.1 93.2

Standing (%) 61.3 87.8 43.2 60.0 56.8 40.0 93.4

The analysis and discussion on the OPPORTUNITY dataset show the

COSTAR ability to distinguish between existing and novel activities in data

streams with concept drift. The error rate might be high at the beginning

of the stream until the first appearance of the novel activity is successfully

detected. The error rate decreases gradually afterwards, which indicates an ef-

ficient adaptation of the model to recognise recurring instances of the detected

novel concept. The evaluation demonstrates COSTAR ability to recognise ac-

tivities that are not well-presented in the stream, i.e., small sized activities,

such as “Lying” in OPPORTUNITY. The experiments also show the trade-

off between recall and precision, especially in the “Walking” and “Standing”

activities. We can also conclude that COSTAR attains its best performance

in detecting novel activities that are static, such as “Sitting” and “Lying”.

In this scenario, the BLFW might contain other static activities. Neverthe-

less, COSTAR can distinguish between the appearance of other novel static

activities and existing ones, including static and dynamic activities. The na-

ture of the interleaved and interrelated activities of “Walking” and “Standing”

imposes more challenges in the recognition. Thus, COSTAR accuracy in recog-

nising these activities is less than other activities.
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5.10.4 WISDM dataset

In this section, we discuss COSTAR performance with another activity recog-

nition dataset, but collected from mobile accelerometer sensor. The WISDM

dataset contains five annotated activities with only three features: x, y, and

z accelerometer components. Data is collected from many users and con-

tains more than a million instances. COSTAR as a cluster-based technique

processes each activity as a cluster that contains a set of sub-clusters that rep-

resent different patterns inside the cluster. Thus, we combine “Upstairs” and

“Downstairs” patterns in the dataset and integrate them into one cluster of

“Stairs”. Table 5.7 shows data distribution among users samples with various

activities performed by each.

Table 5.7: Sample of WISDM Data Distribution Across Users and Activities

Dataset Size Walking Jogging Standing Sitting Stairs
u2 23,525 • •
u8 29,761 • • •
u20 21,033 • •
u27 34,957 • • • • •
u29 34,957 • • • •
u30 12,756 • • •
u33 29,452 • • •
u35 22,394 • • • •
u36 32,108 • • • • •

In order to deploy COSTAR on WISDM and ensure concept drift, we choose

to build the BLFW with data from users who have not performed the target

novel activity. For each row in Table 5.8, we aim to detect a novel activity

with a combination of users. For instance, to detect the “Stairs” activity

(which includes both “Upstairs” and “Downstairs”), we build a model with

data from user 20 who performed “Standing” and “Sitting” activities (as per

Table 5.7). Then, we evaluate COSTAR performance in detecting “Stairs”

with data from user 30 who performed same BLFW activities in addition to

the novel activity (“Stairs”). Performance metrics are reported in Table 5.8 for

each novel activity across the different users. The set of parameters used for

WISDM evaluation is as follows: chunk size=10, stable size=20, while DRAB

height is in the interval (0.5–3).

COSTAR achieves its highest accuracy in detecting the “Sitting” activity

with an accuracy of 99.8%. The remaining 0.2% of instances are declared as

unknown. Although the weight of the “Sitting” class in the incoming stream

is only 7%, COSTAR can detect the appearance of the novel concept and its

recurring instances.“Sitting” is a static activity that does not require body
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Table 5.8: COSTAR Performance on Different Users of the WISDM Dataset

Novel BLFW Test Acc Recall Specf Prec FOR FDR

Sitting (%) u29 u36 99.8 100 100 100 0 0

Standing (%) u2 u8 81.1 74.2 85.4 76.3 14.5 23.7

Walking (%) u33 u35 83.5 81.4 84.5 70.5 15.5 29.5

Stairs (%) u20 u30 71.3 73.9 96.9 96.7 3.1 3.2

Jogging (%) u36 (no-
jogging)

u27 84.5 69.6 93.0 84.3 7.0 15.6

movement. Therefore, the detection of the “Sitting” activity is attained with

high accuracy despite its small size.

The distinction between existing activities and novel activity of “Standing”

is more challenging, especially when training the BLFW with data contains

“Walking” and “Jogging” activities, as in the user 2 data. Both “Walking”

and “Jogging” are tightly related to “Standing”, which makes it hard to detect

the appearance of the “Standing” activity. Periods of “Walking” or “Jogging”

would be overlapped with pauses of “Standing”. COSTAR can distinguish

between “Standing” as a novel activity and existing “Jogging” and “Walking”

activities with an accuracy of 80%. However, both the false detection rate

(FDR) and fall out rate (FOR) are at high percentages (23.7 and 14.5 respec-

tively). That shows the confusion occurs in detecting “Standing” activity as

existing and also the detection of existing instances as novel. The confusion

matrix of detecting “Standing” activity is illustrated in Figure 5.17(a). Novel,

in all matrices listed in this figure, shows the combination between instances

declared as novel with first appearance (FA) and the recurring instances. The

detection of recurring instances is based on the continuously adapted BLFW

that integrates the novel activity. The results show that 74% of novel instances

of “Standing” are correctly detected as novel. The first reason for confusion is

because of the misclassification of the “Standing” activity as existing. In this

experiment, the ambiguity between “Standing” and “Walking” results in more

than 23% of the novel instances misclassified as “Walking”. On the other hand,

the existing “Walking” instances are correctly classified as existing. Another

reason of confusion is in detecting the “Jogging” activity as novel (“Standing”)

for more than 22% of “Jogging” data.

We face the same challenges when detecting the novel activity of “Walk-

ing”. The BLFW is built with data from the user 33 that contains “Jogging”,

“Standing”, and “Sitting” activities. Both the false detection rate and fall out
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(a) “Standing” Activity

(b) “Walking” Activity

(c) “Stairs” Activity

(d) “Jogging” Activity

Figure 5.17: Confusion Matrices on the WISDM Dataset

rate are high (similar to results in detecting the “Standing” activity). The

confusion between “Walking” and “Standing” is the main reason for the fall

out rate as shown in Figure 5.17(b). The confusion matrix also shows that

39% of the “Jogging” activity is declared unknown because of uncertainty in

recognition. Also, instances of “Standing” and “Sitting” are falsely detected

as novel (“Walking”).

We examine COSTAR performance in detecting the “Stairs” activity. Fig-

ure 4.11 in Chapter 4 shows the overlapping between the large class of “Stairs”
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and other classes. The BLFW that is built from the user 20 data contains both

“Sitting” and “Standing” activities. The COSTAR ability to distinguish be-

tween the novel activity of “Stairs” and the existing activity is 71.3%. The

sensitivity of detecting the novel activity is 74%, indicating a confusion with

existing. In the confusion matrix of the “Stairs” activity, shown in Figure

5.17(c), it is clear that the main ambiguity occurs between “Standing” and

“Stairs”. This can be justified by the natural pauses of “Stand” that occur

while climbing up and down the stairs.

We evaluate the detection of the novel activity of “Jogging” with a BLFW

that contains all other activities: “Walking”, “Sitting”, “Stairs”, and “Stand-

ing”. The two activities of “Jogging” and “Stairs” are naturally similar. The

accuracy in distinguishing between all existing activities and “Jogging” as

novel is 84.5%. The sensitivity of detecting the novel activity in terms of

recall percentage is 69.6%. As illustrated in the confusion matrix in Figure

5.17(d), the reason for the lower recall rate is the confusion between “Stairs”

and “Jogging”. Despite the efficiency of COSTAR to detect existing activities,

the correct detection of a novel “Stairs” activity is only 41% of the instances

representing the novel activity. In general, COSTAR can successfully distin-

guish between existing and novel activities in data streams with concept drift

using WISDM dataset. The best performance of COSTAR is attained when

recognising the appearance of “Sitting” activity and its recurring activities.

The activity of “Stairs” is the most challenging to recognise because of the

overlapping with the “Standing” activity.

5.10.5 SPAD dataset

We also evaluate COSTAR performance on the SPAD dataset. In all exper-

iments, we train the model on all data except the novel one. The dataset

contains four activities of “Walk”, “Drive”, “Run”, and “Stay still”. Table 5.9

represents the performance of COSTAR with each of the four activities. The

SPAD dataset has a sampling rate of 5 Hz. We tune the window size between

(1–5) sec. The DRAB height ranges from (0–0.5) based on Dmax values in

the BLFW. Because of the low sampling rate, we set the stable size to 5 in all

experiments.

As shown in the reported results in Table 5.9, “Still” achieves the best

accuracy among all activities. This is similar to the analysis of the “Sitting”

activity in the WISDM and OPPORTUNITY datasets. Minor ambiguity oc-

curs between “Drive” and “Still” as illustrated in Figure 5.18(a). It is more

challenging to recognise the drive activity. “Drive” might be confused with
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Table 5.9: COSTAR Performance on the SPAD Dataset

Novel Acc Recall Specf Prec FOR FDR

Still (%) 96.4 97.3 98.3 94.3 1.7 5.7

Walk (%) 83.8 71.7 98.5 98.3 1.5 1.7

Drive (%) 94.3 73.6 99.1 90.1 0.9 9.9

Run (%) 86.8 63.2 90.0 46.3 10.0 53.7

“Still” when collecting data from a mobile accelerometer sensor, the case in

the SPAD dataset. Also in SPAD, the number of instances that represent the

activity of “Drive” is relatively small (7% of the total number of instances).

Despite these challenges, COSTAR can efficiently recognise the “Drive” ac-

tivity with an accuracy of 94.6%. The recall percentage for detecting the

“Drive” activity is low which indicates low sensitivity in classifying true novel

instances as novel. The percentage of 73.6% refers to the percentage of data

that is correctly classified as novel (“Drive”) among all novel instances. The

FDR rate indicates that 9.9% of instances are declared as novel, while they are

actually existing instances and misclassified as novel. The confusion matrix

for detecting “Drive” is shown in Figure 5.18(b). The results in this matrix

show the confusion that mainly occurs between “Still” and “Drive”. 21% of

the instances that represent the novel “Drive” activity is misclassified as the

“Still” activity.

The “Run” and “Walk” activities are more difficult to recognise. The

“Run” activity has also a relatively small size with a weight of 12% along the

stream. Moreover, it spans a large area and resides in the middle of all other

activities, as shown in Figure 4.12 in Chapter 4. From Table 5.9, the FDR in

“Run” indicates more than half of the instances that were declared as novel

are existing. The matrix in Figure 5.18(c) confirms this by indicating the main

ambiguity that happens between “Run” and “Walk”. Specificity, 16% of the

“Walk” activity is classified as novel (“Run”), while 37% of the novel instances

of “Run” are misclassified as “Walk”.

When detecting the novel“Walk” activity, we found that COSTAR can

efficiently handle the recognition of existing activities. The overall accuracy

in detecting novel and existing is 83.3% as shown in Table 5.9. COSTAR can

recognise the appearance of the “Walk” activity and its recurring instances

with an accuracy of 72% as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 5.18(d).

There are still 28% of instances that are confused with the “Run” activity.
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(a) “Still” Activity

(b) “Drive” Activity

(c) “Run” Activity

(d) “Walk” Activity

Figure 5.18: Confusion Matrices on the SPAD Dataset

From the analysis of COSTAR on the SPAD dataset, the results show an

accurate recognition of existing activities in all experiments. The detection of

novel activities achieves the best accuracy with “Still” and “Drive” activities.

The detection of the dynamic activities of “Run” and “Walk” achieves a good

accuracy as well. These two activities are tightly related, therefore they cause

more difficulty in recognition than other activities.

After discussing the overall performance of COSTAR with the benchmarked

datasets, in the following we will discuss the parameters and reasons for active

learning that is triggered to adapt the BLFW.
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5.10.6 Active learning

Active learning in COSTAR is provoked in two cases, unknown data and the

first appearance of a novel activity (FA). The First Appearance includes cases

of Tp for first occurrence of the novel concept, Fp for existing instances mis-

classified as novel, and recurring instances that are incorrectly recognised as

entirely novel concepts. In Figure 5.19, the results show the two metrics that

evaluate active learning performance. ALRate represents the average number

of inquiries triggered for every 10k instances in the stream. The smaller the

ALRate, the more efficient is our technique. ALPoints refers to the total num-

ber of instances that require active learning and thus feed back to adapt the

BLFW. The two metrics include the two cases of active learning.

In the OPPORTUNITY dataset, the rate of active learning needed is very

low in the “Lying” and “Sitting” activities. There is a small percentage of

unknown instances noted in these two activities. Thus, the low active learning

rate and small percentage of ALPoints correspond mostly to the FA case.

The rate is slightly higher in the “Walking” and “Standing” activities as they

are more challenging activities to be recognised. Yet, the ALRate is very

small at 3.8 and 2.6 inquiries per 10k instances in “Walking” and “Standing”

respectively.

Activity ALRate ALPoints
Sitting 1.7 3.4%
Lying 0.3 0.4%

Walking 3.8 7%
Standing 2.6 7%

(a) OPOORTUNITY dataset

Activity ALRate ALPoints
Still 1.5 1.7%
Run 1.5 0.1%
Drive 3 3.2%
Walk 12 1.7%

(b) SPAD dataset

Activity ALRate ALPoints
Stairs 6.5 6.7%

Jogging 0.3 9.8 %
Walking 3.1 4.4%
Standing 22.8 9%
Sitting 0.3 0.1%

(c) WISDM dataset

Figure 5.19: Active Learning with Different Datasets

In the SPAD dataset, the “Run” activity provokes active learning only

for the FA of a novel concept when it arrives. We also noted COSTAR does

not declare any data as unknown when detecting the “Walk” activity. More

than half of the ALRate in detecting “Walk” is because of cases of Fp, i.e.,

when existing instances are misclassified as novel. The next reason is recurring

instances that are defined as new novel concepts.
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The rate of active learning in the “Walk” activity is higher than others,

12 inquiries in 10k data instances, which is about 33 minutes for the SPAD

dataset. Despite the high rate, the percentage of points that require active

learning is still low. The active learning technique in COSTAR implements a

batch approach. That means, whenever conditions are satisfied, the batch of

instances triggers active learning. Therefore, the size of the batch of instances

for active learning is either the stable size or the buffer size. In detecting the

“Walk” activity in SPAD, many inquiries are triggered, all with small size.

Therefore, the total amount of points remain small despite the high ALRate.

The WISDM dataset results show a low ALRate in “Jogging”, “Sitting”,

and “Walking” activities. The high percentage of the ALPoints rate in “Stand-

ing” is because of the high percentage of Fp as per the aforementioned discus-

sion on the confusion matrix. Frequent “Standing” triggers are caused by the

frequent alternation between “Standing” and other activities. The alternation

between activities is a reason for the Replace and Reset SPRK operations in the

CVC. When the data is released with incomplete monitoring information, the

declared decision is inaccurate because of the incomplete information. The

activity of “Jogging” does not have the same characteristics as “Standing”.

Despite the low rate of active learning in “Jogging”, the size of batches that

require active learning is big and therefore the ALPoints are as high as 9.8%.

We can conclude that, most results show an efficient performance of the batch

active learning technique with a low ALRate in most of the cases.

In conclusion, we analysed the performance of COSTAR in detecting novel

concepts and their recurring occurrences on benchmarked datasets. The analy-

sis shows COSTAR ability to distinguish between existing and novel activities

evolving in the stream. In general, activities that are static are easier to be

detected even if they appear less frequent in the stream. Interrelated and

interleaved activities are more difficult to recognise. Nevertheless, COSTAR

still can recognise these activities with a good accuracy. The low percentage

of active learning needed depicts the efficiency of COSTAR to ask user for a

small subset of data that is most informative.

5.11 Summary

The number of activities in the data streams changes over time. New activi-

ties might emerge; irrelevant activities might disappear. Training the learning

model in activity recognition with a static number of activities is impracti-

cal and inefficient especially in a streaming environment. The capability of

the learning model to adapt for extension and prune continuously to reflect
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the changes of activities in data streams is essential for accurate and efficient

recognition performance.

In this chapter, we have proposed, developed, and evaluated our COSTAR

technique for detecting concept evolution in evolving activities. COSTAR

applies a continuous learning approach for monitoring the evolution of ac-

tivities in the stream and thus detects the expected changes. The detected

changes in COSTAR include novel activities, recurring novel activities, and

abandoned activities. COSTAR comprises two components: the Cohesion

Validation Component (CVC) and OBSERVER. While the CVC checks the

dependency in the stream, OBSERVER monitors the movement of data over

time. The learning model is adapted incrementally and continuously to reflect

the detected changes. COSTAR also addresses the scarcity of labeled data by

incorporating an active learning approach for labelling only the most uncertain

data in the steam.

The evaluation of COSTAR on benchmarked datasets demonstrated its

ability to detect novel concepts and its recurring instances with learning model

that contains multi-concepts. The recognition performance showed its effi-

ciency in detecting the small sized classes that are mostly overlooked and thus

misclassified. The results also showed the efficiency of the model adaptation

technique to refine the model with the expected changes. COSTAR can dis-

tinguish with good accuracy between concept drift and novel concepts. We

discussed also in the results the active learning percentage for different activ-

ities. The rate of active learning inquiry is noted to be small with different

experiments. That indicates efficient performance of the batch active learning

approach.

COSTAR parameter tuning is crucial for obtaining a good performance. We

aim in our future work to automate the selection of COSTAR parameters for

more efficient recognition. Moreover, we aim to combine STAR and COSTAR

in a single framework, for both personalisation and adaptation in a single

recognition framework.
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Conclusion

Activity recognition has been a progressive research area in recent years. Re-

searchers have addressed many challenges in activity recognition, while many

other challenges are yet to be resolved. We address in this dissertation a set of

crucial and paramount issues that arose from activity recognition. The main

focus of this dissertation is on activity recognition in ubiquitous computing and

streaming environments. We contributed to the research by introducing adap-

tive techniques to cope with the evolving nature of sensory data in streaming

and ubiquitous environments. In the previous chapters in this dissertation, we

have proposed, developed, and evaluated our adaptive techniques for person-

alisation and adaptation, for activity recognition in evolving data streams. In

this chapter, we conclude this dissertation with a summary of the research and

and its contributions. Then we discuss possible future directions based on the

thesis contributions.

6.1 Research Summary

Activity recognition has become an emerging field in the areas of pervasive

sensory data processing and ubiquitous computing. Recognition of activities

opened the door to many applications in wellness such as elder care support

and fitness monitoring, surveillance, marketing, and crowdsourcing applica-

tions. There is a large variety of low cost sensors that are embedded on mobile

phones, body worn, or ambient. The availability of these sensors gives rise

to the development of techniques that can effectively recognise users’ activi-

ties and thus contribute to many applications in activity recognition. Activity

recognition intuitively deals with sensory data that is continuously streaming

from different sensing sources over time. The process of recognising activities

includes three key components: data collection, modelling, and actual recog-

nition. Historical data is collected from different sensors. The sensory data
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is modelled to represent activities. Then, the model is deployed for recog-

nising incoming activities. Although much research has been directed towards

activity recognition, many research gaps are still open and yet to be addressed.

Data applied for building the learning model in activity recognition is typ-

ically collected from a small group of users. Learning techniques in activity

recognition rely strongly on the prior knowledge of the collected and modelled

data. However, people perform activities in different ways. Thus, the learning

model, which represents activities based on data collected from some users,

has to be tuned and refined to suit other users. Moreover, it is impractical

to assume that the number of activities is static across users especially with

evolving data streams. Novel activities may emerge over time, while irrelevant

activities might be abandoned. The learning model has to adapt continuously

to reflect the appearance and disappearance of activities along the evolving

streams and therefore demonstrate an accurate representation of the activi-

ties. The performance of state-of-the art techniques in activity recognition are

also tightly related to the sensing scheme. Thus, changes in sensor location,

type, and orientation would directly affect the learning performance. Lastly,

techniques in activity recognition have to consider essentially the known-issue

of the scarcity of labelled data especially when dealing with data streams.

The focus of the research presented in this dissertation is to develop learn-

ing techniques that address the aforementioned challenges. Thus, we proposed,

developed, and evaluated adaptive techniques that refine and adapt the learn-

ing model contentiously while sensory data evolves. The developed techniques

address the personalisation and adaptation challenges in activity recognition

by applying incremental and continuous learning for refining and adapting the

learning model. Our techniques have to be accurate, robust, flexible, and effi-

cient to achieve real time accurate recognition in a streaming and ubiquitous

environments. The techniques are independent on the type and location of

sensors that are deployed for data collection. In evaluating the performance of

our techniques, we use various publicly available datasets. Each dataset has

its own scheme and characteristics. The data in these datasets is collected

from various sensors including mobile sensors, body worn sensors, and ambi-

ent sensors. The developed techniques address the scarcity of labelled data by

incorporating active learning to label only a small subset of data that is most

informative and with lowest cost.

We first introduced, in Chapter 3, our baseline framework that is built

offline for modelling different activities. The modelling component is respon-

sible for building the baseline framework. Thus, the modelling component

processes the historical data to produce a flexible, compact, accurate, and
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lightweight representation of activities for future recognition. A key charac-

teristic of the baseline framework is its flexibility to be refined and adapted

beyond modelling. The flexibility enables both personalisation and adapta-

tion. The baseline framework presents the core for our three techniques for

activity recognition represented in this dissertation.

The chapter also introduces CBARS, our first technique for activity recog-

nition. The developed technique combines the modelling component with a

recognition component. The recognition component builds an ensemble classi-

fier, based on a hybrid similarity measure approach, for recognising activities

from incoming data. The hybrid similarity measure approach brings differ-

ent measures’ perspectives together for enhancing the recognition accuracy

across users. CBARS, comprising both modelling and recognition compo-

nents, demonstrates its efficient recognition performance when evaluated on

benchmarked activity recognition datasets. CBARS achieves its best accuracy

enhancement, of other standard recognition techniques, when applied to noisy

datasets across different users.

In Chapter 4 we introduce STAR, which extends CBARS by adding a

personalisation component to the learning process. STAR enables incremental

and active learning for model personalisation in streaming environments. The

personalisation component implements incremental learning for refining the

learning model with recent data streams to suit a user’s personalised way of

performing an activity. STAR is also capable of handling the streaming data

in a ubiquitous environment. Given the scarcity of labelled data, especially

in a streaming environment, STAR incorporates an active learning approach

for labelling only a small amount of the most informative data to enhance the

recognition performance. We deploy STAR on a mobile device to demonstrate

its efficiency for real life applications in ubiquitous environment.

The adaptability of the recognition techniques is expanded in Chapter 5.

While STAR performs model personalisation for existing activities to fit a

specific user, COSTAR is developed for detecting completely new activities and

forgetting abandoned ones. COSTAR enables continuous and active learning

to monitor the evolution of concepts along data streams and adapts the model

accordingly with the detected changes. The learning model in COSTAR is

extended by assimilating detected novel activities, or pruned by removing no

longer relevant activities. The continuous adaptation of the model enables the

recognition of recurring occurrences of detected novel activities and reflects

changes in data streams.

Experimental analysis is conducted for evaluating the efficacy of techniques

proposed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The performance for CBARS, STAR, and
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COSTAR is evaluated in terms of their accuracy, efficiency, robustness, and

flexibility. We developed an efficient metric for different performance aspects

and applied the evaluation to benchmarked datasets for activity recognition.

The following section concludes the thesis by presenting a summary of the

research contributions and outlining future research directions.

6.2 Research Contributions

The key objective of our research is to build adaptive techniques in activity

recognition that enable continuous personalisation and adaptation with evolv-

ing data streams. We summarise the contribution of this thesis in fulfilling our

research objectives and goals as follows:

• Build an accurate, flexible, robust, and efficient learning model: The

initial process in any recognition technique is to build the learning model

from historical data. In this dissertation, we build a fine-grained learning

model that represents activities accurately. The representation of the

activities is flexible to be updated and expanded, therefore our learning

model enables incremental and continuous learning after building the

model. It is equally important that the learning model is computationally

efficient to perform in streaming environments for real time recognition.

We demonstrated the efficiency of the learning model by deploying it

in a ubiquitous and streaming environment. Dealing with sensory data

increases the chance of contained noise. Thus, we developed approaches

that aim to build a robust learning model that can efficiently handle

noisy data and attain efficient recognition.

• Develop an efficient recognition technique: The recognition technique

developed in this dissertation is an ensemble classifier based on a hybrid

similarity measure approach. The merit in combining different measures

is presenting a more comprehensive view of data by bringing together

different perspectives. By applying this approach, the ensemble classifier

can achieve an accurate recognition of activities across different users.

The measures are also simple to calculate and update, thus enabling

recognition of activities in streaming environment.

• Personalise the learning model with evolving data streams: We presented

in this thesis an innovative technique that uses incremental learning for

model personalisation while a stream evolves, STAR. The technique ben-

efits from the learning model flexibility by enabling incremental learning
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for model personalisation. It handles the streaming nature of data and

tunes the model automatically to reflect the changes in data streams

arising from personalisation.

• Detect novel activities and adapt model accordingly: In addition to tun-

ing the model for personalisation, we propose, develop, and evaluate

COSTAR that extends the dynamics beyond personalisation. COSTAR

enables continuous learning for recognising novel activities and forgetting

abandoned ones. The technique adapts the model continuously with the

evolving stream, to accommodate for the detected changes. Model adap-

tation enables accurate representation of the most recent activities and

thus enhances recognition performance.

• Incorporating active learning: The three techniques developed in this

dissertation address the known challenge of the scarcity of labelled data.

Thus, they incorporate an active learning approach that automatically

selects the most informative data to be labelled. Therefore, active learn-

ing can effectively enhance the recognition performance with low labelling

cost.

The results of this thesis have been validated and published in six peer-

reviewed conference papers [AGSK12b,AGSK12a,AG09,AG11,BZA12,JGN+14],

one journal article [AGSK15], and another journal article that is subject to a

final revision [AG15]. After highlighting the key contributions of our research,

the next section outlines the research directions and future work.

6.3 Future Research Directions

The research work implemented in this dissertation sheds light on different

areas of research directions for extensions. We highlight in this section some

of these key directions as follows:

• Enabling personalisation in activity recognition benefits the research area

for accurate and efficient recognition. With an efficient personalisation,

activity recognition becomes widely available and accurate across users,

as there is no need to train the recognition system on each user’s way of

performing activities. General models with our approach are automati-

cally customised for a user’s personalised activities at real time and on

limited resource devices. The capability of personalisation supports an
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improved and accurate recognition across many applications. These ap-

plications include personalised advertisements, lifestyle monitoring, and

elderly people monitoring.

• The capturing of novel activities and dynamic adaptation with evolving

activities enables the development of reliable systems for activity recogni-

tion that can learn new knowledge and forget outdated knowledge. With

the adaptation technique, there is no need to define a set of activities to

recognise. The automatically adaptable technique is a self-learner that

monitors the stream and understands the evolving data. This approach

is a significant contribution in activity recognition as it creates less de-

pendency on the historical annotated data. The future direction of this

feature is to enable an independent technique that requires almost no

prior knowledge to recognise activities. The feature can be extended

for detecting and recognising activities on the fly with evolving streams.

The dynamic adaptation feature can incrementally create the model with

detected activities once they arrive and without prior training.

• Future work of this dissertation includes also building a holistic approach

for activity recognition that integrates the personalisation of existing ac-

tivities with the adaptation for novel detected and forgotten activities.

The holistic approach extends our techniques by creating a single frame-

work for detecting both major and minor changes in activities while a

stream evolves.

• A big challenge in activity recognition is to collect a sufficient amount

of labeled data to train the learning model. The annotating process is

expensive, time-consuming and erroneous. We introduce in this disser-

tation an incremental and active learning approach that addresses this

problem. The initial model in the developed approach is built with a

small amount of labeled data. The model is continuously accumulated

through incremental learning. Active learning asks only for labels of in-

formative samples. This approach opens the door for a wider range of

applications in activity recognition as it allows learning from unlabeled

data, which is pervasively available. The research in this direction is

still new and promising as it aims at less supervision in the recognition

process.

• The developed adaptive techniques are capable of recognising activities

accurately. The accurate recognition of activities can be combined with a

context aware framework for recognising higher level and more complex
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activities. A future activity recognition tiered approach has to lever-

age all available information for context aware recognition. Building a

context aware technique for activity recognition enables a wide range of

applications that concerns not only the activity of the user, but also the

context of surrounding environment, to be able to provide the user with

accurate and opportune information. We have presented an early work

in this direction in [BZA12].

• Benefiting from the dynamic and adaptive recognition, the recognition

technique could be applied to a wide range of users, to provide crowd-

sourcing information based on their performed activities. The compu-

tationally efficient and real time recognition approach developed in this

thesis allows implementation of the recognition technique on a user’s in-

dividual mobile devices. Aggregating on the recognised activities from

users’ devices on a higher level platform, such as the cloud, enables a

wider perspective of understanding the performed activities based on dif-

ferent criteria, such as location based activity recognition on the cloud.

Our work in [JGN+14] presents a step in this direction for analysing

activities in the fog.

In conclusion, this thesis takes a step forward and opens up new oppor-

tunities in realising the potential of activities enhanced with compositional

adaptation for pervasive and ubiquitous computing.
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Appendix A

Table A.1 describes the distribution of data in PAMAP2 across users and

activities.

Table A.1: PAMAP2 Description of Performed Activities for each User (in
seconds)

User S 101 S 102 S 103 S 104 S 105 S 106 S 107 S 108 S 109

lying 271.86 234.29 220.43 230.46 236.98 233.39 256.1 241.64 0

sitting 234.79 223.44 287.6 254.91 268.63 230.4 122.81 229.22 0

standing 217.16 255.75 205.32 247.05 221.31 243.55 257.5 251.59 0

walking 222.52 325.32 290.35 319.31 320.32 257.2 337.19 315.32 0

running 212.64 92.37 0 0 246.45 228.24 36.91 165.31 0

cycling 235.74 251.07 0 226.98 245.76 204.85 226.79 254.74 0

nordic
walking

202.64 297.38 0 275.32 262.7 266.85 287.24 288.87 0

ascending
stairs

158.88 173.4 103.87 166.92 142.79 132.89 176.44 116.81 0

descending
stairs

148.97 152.11 152.72 142.83 127.25 112.7 116.16 96.53 0

vacuum
cleaning

229.4 206.82 203.24 200.36 244.44 210.77 215.51 242.91 0

ironing 235.72 288.79 279.74 249.94 330.33 377.43 294.98 329.89 0

rope
jumping

129.11 132.61 0 0 77.32 2.55 0 88.05 63.9
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Table A.2 describes the total time in seconds for each activity.

Table A.2: Total Duration of Activities in PAMAP2

Activity Duration (in seconds)

lying 1925.15

sitting 1851.8

standing 1899.23

walking 2387.53

running 981.92

cycling 1645.93

nordic walking 1881

ascending stairs 1172

descending stairs 1049.27

vacuum cleaning 1753.45

ironing 2386.82

rope jumping 493.54
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